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Chapter 1 
Introduction
Tiiis thesis consists of four essays in empirical macroeconomics. The first 
tlirec essaj's examine the conduct of monetary' polky during a disinilationaiy' 
tmd deilationaiy^ era, with the policy interest raUs close to or at the zero lower 
boimd. Wliile the Japanese economic enviromncnt of the 1990s and the first 
years of the 21st century make the coimtiy" an obrious focns for empirical 
study, the third essay extends the amdj^sis to Ilong Kong and Cliiiia - lx)th 
ticonomies liaw recently experienced dcflirtion. In contrast, the last chapter 
focTLses on the fiscfil policy asjKXits of the Euroixian Union’s (EU) most rwent 
enlargement. In this introduction, we elaborate on the moti\ation underlying 
the foin essays and provide a brief overview of oiu* findings, cxjnnnencing 
\\ith the conduct of monetary policy in a disinfhitionaiy^ enviromncnt fuid 
concluding viith the fiscal j;>olicy and development irspt^cts of IvU enlargement.

The successful disinflationary^ j)rocess in industrialized coiuitries has given 
life to phenomena tliat were previoiLsly thought of as being primarily^ of liis- 
torical or mere theoretical interest, including deflation and the zero hiterest 
rate floor as a binding constraint on monetary^ policy  ̂ Nowhere lias tliis IxHiii 
more apparent than in Japan, where the bursting of the asset price bubble in 
the early 1990s has givxsn way to economic stagnation and falling consumer 
prices for most of the time since the mid-1990s. At the time of writing, 
despite some encouraging signs of economic recovery, deflation seems rather 
entrenched, even with the policy rates of the Bank of Jai>an effectively at 
zero since 1999. Not surprisingly', tliis ex]>erienco has iiLspired a munl)er of 
theoretical and empirical studies concerning the mechanisms, if any, through 
wliich monetary" policy  ̂ could be stimulative under sudi extraordinary^ cir
cumstances.

Rather than focusing on rmconventional policy measures -  although some 
are discussed -  our interest is centred on rescarcli questions that are arguabl.y
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more fundamental in nature. In particular, oiu: work empiricall>^ examines 
whether traditioiuvl pcTceptions of the cifects of monetai^' ix)licy hold when 
inflation rates are low or negative, and the ¡iolicy interest rate is close to 
or a t the zero lower boimd. It is jx>ssible that the zert) floor emerges as a 
territory" where the behavioiu: of the inacrocx-oiiomic \ariabkis of interest is 
michaiigixl, with the onl,y difhculty (tlunigh still a major one) arising from the 
infcasibilitj" of further low^cring the interest rate. Alternatively, traditional 
economic rehitionshii^s (totild hül ti> hold a t the lo\ver boimd due to signif
icant changes in the, belia\ioiu of ec-.onomic agents, Wti (X)iLsider this to Ixi 
of fundamental inij:)ortance, as some of the theoretical hteratm'c coiicenied 
with the conduct of policy a t the zero bovmd fails to consider the ixjssibility 
that monetar^" ix>licy actions may no longer Ixi transmittcxl to the reiil cx-on- 
omy. Tins is crucial for an optimal coimnitment jiolicy to kiicj) intertiit raU^ 
loŵ  well into the future even w^hen the deflationar}' impulse has dissij)ated 
(e.g. Eggertason and Woodford, 2003). It is iidihtioiiaUy of imix>rtiuice for a 
price le\xi targetuig strategy" that largely relicts on the n a l cx ante intercist 
rate to provide the stimulative iinpixtt (e.g. SveiLssoii, 2003). But even a 
currency tax that alloŵ s for any negative nomiiifü interest rate (e.g. Buitcr 
and Panigirtzoglou, 2003) w^ould not jn'ovide miy niiUTowonoinic stimulus if 
the interest rate channel is blocrked.

In accordance with the consideratioiLs outlhied above, our resoiirch agenda 
includes an mvestigatiou of the potency of the interest rate chamiel in the 
Japanese economy tlirough the disinflatioiiar^" and deflationary ¡xiriod. Thev 
oreticallj", such a  ix^eardi cpicstion could be disregarded outriglit -  no tlux)r3̂ 
suggests that the interest rate chaimel (ixirhajis modelled as ixn IS e<iua- 
tion) W'̂ eakens wiicn inflation rates fall. Yet umcrocx:onomic concUtioiLS hi 
the Jai>anese et*onomy may ŵ cU liave ixoven othenvLse, jiarticulaiiy due to 
problems ui the financial sixttor wiiicli saŵ  an accumulation m bad loans 
and a  tlecihiing crcxlitwxirtliiness of bonow^ers. Indtxid, some studies ixiiiit to 
breaks in the traiLsmissioii mechanism hi the mid-1990s, wiiile siurjirisingly 
feŵ  studiiis examine monetary transmission w'cU into the deflationary' ¡leriod. 
Wc mtend to fill tliis gap in the literature. In addition, onr rcsccvrch agenda 
includes an estimation of a  broad money demand rclatiousliip in the Jaixmiese 
economy' during the disinflationary' and deflationary' iTa. Again, our interest 
focuses on a canonical rclatioiLsliip in monetary' policy analysis, for w'e arc 
interested in the existence of a stable money' demand relatioiisliip in an econ
omy' that has slid from ¡xisitive to iwgative inflation rates. How'c '̂er, rather 
than proposing a strategy' of monetary' targeting for the Bank of Jaixm, w'e 
discuss the infonnation content of broad money' and the dy'iiamics bctw'een 
money', price indicators and income -  tliis requires a stable relatioiisliip be



tween the variables of interest. Final!}", for a central bank close to or at tlie 
zero bound, the exchange rate cliannel nia}' provide a rare oi îx^rtmiit}" to 
aifect economic acti\ity iuid the price level. Acc:ordingl,y, we inv-estigate the 
imix)rtance of both the interest and cxcliange rate diamiels during recent 
deflationai}" episodes in Jai>an, I long Kong and Cliina.

In the following, we briefl}" summarize the findings from the tlirce essa}"s 
concerned with the conduct of monetar}" i^olicy during deflation. As oiu 
chosen methodolog}", wc mainly utilize vector autoregressions (VARs) in the 
analysis. Since reduced form VARs primarii}" serv-e as tools to simmiarize the 
dynamic properties of the data, they arc atheorctical in nature. Ilow^ever, 
the use of stnicturiU VARs, both with short and long-nm n^itrictions, allow"s 
for theoretical coiLsideralions to Ixi implemented in the aniU}'SLS, Moreo\'er, 
a VAR approaclr could be defended on the gromids tliat no strict c^onscnsits 
about the exact effects of monetar}" policy in the econom}" pre\ails. Probabl}" 
the greater disadvantage of tliis methodolog}" fvristis from the fact tliat a 
major i>art of the dynamic anal}"sis focuses on shocks rather than systematic 
aspects of policy. We acknowledge tliis conceptual i)roblem with the chosem 
approach.

The first essay of tills thesis investigates wiiethcr inflation or price le\"cl 
targeting w"ould be approjiriate policy regimes for Japan. The feasibility of 
either of the two aiiproachcs critically liinges on tw"o main prereqiusitcs: the 
interest rate clumncl must remain potent diuing a  period of disinflation and 
deflation, and the central bank must jx)ssess an instrument to influence the 
future price level. In addition to cxaminhig the fulfihneiit of these conditions, 
tills i>ai)er can be seen as a simple aiiproach to identif}"ing monetar}" iiolicy 
shocks in the Japiuiese economy, as a  limiUxl numlier of studies extend the 
anal}"sis long into the deflatioiiai}" jx^riod. Using eridence from both vector 
autoregressions and structural forai IS eciuatioiis, w"c find tliat the interest 
rate cliannel remaius ¡xitcnt ewn with fallhig inflation rates. Of course, us
ing an atheoretical apjiroacli and a backw'iird-looking framew"ork sudi as a 
\'ector autoregression, the Lucas-critique may be of importance in discussing 
alternative monetary ¡xilicy niles for the Biuik of Japan. IIow"e\"cr, as jia- 
rameter constancy in our system seems to be fulfilled even with the onset 
of deflation, w"c believe that the Lucas-critique w"ould not pose a problem 
to the methodolog}" dioscn. With nominal interest rates at zero, monetar}" 
expansion may be iwliieved tlirough a commitment strateg}" W"hereby rates 
are kept low well into the future. A i additional stimulus could, how"e\"er, be 
implemented by introducing a tax on currency, since sudi a strateg}" w"ould 
allow" any desired negative jxilicy interest rate to be created. As short and
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long-term rc^l ex ante interest rates are found to be significant for the de
termination of output in the structural IS equations, price level targeting 
obtains some supix)rt in om: analysis -  expectations plaj" a  crucial role in the 
successful implementation of such a  strategj'^.

In the second essaj'̂ , we are interested in the demand for broadlj" de
fined liquidity diuing the Japanese disinflationary" and deflationary" period. 
Tlirce mothations are prominent. Firstly, an investigation of this very" broad 
measme of lifpüdity could be considered interesting in its ovm right, for we 
are aware of onl}" one study" that has examined this aggregate in a vector 
eiTor correction framework (Bank of Jaj:>an, 2003). Secondly", only limite<i 
(U"ideiice of broad money demand extending far into the deflationary" era 
exists. Tliirdly", the current interest in broad money largely" stems from con
siderations of its information value, especially" with regard to destabilizing 
asset price developments that liave undoubtedly been of importance in the 
Jajjancse context. Using a vector error correction framework, we find that a 
stable demand relationship for broadly defined liquidity" can be established 
in the Jai>ancse economy even through the period of financial instability and 
the onset of deflation. Wliile we find equity prices to be liiglily" important in 
oiu: sy"stem, there is httle evidence of significant currency sul)stitution effects. 
In contrast to most of the previous literature on Japanese money demand, 
we iini:>lement an impulse response analysis to examine the dy"namic relation- 
sliii>3 betwc'en the \'ariables, considering tv"o different identification schemes. 
Interestingly", bearing in mind the persistence of deflation in the Jaj>aiiese 
economy", impulse response analy"sis suggests causality from broadly defined 
liciuidity" to both consiuner and equity prices.

The final chapter concerned m th  the conduct of monetary policy" diuiiig 
deflation takes into account external aspects by considering the importance 
of the cxdiange rate channel, in addition to the interest rate channel, in the 
rec*ent deflationary" episodes in Japan, Hong Kong and China. While all these 
tliree economies ha\e recently experienced deflation, they arc characterized 
by" strikingly" different monetary" policy" regimes and vary"ing degrees of ojicn- 
ness to the rest of the world. Estimating structural vector autoregressions 
with contemporaneous restrictions, we find that exchange rate shocks have 
liad a statistically" significant impact on prices in both Japan and Ilong Kong 
diuing the disinflationary" era, but the quantitative impact is markedly" liigher 
in the latter economy". Our findings proride eridence of the importance of 
external influences in these economies, and could alternatively" be seen as 
providing weak support to suggestions to using exchange rate depreciation 
in order to escape from the Uquidity trap (see e.g. Svensson, 2001; McCal-
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lum, 2000; Coenen and Wieland, 2003). A certain degree of coiintcrfactuality 
in the anal}'sis for Hong Kong is unavoidable, as indei)endent monetai^" pol
icy with an interest rate instrument is restricted due to the cmrenc^^ board 
arrangement, and the exchange rate camiot be ustxl as a monetary" i>olicy tool 
to induce changes in the domestic price level. Ilow^ever, the anal^'sis coxild 
indirectly give rise to an inference about the suitability of the cmrency board 
during a deflationary^ period. It ls indeed plaiLsible that independent mone- 
tary" ix)licy may haw responded more strongly-  ̂ to falling prices. For Cliina, 
neither interest rate nor exchange rate shocks are foimd to 1x3 of imix>rtanc.e 
in determining coiLsumer prices.

Verŷ  little of our analysis is critical of the monetary policy’’ implcmenttxl by»̂ 
the Bank of Jai>an. The Japanese policymakers foimd themselves in largel,y 
imcharted territory wdth nominal interest rates at the zero boimd, and the 
slide toward deflation ŵ as to a significant extent imexi)ected by both the 
domestic and international observers (Allearne ei al.̂  2002). But wlicrefis the 
picture emerging from our analj^is perliaj^s s(H3nis uncxix3ctedly cncomaging, 
it is difficult to induce a further stimulative impact in the œonomy once the 
zero bound is liit. In other ŵ ords, W’̂ liile ŵc find that basic relatioasliiiis 
betw^een the \ariables of interest ai>ix3ar largel.y imaltercd by*̂ deflation and 
the looming or binding zero bound, a macrocxtonomic policy' to cscaix3 from 
the deflationary trap may well be difficult to implement. Tliis could be due to 
political reasons (as in the case of introducing a  tax on currency') or becanse 
the rciiuired stimulus may be very' big (as in the case of y'cn depreciation). 
Similarly', while broad money' seems to ¡ioaseas desirable causal i)roi>erties 
with resix3ct to consmner and eciurty prices, and the relationsliip beUvecn 
money', income and prices apiX3ars to be stable, inducing an increii.se in broad 
money' is difficult esjîecially' in the case of instabiliticis in the money' multiplier. 
Pre-emptive |x)licy'makitig may then still provide the best alternative w'hcn 
(forecasts of) inflation rates api>ear imexj^ectedly' low and scoixs for monetary' 
easing remains. Tliis is not to suggest that monetary' ¡wlicy' is ineffective -  
for \w contend tliat tliis is definitely not the case -  it jast emphasizes the 
argument that the required stimulus a t the zero bomid may' be sizeable and 
ixilitically difficult to implement.

The fointh essay' moves the discussion from monetary policy' during a de
flationary' era to the fiscal policy aspects of EU enlargement. In ixirticular, 
W'c are interested in whether the fiscal austerity' required by' the Maastriclit 
criteria and the Stability' and Grow'th Pact would be liarmful for the socio
economic catdiing-up process of the new' Member States. To our know'ledge, 
no prerioxLS work about the impacts of fisciU policy on socio-economic de-
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velopment for the new Member States exists. Most of the literature on 
EU enlargement has b(«n concerned with the choice of exchange rate and 
monetar}" ix>lic}" regimes, the extent of real convergence, and business cycle 
anal>'sLs (see e.g. Begg ct a/., 2003). However, as many of the new Mem
ber States are still imdergoing a transition process from coimnand to market 
economies, with some of them falling quite far below the awrage EU in
come levels, socio-iKtonomic progress could well be of imi>ortance for these 
economies. If govenunent sj)ending and investment are efficient and benefi
cial for development, fulfilling the fiscal criteria may be detrimental to the 
new Member States, as iminy i>f them arc cmrently nmiiing lùgli government 
deficits and notable consolidation measmes would be re<iuircxl. Alternatively, 
fiscal aiLsterity could lie beneficial for socio-economic development, economic: 
growth and stability and thus ultimately for wcùfarc.

In oin study, the levcd of sociocxtonomic dcvelojiment is ewiluatcd by 
constmeting a  socio-economic development index (SEDI). I'his measme con
sists of ’various socio-econonùc indicators tliat cure largely affected b>" public 
policies. Om* index suggcists that the cohesion coimtries Gitxxie, Ireland, 
Portugal and Sixùn were ajiproximately at the same level of socio-cx:onoimc 
development in the 1980s, when most of thcim joined the f^uroiiean Union, as 
the new IMcmbcr Statens in 1999. Tlùs allows us to use data for the cohesion 
countries to ewiluate the relationslùp between sociocK-onomic dcvcloiiment 
and fiscal policy, and to draw inferenccis for the new Member States.

Our results from instrumental Vtiriables regressions show that fisc:al con
solidation would be l)cneficial to scicio-economic development in the medium 
term. In line with previous literature about the effects of fiscal consolidation 
on economic outimt (sexi e.g. Alesina and Ardagna, 1998), we find that fiscirl 
retrendmicmt, including a  lower level of public debt, wmild lx? adwuitageoits 
to development. Finali}", we e\aluate how long it -v̂ 'cmld take for the new 
Member States to adùeve the EU bendiniiirk levels in tenns of the socio- 
cxronomic dcveloiunent indicator, assimfing the average sj>ecxl of dcvclopmcmt 
of the cohesion comitries churing 1980-1999. The timers \ar}' from 8.5 years 
(Slovcma) to 21 years (Romania). A polic}" imiilication of our results is to 
maintain the Stability and Grow"th Pact or an cxpu\’alent intergovcinunentid 
fiscal rule to  em b public sjx?ndmg and debt.
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Chapter 2
The Case for Price Level or 
Inflation Targeting - What 
Happened to Monetciry Policy 
Effectiveness during the 
Japanese Disinflation?
2.1 Introduction
The protracted ccoiioiiiic slump in Jai>aii sincte the ciu-ly li)90s has aroiLscd 
the attention of economists worldwide mid has led to nimieroius ¡xilicy pro- 
I>osals. Tliis so-called ’’lost diiCiuUi”, having lasted much longer than a simple 
cyclical downturn, has brought to life economic iihenomena that have proved 
a veritable clmllcnge for ¡x)licy makers. Interestingly, even though inflation 
has iilmost continuously Ix^en negative since 1998 and the zero intercut rate 
jxilicy was first initiated in 1999, the Hank of Ja]xui (BOJ) has been lumnUing 
to adopt either an inflation or a price level targeting strategy". Admittedly, 
the current policy of quantitative easing Ix^ars some resemblance to price 
level targeting, as it is to Ixi in place imtil CPI inflation stays a t or above 
zero jiercent for a few months - a zero percent inflation rate effectively corre
sponds to a price level target. so, the al)scnce of an explicit price level 
or inflation targeting strategy' may seem surprising given the j)otential lx?n- 
efits of either of these ap[)roachcs and the \ridi!spread adoption of inflation 
targeting by central biuiks worldwide.

The aim of our i>aper is to exaiiune whether j)ricc level or inflation tar-
14
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geting would bo appropriate polic}”̂ choices for Japan. The feasibility of 
either strategj'^ hinges on two main prerequisites: the interest rate must re- 
main a potential tool for monetar^" policy during periods of disinflation and 
deflation, and the central bank must possess an instrument to actiiall}’̂ be 
able to influence the future price level.  ̂ On the basis of results from vector 
autorcgi’essious (VARs), accompanied by estimates from stnictural form IS 
equatioiLS, we find that both contfitions are satisfied in the case of Japan. 
However, monetary' traiLsmission to economic activity and prices apj)ears to 
be remarkablj^ slow. A straightforward ¡jolicj" proposal to create additional 
stiinuliLs is the iniplemontalioii of a tax on ciirrency, effectively allowing for 
an>̂  negative ix)licy interest rate. An expansion of broad money is fmmd to 
be causal for increases in the price level and real output. Finali} ,̂ results from 
the stnictiual (xpiatioiLS provide evidence for the significance of the real cx 
ante interest rate and output cxpectiitions in the determination of economic; 
activity in Jajian, affording supix)rt for a price level targeting stratcgj" whertì 
expectatious a cnicial role.

Even thougli numerous studies have addressed Japan’s deflation prol> 
lem, c;overing fiscal, monetary imd structural j^olicy asjiects, our apjiroacli is 
novel for a nmnber of reasons. Firstly, by conducting estimations tlirough 
end-200̂1, we are able to captine a significant nmnber of years when defla
tion pre^ailed in the Jaj>anese economy. If there were significant stnictiual 
breaks in the monetar}’’ transmission mechanism as the economy moved from 
positive inflation rates to deflation, our estimation sample would be likely to 
captine these. Tliis is crucial, since if the monetar}" transmission mechanism 
had broken down in the economy, neither inflation nor price level targeting 
would Ixi feasible poficy alternatives for the Bank of Japan. Indeed, a nimi- 
ber of studies have pointed to ¡xissible breaks in monetar}" transmission in 
tliis (X'onomy, discussed in more detail in the following section. By providing 
evidence on both structural VAR estimates with contemporaneoiLS restriev 
tions and stnictural IS eejuations, we are able to evaluate whether monetar}" 
liolicy was in principle effective ex post as deflation took hold and addition
ally, whether future prices and interest rates cx ante are of importance in the 
determination of current output. The importance of the real ex ante inter
est rate is prominently empliasized in theoretical literature about price level 
targeting. Secondly, even if some of our policy projxisals are not novel in the 
sense that they have been previously suggested in the literature, they are de
rived from our empirical results in a  straightforward fasliion. Tliis contrasts

^Of course, any change in the monetary policy strategy of a central bank is ultimately 
a political decision. Ito (2001) provided interesting political economy evidence on why the 
BOJ has been unwilling to adopt an inflation targeting strategy.
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\\dth studies where imorthodox monetary" policj^ measures are proj)osed in a 
purely theoretical context wdthout any link to empirical estimates regarding 
the monetar3' transmission mechanism. Finally, and no less imix)rtantly, w  
feel that there is scojxi in the existing literature for identifjang monctar>' 
policy shocks in Japan in a  simple yet meaningful fasliion, csi?ecially for the 
I^eriod when interest rates have decline<l tow^ard the zero boimd and deflation 
has taken hold of the economy.

Recent signs of recoverj' in the Japanese economy liave incrciwed lioi^es 
that the long period of deflation is nearing its end. Ewn si>, the possibility 
of liitting the zero bound and the threat of deflation Iiave recently cause<l 
serious concern in other big economies as ŵ ell. After the Fcxleral Funds rate 
was lowered to 1 percent in the US in June 2003, concerns arose about the 
constraint a lower boimd on interest rates could plato on monetary ¡x l̂icy. 
Moreover, wliile the Eimoixian CentriU Bmik (ECB) has ¡niblicly schemed 
to downplay the possibility of negative inflation rates in the euro area, it 
did indexed argue that the clarification in May 2003 of its inflation target 
of ’’imder but close to 2 percent” was aimed at creating a sufficient safety 
margin against deflation (ECB, 2003).

Tliis paper is stnictured as folloŵ s. In the next stiction, ŵe disciLss some 
of the j r̂erioiLs literature conceming the slow-down of the Jai>anese et!onomy 
and its monctiiry traiLsmission mechanism, together with theoretical consid
erations tliat are prominent to the iuialysis. Tliis is folloŵ ed lij" a presentation 
of the methodological aiiproach of the study. In the fourth section, the em
pirical analjTSLS in the form of vector autoregressioiLs is ¡xirformed and poUcy 
iini)licatioas derived from tlie results arc disciLssed. Fiurthennore, results 
from stnictural IS (xjuatioiLs are investigatixl and analysed. The final section 
concludes.

2,2 Previous Literature and Theoretical Con
siderations

Tliis section Ls divided into tw'o mrdn parts. Firstly, ŵe discass some priv 
rious wmk that lias examined the Japanese slowriowm and the monetarj" 
transmission mechanism in that economy. Due to the large niunber of stud
ies concerned with Jajian’s deflation problem and in hne with our dioscn 
methodolog}', ŵe focus primarily on research that has applied vector autore
gressions to examine Jaj>anese monetarj'^ policy. As wne will contend, there
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still remains scope for a  simple framevi^ork to investigate the effects of mone
tary policj^ shocks in the Jaj>anese economj^, especially during the deflationary^ 
era. Secondly, we mention some topics of interest in the theoretical litera- 
tm-e tliat concern the conduct of policy near or at the zero interest rate floor. 
Other studies of rele\’ance to our work are mentioned in later parts of tlui 
text, as appropriate.

2.2.1 VAR Analysis of Japanese Monetciry Policy
Studies employing vector autoregressions to investigate Japanese monetfiry 
policy have focused on various issues, such as the slowdown in the 1990s, a 
general identification scheme to examine monetary^ policy shocks, and special 
foatmres of the deflationary'’ period, including an investigation of stnictTual 
bi’(\aks in the monetary transmission meclianlsni. The study  ̂ by Bay'omni 
(2001) belongs to the first category. The author examined the grovi.li slow- 
dovii of the 1990s in Jaixm, testing for the significance of different expla
nations for the slump. These inchukxl the absence of a bold fiscal policy', 
the limitations of monetary' policy', falling domestic asset prices and the dis- 
nii>tion of financial intermediation. According to the study', all the above 
explanations could have some vafldity'; however, banking sy'stem jiroblenrs 
scxmied to be the main reason for the weakness in growth. Due to a sample 
period finishing in the first quarter of 1998 that the author liad a t liLs dis
posal, the study did not include many' y'ears when deflation prevailed in the 
Jajxuiesc economy'. In similar vein, Morsink and Bay'omni (2000) foimd that 
bivnks play' a crucial role in transmitting monetary' shocks to economic activ
ity'. These authors argued that policy' measures to strengthen banks vv̂ ould 
be a prerec|uisite to enliancing monetary' ix>licy effcK’tiv'eness in Ja{>an.

Regarding the identification of Jajianese monetary' policy shocks, Sims 
(1992) examined many' coimtries - Japan included - using a reclusive model 
where shocks to short-tenn interest rates were identified as those of exogenous 
monetary' policy'. Similarly', the analy'sls of Kim (1999) V'as conducted in a 
multicoimtry framework for the G-7 economies, using common identifying 
assumptions across coimtries. \Vliile the restrictions Lm]X)sed in the ¡laper 
were of a  contemporaneous natine, they' differed from a simple recursive form. 
Shioji (2000) extended the nonrecursive sy'stem examined by' Kim (1999) by' 
including some additional variables, such as Bank of Japan loans and liigh- 
powered money'. In contrast, Jang and Ogaki (2003) used a stnictiual vector 
error correction model and focused on the effects of Japanese monetary' pohey' 
shoc-ks on exchange rates.
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The pai>er by Kasa and Popper (1997) studied the objectives and op
erating procedures of the BOJ during 1975-1991. The authors fornid that 
the BOJ weighted \ariation both in the call money rate and in nonborrowed 
reserv^es, with the emphasis on the interest rate increasing over time. Mi- 
a.yo (2002) used a  recursive VAR model to study the effects of monetary 
IX)lic3' on aggregate activitj" and foimd that monetary" policy shocks had a 
persistent effect on real output especially during the boom-aiid-bust econ
omy of the 1980s. In another paper, the author found a break in the reduced 
fonn VAR system in the mid-1990s. More specifically, the persistent effect 
of a monetar}" policj" shock on real output disappearcxl in the subsample of 
the 1990s (Miayo, 2000). Tliis was also supported by stability testing that 
yielded a break date of 1995. Intuitii-e explanations for tills finding included 
the appreciation of the >'en, ver}" low levels of short-term interest rates and 
I>roblcms in the banking s}"stem at tliat time.

Kimura et ai (2002) took into account the regime diange to quantitative 
e^ising and the possible non-linonrity of money demand at low interest rfites, 
and iiccordingly estimated a VAR with tiin(v\'ar}dng parameters. Wliile the 
IX)sitivc effect of monetar}" biise on inflation still existed in the mid-1980s, it 
was foimd to have <lisaj)i)carcd by 2002. Sunilarl.y to Jang and Ogaki (2003), 
Kimura el al (2002) and Miyao (2000), who examined dynamics wdtlfin a vec
tor autoregressi\'e model with a moneUir}" aggregate, Anvi and Hoslii (2001) 
fociLsed on the long-run relation bctweini Inroad money M2-bCDs, prices and 
output. E\en if a cointegrating relation betw'een broiwl mone}" and real CiDP 

foimd to exist under the low interest rate regunc, a break wan foimd in 
the long-run relationship in the mid-1990s.

As Is clear from the previoas disciLssion, some of the VAR evidence sug
gests the existence of a break in the monetar}" transrais.sion meclianism. Such 
argmnents have also been made in alternative estimation frameworks. F\ijiki 
and Sliiratsuka (2002) and Okina and Shiratsuka (2003) examined the du
ration effect of the zero interest rate ix>lic}", derived from the contnil bank’s 
commitment to maintaining interest rates low for a considerable time in the 
future, b}" estimating forward rate cur\"cs with Japanese money market data. 
The authors foimd that the policy had indeed stabilized market expectations 
of the future course of short-term interest rates, bringing longer-term interest 
rates down. Ilow'ever, it w"as argued tliat as the monetary policy tramsmis- 
sion meclianism w"as not functioning, the effects of the policy w"ere not felt in 
other i>arts of the econom}", but tills claim w'as not examined further.

If the monetary" transmission medianlsm has w"cakened considerably in 
Jaj>an, suggestions to implement a price level or an inflation targeting strat-
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egj" w^oiild greatly lose their ground. Therefore, analysis of the potenc}" of the 
interest rate cliannel is of si>ecial interest for our purposes. But even more 
generally", we consider tliat there is room for a simple identification scheme 
to investigate the impacts of Japanese monetar}" policy shocks, esixiciall}" 
dining the era of low inflation and deflation. Some studies report anomaloirs 
d}Tiamics between \’ariables that could be considered to Ixi of importane«, 
sudi as a  ’’price puzzle” - a jxjsitive impact on prices of a contractionar}" 
monetar}" jxilic}" shock. Indeed, in the study by Sims (1992), the response of 
the price level to an interest rate shock was found to be positive. Similarly, 
most reported impulse responses in Jang and Ogaki (2003) show signs of a 
price puzzle. A policy i>roposivl based on such results would be to increase 
interest rates in order to escajie from deflation. Sims (1992) did not report 
confidence l>ands for the impulse resix)iises, making it difficult to judge the 
statistical significance of the results, fii Kim (1999), the responses of out
put and prices to a contractionaty monetary shock have the expected signs; 
however, the error bands are sufficiently wide not to make either of the ef
fects statistically different from zero. Moreover, the estimated benchmark 
s3"stems by Mipio (2000, 2002) did not include a consumer ¡^rice iiidcix or 
a GDP deflator, even if a consmner price index was included in alternative 
specifications as a robustness tost. Finali}", little eiidcnce reaches far into the 
dellationar}" period. The samifli^ of Bayoiuni (2001), Miyao (2000, 2002) 
and Morsink and Bayoiuni (2000) finish in 1998, Kim (1999) in 1996, Sliioji 
(2000) in 1995, Kasa and Popjier (1997) in 1991, Jang and Ogaki (2003) in 
1993, and Sims (1992) in 1991, The longest samples are those of Kiiniua et 
al. (2002) ending in 2002 and Arai and Hoslii (2001) in 2003, the latter being 
comi>arable to our work. However, the study by Arai and Iloshi (2001) did 
not consider the potency of tiie interest rate cliaimel; rather, the focus was 
on the existence of stable long-run relatiousliips bet\i"cen narrow and broad 
definitioiLS of the money stock and real output.

2.2.2 Monetary Policy at the Zero Lower Bound
We now" turn from the existing e\"idence about monetar}" transmission in 
Jai>an to issues concerning the conduct of monetar}" policy during deflation 
or near the zero interest rate floor. Some of the aspects covered in tliis section 
pertain rather to the <«thnation of the structural IS equation in a later jiart 
of the jxiper. However, insofar as the setting of nominal interest rat(« is 
concerned, the VAU analysis can be considered relcvunt in this case as well. 
The imixirtance of the money stock at the zero bound is also connected with
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the vector autorcgressive approach, for we conduct estimations iLsing the 
money stock as an alternatile indicator of the policy stance. 1 liis is pursued 
as an extension of the benchmark model where the short-tenn interest rate 
was considered to be the releiant policy variable.

Eggertsson and Woodford (2003), and Jung, Tcranislii and Watanabe 
(2001) argued that a commitment to monetai^" easing in the form of keeping 
short-term interest rates low well into the future can make monetary" easing 
eifcctii'e even at the zero boimd, as such a coimnitment can lower long
term interest rates. In iw ticular, optimal policy was showm to be liistor^^- 
dcpendcnt, with monctar>^ conditions remaining looser in the future even 
wlien the real deflationar}" disturbance lias dissipated and the natiural rate 
of interest has returned to a nonnal level. Expectations of a looser policy 
than one based on current economic conditions can then greatly eliminate 
the contractionary" impact of the real distinbance. In the (ontext of our 
empirical analy ŝis based on the estimation of a stnictural IS cciuation, the 
existence of a stimulative effect of the rc-al cx ante interest rate for output is 
interesting - the entire future i>atlis of short-tenn rê U and nominal rates or 
very long term real rates were shown by Eggertason iuid Woodford (2003) to 
matter for aggregate demand.

Such commitment solutions have advantages when comi>ared to Taylor- 
ty îe interest rate feixlback rules m the context of the zero Ixnmd. Benliabib, 
Sdimitt-Grohé and Uribe (2001) showed how Taylor nilcs could drive an 
(economy into a liquidity trap tlirough self-fulfilling paths of declining inflation 
rates mid aggregate fluctuations. In the resulting state, the central bank is 
imable to jiinsue conventional interest rate ¡xilicy to reverse a downward slide 
of prices. Uotemberg and W(xxiford (1999) and Williams (1999) coiLsidcrcd 
inertial interest rate feedback rules instead:

if =  (1 — 0)i* ■+■ Oif-I +  4>xXi (2.1)

Here Xt denotes the output gap, tt̂ is the inflation rate (deviation from 
target), it the nominal interest rate instrument of the central bank (and i* the 
nominal rate wiien the real rate is at its long-nm eciuilibrium level), with the 
coefficients on output gap and the inflation rate satisfying > 0 and (j)̂  > 0, 
According to such rules, interest rates are kept low" even in the evxnt of an 
increase in inflation or the output gap, simply" because i>ast interest rates 
liave been low". Tills causes deflationary" shocks to be followed by ¡>eriods of 
liigher than average inflation. Similarly", Reifsclmeider and Willimns (1999) 
considered a rule of the follow"ing ty"pc:
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ù =  (2-2)
i=0

Wlien the zero rate Is not binding, the rules described in (2.1) and (2,2) 
are equivalent; when it does bind, interest rates remain low into the future in 
(2.2) biK-aiLse the central bank would have lo\^^cred interest rates in the past 
if the zero bound had not prevented it.

The c^ominitment solution to the conduct of optimal monetary" ix)licy pro
posed by Eggert&son and Woodford (2003) was shown to be a version of a 
price level targeting nilij. More generally, price level targeting as a monetar}^ 
policy rule has drawn considerable interest since the increasing occuneiicii 
of deflationary" episodes in various (xonomies. Tliis is true despite tlie fact 
that all inflation targeting central banks have currently opted for an inflation 
target instoiid of a (possibly upward trending) price level target, therefore 
treating inflationary" shocks as bygones. In fact, only Sw^eden has ever of
ficially" piusued price level targeting (Berg and Jonung, 1999). An earlier 
view" in the literature emphasized increased output and inflation variability" 
as the result of a price level targeting approach (see Fischer, 1994). A thw>- 
retical study by SveiLs.son (1999b) challenged tliis stance. The author found 
that w"ith jiersistenco in employment, price level targeting provides a Tree 
liuicli’ of identical output variability" and reduced inflation variability", when 
comi>anxl to inflation targeting. Gasi>ar and Smets (2000) argued that price 
lev"el targeting could actually" reduce both inflation and outiiut variability", 
conditional on forwai’d-lookingness of economic agents and the credibility" of 
the centrili liank. Moreover, due to the beneficial effect of exi^cctatioiLs on 
leal interest rates, the nominal rate has to adjust less, and the low"er real cx 
ante interest rate can stimulate the economy after a period of disinflation. 
Indeed, as argued by Svensson (1999a), if a shock has pulled the price level 
below" tiirgct, a credible commitment to a constant or an increasing price level 
tiirget w"ould automatically" low"cr the real ex ante interest rate, even w"ith no 
movement in the nominal rate. Price level targeting has also been an element 
of some other policy proposals, sudi as the ’’foolproof w"ay"” to esca]Xi from 
the liquidity trap presented by Svensson (2001, 2003). The strategy included 
the aimouncement of an upward-sloping targeted price path, and a cmrency" 
devaluation W"ith a subseciuent peg to a craw"ling excliange rate target. Wlien 
the price level target path has been reached, the currency" ix’g W"ill be al>an- 
doned in favom of flerible price level targeting with the fonner target path 
or flexible inflation targeting with the previous inflation target."

"Interestingly, Coenen and Wieland (2001) found that switching to a price-level target
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An empliflsis on money supplj^ instead of nominal interest rates ina}" be 
interesting at the zero bound. Indeed, a monetiir}" polic}" rule suggested b>" 
McCallum involves the management of the monetar}" base (see e.g. McCal- 
Imn 1988, 2003). A focus on base money also lias a role in the optimal 
interest rate pohey of Eggertsson and Woodford (2003) as a signalling de\"ice 
of the commitment of the central bank. Even if the price level tiuget \vi\s 
not actually met, the central bank would supply the amoimt of mone}" tliat 
would be demanded if prices were at the targeted level. Rirthermore, a focus 
on narrow money is consistent with the current oix?rating target of the Bank 
of Japan. In March 2001, when the jxilicj" of quantitative easing was initi
ated, the current account reserv-es of commercial Ixmks at the BOJ became 
the operating target for jxilicy. The record-rate increases in the monetar}" 
base liave yet to show in tx̂ iuvl increases in broful monetary aggregatesi. Tills 
Is evident in Figure 1 below, where we dlsjilay the annual growth rates of 
monetar}" base and broad money M2+CDs.

Figure 1. Annual grow"th rate of broad mone}" M2+CDs and monetar}" l>asc.

If broad mone}" is a leading indicator for i>rices and outjiut, and a sta
ble relationship between broadly defined money stock and economic acthity 
exists, monetar}' policy stance defined in terms of bioad money growth may 
suggest a track record of contractionar}", rather than exiiausionar}", policy by 
the BOJ. Tliis mothates the estimation of the VAR mcxiel wtth the broad 
money M2-|-CDs rather than the short-tenn interest rate as an indicator 
of the jxilicy stance. Such considerations are further commented on in the 
methodolog}" section of this jxipcr.
alone is as eflective in generating inflationary expectations as an excliange rate peg. In 
practice, however, an exchange rate peg maj’ well be more credible, as this policy is easily 
verifiable by the public.
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2.3 Methodology
An ob\îoiLs problem with any empirical methodology" for investigating the 
feasibility of a  price level or an inflation targeting approach for Ja{>an is that 
no such strategy" was implemented in tliis country" during the boom y"ears of 
the 1980s, the ’’lost decade” of the 1990s or in the early" y"ears of the 2000s. 
Jai>ari, liow"ever, is cunently" following a strategy" that is very" close to price 
level targeting, as a ]x>licy" of quantitative casing was initiattri in March 
2001 in order to acliieve a ix>sitive change in the price level. According 
to the most recent clarificatioiLs by" the BOJ, the policy framework is to 
be in place mitil the CPI inflation rate stay"S at or above zero f>ercent for 
a few" months and there is no forecast by" the BOJ board members of the 
economy" falling l>ack into deflation (Ito and Mishkin, 2001).^ Even if w"e ilo 
not have <lata from a period of oflicial i)rice level targeting (or inflation, for 
that m atter), this does not pose a significant limitation for the purpose of oiu* 
study". Our main interest lies in the relationship betw"cen the interest rate, 
output and prices wliich of course matters for both inflation anti price level 
targeting. The beliarioiu of economic agents with regard to the relationsliijxi 
betw"een the investigatetl \nriables is probably oiüy slightly aflected by the 
change hi the monetiu^" ix)licy" strategy" of the central bank, but it might be 
sigrdfic-antly" influenced by" a change from an inflationary" to a  deflationary" 
environment. The Lucas-critique may" then apply w"ith force - a rediued 
form VAR essentially" caiitures dy"niunic relationsliips betw"een the \ariables, 
and Ls by" (X)nstniction a backw"ard-looking representation of the data. Such 
considerations are tackled in the stability" analysis of our VAR sy"stem. As a 
relatively" stable model is (îstablishexl, W"c believe that the Lucas-critique does 
not i>ose a  problem to the methodology" chosen.

2.3.1 Vector Autoregressive Framework
The VAR-model can be wrritten in its basic form shnilarly to  Ltltkepolil(2004):

X f =  A \ X t ^ i  + A p X t - p  + C D t  + u t  (2-3)
^The exact goals of the zero interest rate policy have slightly changed over time (Ito 

and Mishkin, 2004). When the emergency monetary policy was introduced in 1999, the 
intention was to continue until "deflationary concern is dispelled". Having briefly aban
doned the zero rate policy in August 2000, only to re-introduce it in March 2001, the 
BOJ declared it would be in place until "the inflation rate becomes stably above zero". In 
March 2001, CPI excluding fresh food was identified as the relerant price index to focus 
on.
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where p denotes the order of the VAR-modcl. K  being the number of 
i-ariables, x* =  (x ,̂ Xĵ tY ^  ^ ^1) random vector, Ai are fixwl (A" x A')
coefficient matrices and Dt contains all deterministic \ariables. Furthermore,
C is a  parameter matrix of a suitable dimension. The ut =  (ut.....«Ai)’ ^ ^
A^-dimensional wliite noise process with E{ut} ~ 0 .

As dynamic analysis witliin our bendimark VAR is basiri on a simple 
reclusive ordering, oiu system could be estimated b)̂  OLS and the errors 
subsequently orthogonalized by a Choleskj'  ̂decom]X)sition. However, a struc
tural form representation may be useful in the motiwition of our identification 
scheme and the discussion of alternative (ix)ssibl,v noiu(*ciusive) model struc
tures. Ignoring the detenninistic terms, a structimil representation of (2.3) 
can be cxprcssecl as:

Axt =  -f- T -h Be/ (2.1)
where et (0, / a')* The matrix A allows for the modelling of the mstan- 

tancous relations, wliile B is a stnictural fonn ¡larameter matrix. Agiiin, the 
A*'s (i =  are {K  X A') coeificumt matrices. The stmctiual .shocks
6t are rclatal to the model residuals by fiiiear relations. Moreover, the3’’ are 
assmned to be mutually' micorrclated. Certmn assiunptious are nec:es.siir3' for 
identification, for it is not possible to directly" ol)scr\'c the stmctiual shocks. 
The retlucc'd fonns conesix)iiding to the stnictural foniLS are obtained bj' 
multiplying (2.1) with A“ ^ with Aj =A~^Aj{j =  We obtain the
following relation betw^een the reduced fonn distiubanccs and the stnictund 
fonn iniio\atioiLs:

u, = A-^Bc, (2.5)
Linear restrictions on A are written in explicit fonn as vec(A)= Aa7a 

+ ca wiiere 7^ contains all unrcstrictc<l elements of A, A a i*3 ^ suitable matrix 
with 0-1 elements, and ta is a vector consisting of zeros iuid ones. Similarly, 
hnciu restrictions on B are expressed as vec(B)= An7s Together, tlu^e 
tŵ o sets of restrictions are used to identify the sy^stem, i.c. the matrices 
A and B. The number of nonredundant elements of E^, A"(A' +  l ) / 2, is 
the maximum number of identifiable i>aramctcrs in the mfitrices A and B. 
The overall number of elements in the stnictural form matrices A and B 
is 2Â .̂ If either A or B is set as an identity matrix, ŵe nec<l to impo.se 
2A'  ̂— A'  ̂-  = K { K  — l)/2 additional restrictions to identify the full
model. The SVAR model is estimated bŷ  maximum hkefihood with respect 
to the matrices A and B, subject to the restrictions imjiosed in the stmctiual 
form of the s.ystera. Numerical optimization methods are used in the fonn of 
a scoring algoritlun (see Amisano and Giamihii, 1997; Breitung ci al, 2004).
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In order to examine the res{X)nses to Japanese monetar}^ policy" shocks, we 
estimate a simple bcnclunark trivariate VAR model {K  =  3 in the framew^ork 
above) including the (log) level of real GDP the (log) level of consmner 
prices (CPI) pi, and the interest rate on the 3-month certificate of deposit if . 
The \ariables used in the estimation of the benchmark model are depicted in 
Figure 2 below. Regarding the choice of \uriables in the VAR, an alternative 
approach would haw been to use the output gap, as is often done in monetary' 
policy" analysis and wall indeed be the case in the estimation of the structural 
IS ec[iiation in a later part of this paper. Howewr, using real GDP in levels 
ensures a  common order of integration for all the endogenous variables in 
the VAR estimation. It is appropriate to consider the short-tenn nominal 
rate in order to capture the monetary" pohey shocks, as there is considerable 
consensus in the literature tliat it is a good indicator of the policy stance. 
Moreover, the short-term operating target in Japan has liistorically been the 
short-tenn interest rate (sec c.g. Okina, 1993; Ueda, 1993). Admittedly, the 
3-month rate is not the policy rate of the Bank of Jaj>an. But importantly, 
\Lsmg the rate on the 3-month certificate of deposit allows us to mclude 
variations in the nominal interest rate in oin vector autoregressions even 
after the central bank’s main policy rate liit zero, with our rate likely to 
better reflect the actual cost of lending to households and firms tlian the 
mcasiue used in the conduct of the zero interest rate ix)licy. Indeed, the 
caU rate fell to 0.03% already in the second quarter of 1999 whereas the rate 
on the ibmonth certificate of deposit only liit a correspondingly low level of 
0.01% in early 2001."*

^Similarly, Bayoumi (2001) used the 3month Gensaki rate in his study (even if the 
variable used in the estimation was the real interest rate constructed by using the nominal 
3-month rate). In contrast, Miyao (2002) considered the call rate that was obtained by 
combining the uncollaterized and collaterized rates, with an adjustment to the latter, 
Morsink and Bayoumi (2000) used the uncollaterized overnight call rate.
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Figure 2. Series used in l>cndiinark VAR estiination. Real GDP (y), 
consumer price index (p) and interest rate on il-inonth certificate of dep<jsit 

(i). Output and prices in logaritluns.

As a bendnnark model, we consider a simple recursive identification 
scheme, whereby we can write A =  Ik ivnd Ut =  Bcf. \Vlicn we restrict 
the B matrix to be lower triangular, the first comixment of e*, can have 
an iustantaneoiLS imixict on all tlirec c<iiiations, whereas the scxxmd compo
nent £2t can liavc an effect on all the other eciuations cjcccpt the first, iuid 
so on. With the ordering of the varhibles written as ?/ƒ, pt and the in
terest rate (real output) can then be considered the most (least) rtisponsive 
to clianges in economic conditions. Imi>ortantly, neither the price level nor 
output react contemporaneoiLsly to a monctary’̂ shock (defined as a shock to 
the nominal interest rate) - a canonical assiunptioii in monetar^^ policy analy
sis. In addition to its intuitive appeal and simplicity, sudi an identificiition 
sdieme can be theoretically moti\'atcd. The model by Rotemberg and Wood
ford (1999) implies tliat the interest rate decision at ])eriod t cannot affect 
the determination of period t output or inflation (price level in oiu case), as 
interest-sensitive private expenditiue Ls to some extent predetennined. As a 
consequence, a ¡xeitive shock to the nominal interest rate truly represents a 
monetar}" contraction, as inflation (the price level) is undianged iluring the
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lieriod of the shock. Of course, the nominal interest rate may quickly return 
to its pre-shock level. But as emi:>hasized by Woodford (2003), if inflation 
Ls low'ered for several ciuiirters, a i)ersistently higher real interest rate is the 
source of the monetary" (nntraction - it is the real interest rate rather than 
the nominal one that matters for aggregate demand. In their analysis of pol
icy rules for inflation tai-geting, Rudebusch and Svensson (1999) disciLssed 
how their structural model with an AS equation and an IS curv'e could be 
interjireted ¿is a VAR model with a Cholesky decomi)osition. The cairsal 
order of the variables was output, inflation and the intertst rate, identicivlly 
to our s^'stem. I ’he AS equation was specified to be a Pliillii:)s-cmw'e with 
autoregi’essive (adaptive) expectations - therefore a l>ackward-looking mo<lel 
was established to examine \7uious inflation targeting niles.

Our identification scheme assiunes that the monotarv' aiithority ol)servxis 
yt and p* wiien dioosiiig q, wiiich may be debatable. In Jaimi, information 
on the consmner price index Ls rather timel} ,̂ available 28 days after the 
reference month, wdiUe mfomnttioii on GDP Ls only available in the middle 
of the s<icond month after each quarter. Yet more timely data on economic 
activity is available in the fonn of montlily industrial i>roduction data within 
one month of the end of the reference month. It is generally assmned that 
the monetar>^ authority coiLsiders all the information at luuid wdien taking a 
decision regarefing the polic.y stiuice. Moreover, by iinixxsing outiuit to affeti 
the price levul and the interest rate setting contcinporancx)Usly, w'̂ ci assmne 
that economic activitj' bears infonnation about prices that the central bmik 
takes into accomit in its policy setting. Nevertheless, we disetLss possible 
alternative identification schemes in the context of model estimation that 
deviate from the benclimark recursive ordering.

Note that if the tlfird row of the B matrix is considered a monetarvi liolic^" 
reaction fimction, the inclusion of the price level iiLstead of the inflation rate 
vvmild make it resemble a Wicksellkm interest rate rule defined by Woodford 
(2003) as:

(2.6)

wiiere P̂ * defines a  target path for the jmee level and Vt is a possible 
random dLsturlxvnce to the j)olicy rule or to its implementation. The fmiction 
<5̂ indiciates the rule used bj’’ the monetarj'^ authority in setting its ojxirating 
target. As the price-level target Pf* can v’iu^' over time, we can consider the 
rule either as one stabilizing the price level aromid a grovvmg trend jmth, or a 
constant price levaci target. Moreovxir, the central bank is allow^cd to rcispond
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to output vnriations as well as to the i^ricc level path - tliis Is implied by the 
random disturbance term that could capture sudi exogenous influences.

In addition to the benchmark VAR lUixlel describixl above, we consider 
a tri\ariate model replacing the sliort-term interest rate by the broad money 
stock M2+CDs as the monetary" jxilicy indicator, and examine the predic
tive content of \’aiioiLs components (both narrow and broad) of the money 
stock 'with the use of Granger-causality tests. \Vliile theoretical fcedliack 
rules could Ixi defined in tem LS of the monetary” Ixise where money su|>ply 
is a sj>eciiìed function of the price level, an increase in broixl money sujijily 
ma}" be difficult to bring about in the case of instabilities in the money mul
tiplier. Acknowledging sudi problems, we nevertheless replace the interest 
rate by broad mone}" in the B matrix. Tliis eifcx t̂ively leads to considering a 
hiedback rule in terms of broad mone}", where sh(x:ks to broad money liave 
no contemporaneous imjiact on output and prices, whereas money supply is 
c;ontcmix>raneoiLsly aflectcxl b}" both outimt and iirice slioctks. West (1993) 
uses a similar rule for the Jajxuiese M2, interjircting liis results as cousisteiit 
with a money supply rule for a central liank tliat aims at output and iiiice 
stabilization.^

Our interest in a brofxd monetar}" aggregate as an indicator of policy 
stance is driwn b}" empirical rather than thcxiretical nioti\atious, however. 
Firstly, as rejiorted by Mi}"!«:) (2002), a strand in the Jai>antise monetar}" 
jxilicy litcratiue 'views the money stock as an iinixirtant indicator of jx)!- 
icy. Wliile M2+CDs never obtained the status of an interm(xiiate target, 
it w"as declaied to be an important loading indicator for prices as earl}" as 
1975, and projections for the growth rate of M2 (later M2+CDs) over the 
coining quarter ("quarterly foresiglits”) were prodiicwl from July 1978 on- 
w"ards. Second!}", for Jaj>an a decJhie in short-tenn polic}" intercist rate« - the 
usual source of monetary" stimulus - has clcarl}" botili imaamlablc since 1999. 
Thirdly, as mentioned in the introduction, some theoretical considerations fo  
cus on the management of the monetary Ixise at the zero bound, consistent!}" 
with the current ojxirating target of the Bank of Jai)an. Finally, comparisons 
between a-arious comix)ncnts of money in the i\nal}"sls allô "̂ us to investigate 
the implications of monetary" expansion, lx)th nanowly and broiidl}" defined.

®Interestingly, Morsink and Bayoumi (2000) found that tlie Japanese bubble in the late 
1980s was driven by broad money and loan shocks rather than by interest rate shocks. 
This could be seen to justify the interest in broad money a.s an indicator of policy stance. 
Indeed, Lipworth and Meredith (1998) suggested that interest rates provided a misleading 
picture of the policy stance in the late 1980s and early 1990s. In a similar vein, Ueda 
(1993) found that monetary aggregates are leading indicators for the real economy, while 
such a role is not clear for interest rates in Japan.
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It would seem a bold claim to suggest that no other \uriables woukl be 
important in the Jajxxncse context, given the problems of non-i)erforming 
loans, interv'entions in the foreign exchange markets, and the controversy 
surroimding arguments about using expansionary'" fiscal policy even in an 
emiroimient of spiralling public debt/' However, the tri\'ariate model cap
tures the main \’ariables of interest in the monetary^ transmission mcxiha- 
nism. Moreover, small-dimensional systems ai’c often found to perform well 
in time-series framew'orks, especially giren the low power of cointegration 
tests and the large number of (often statistically insignificant) parameters 
in liigh-dimeiLsional vector autoregressive or vcx;tor error correction models. 
Finally, it seems reasonable to suggest that in our relatively short sample 
onl}” a system with a small enough number of dimensions would >ield precise 
and reliable estimates.

2.3.2 Data Sources
We iLse (piarterly, seasonally adjusted data from the OECD, IFS and the Bank 
of Jaj>an Datal)ases for the ixiriod 1982Q1-2003Q1 in the VAR estimation. 
The precise data sources arc listed in Appendix A. AH \ariables exccjjt the 
interest rate were transfonmxl into logaritlims. In the VAR estimations, we 
predominantly iLsed the softwiwe JMulTi (2001), version 3.11. Exceptions are 
mentioned in the text. EViows was used in the estimation of the stnictm-al 
IS equation in the later ixwt of this paper. Our choice of s^lmple period allows 
for the examination of the monetary'^ transmission mechanism during a period 
of positive inflation rates and the booming economy of the late 1980s and the 
earl '̂" 1990s, and the subsequent disinflation tliat turned to deflation in 1995. ‘ 
The Japanese c'conomy was in a slump for most of the 1990s, with an average 
growth rate during 1993-2003 of slightly above 1 percent. A meagre recover^' 
took place from 1995 to 1997 prior to the pre-annoimced consiunption tax 
incre^ise from 3% to 5% of April 1997. It may be important to explicitly’" take 
tills ¡larticular tax liike into account, as it was introduced in the middle of 
the low inflation ¡period and induced some output fluctuation in the economy .̂

®For a discussion of the possible .Japanese credit crunch and banking sector problems, 
see e.g. Bayouini, 2001; Kato et  a i ,  1999; Woo, 1999; Kashyap, 2002; for proposals to use 
the excliange rate channel to induce a positive inflation rate in Japan, see e.g. Coenen 
and WJeland, 2003; Fujii, 2004; Svensson, 2001; for arguments about the conduct of fi.scal 
policy in the Japanese ca.se, see e.g. Posen, 1998.

' Moreover, there are visible outliers in the series of consumer prices and the nominal 
interest rate still in 1980, motiwting a starting period of 1982 in the VAR estimation.
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Accordingly, a sliift duinin>" was included in the estimation, taking the \'alue 
of zero prior to 1997Q2 and 1 from 1997Q2 onwards.

2.3.3 Unit Root and Cointegration Tests
In order to determine the order of integration of the series, M'e ¡xirformed 
the augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test for all the scries. As oiu: approiich, 
we used the so-called Pantula principle (see Pan tula, 1989), whereby the 
scries Is initiall>" differenced a sufficient nmnber of times in order to make it 
stationary. If the imit root is rejected for this series, the tcist is ixirfonned 
on the series differenced one time less than previously. Tliis ¡)rocediirc is 
repeated until the null hypothesis of imit nx)t c;amiot he rejectwl.

We commenced the ADF-testmg wùth all the series in second differenctis, 
assmning a maximiun order of integration of 2 for the scries. 'Fhe rtisults 
from the unit root tests are listed in Api>cndix B, Using a grapliical hifereiice 
hi order to detcnninc the ajiproiiriate detemihiistic tenns to include in the 
testing iiroccdiuc, we foimil strong evidence that real output wwild Ix̂  an 
1(1) variable. We w'̂ ere able to reject the null hy^iotluisis of a  imit root for the 
price level scries in first differences, even if only' at 10% level. The estimated 
models iierformed satisfactorily' w'hen treating the pricte level as integrated 
of order one, and we therefore continued W'ith the assmnption that tlic price 
level in first differences is stationary'.® The nominal intendst ratti w'as foimd 
to be an 1(1) variable (even with the zero boimd!) and w'as treatwl as such 
hi the estimation, again due to the satisfactory' performance of oiu estimattid 
model with such an assumption.

Given our knowledge tliat all variables in the bcnclunark VAR could be 
cliaracterizcd as 1(1), ŵ e moved on to examine the cointegratioii iirojicr- 
ties of the endogenoiLs variables. The results from the cohitegration tests 
arc displayed in Appendix B. The Saikkonen-Ltltkcixilil test (Siiikkoneii and 
Ltltkepohl, 2000a, b) w'as ustid for the puri>osc of examining the existencti of 
common stochastic trends. The test first estimates the dctcnninistic tenn by' 
a GLS procedure, then subtracts it from the obsenatious and applitis a Jo
hansen ty'i>e of test to the adjustetl series. The latter test is a likelihood ratio

^Surprisingly, when a unit root test \rith a structural break (see Lanne ( t  a/., 2002) 
wa.*? used in order to account for the consumption tax hike of 1997Q2, a unit root could 
not be rejected for the price series in first differences even at 10% level. Setting the break 
date to any other quarter in 1997 would bring about a rejection of a unit root, however.
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test based on a reduced rank regression of a  vector error correction specifica
tion (Johansen, 1995). Little robust e\’idence was found in the cointegration 
testing, as the results were rather dependent on the lag length, the deter
ministic terms used, and the starting date of the sample. \Vlien a constant 
and the sliift dummy A'tiriable for 1997Q2 were included as the deterministic 
terms, we were actually able to reject the cointegration rank of 2, sugge^st- 
ing that all the \ariables were stationarj^, 1(0). Such a  conchtsion could be 
rejected on the basis of the imit root tests, however. An identical finding 
arose in the Joliansen tmee test, when Ilannan-Quinn or Schwarz criteria 
were used to determine the lag length. Wlien a linear trend was additionally 
included as a detenninistic term, as may be preferable due to the trending 
behavknir of the series, we in contrast obtained evidence in favour of one 
cointegrating relationsliip in the Saikkonen-LiUkepohl test. The assmnption 
of an orthogonal trend even led to the rejection of a cointegration rank of 
one. However, the finding of a cointegration rank of one obtaiiuxi with a 
fullj^ general linear trend breaks do\^Ti when the sample size is increased by 
just a few obsenations: vJien the start date for the sample was inovcxl from 
1982Q1 to an,y date between 1980Q1 and 1981Q1, we were no longer abk*, to 
reject the null hy[)othesis of no cointegration in oin: sj'stem.^

Given the low power of cointegration tests in om relatively small sample, 
and the fact that oiu: interest is not centred on possible cointegration rela- 
tioiLsliijxj, we opted for estimating a VAR model where all the endogenous 
\'ariablcs are represented in levels. Such an approach avoids a mLssiieciiication 
jiroblem in the case where comtegrating relations between our \’ariablcs ac
tually existed. Furthermore, as wc arc estiinatmg a  sj'stem udth a  lag length 
of 2 or liigher, the usual tests and /-\alues have their asymptotic i)rojx;rticis, 
allowing for statistical inference (Dolado and Liltkepohl, 1996).

2.4 Empirical Evidence
I I I  tins section, w'̂ e present the estimation results. We commence with the 
c\idence yielded bŷ  vector autoregressions, using both the nominal interest 
rate and broad money as indicators of the inonetaty policy’̂ stance. W(i then 
discuss the policy imiilications that could be derived from the estimations of

^Tliis finding holds when tlie Akaike criteria are used to determine the lag length 
for 1980Q1-1981Q1; similarly with the Hannan-Quinn and Schw^arz criteria for 1980Q2- 
1980Q4.
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such models. Finally, results from the stnictmal IS «luatioiLs are pKisented 
and commented upon.

2.4.1 Estimation of the Benchmark VAR Model
The reduced fonn VAR model was estimated for the pcricxl 1982Q1-2003Q1, 
with the vector of dependent lariables for the benclmuirk model wTitten as

= (ytiPtih)'- The lag order was chosen to be 3 on the bivsLs of mis- 
specification and stability Uists, coupled with the consideration of having 
an adeijuatc niunlxir of lags to proper^'' examine the nionetarj’̂ transiiàssion 
mechanism. Tliis clioice of lag length also determined that the obsenations 
1982Q1-1982Q3 ŵ ere ilsckI as prcisample \aliies, lea\ing xm with a total of 
T=85 ol>scrvations. A coiLstant, trend, and a  sliift diumny taking a \alue 
of one from 1997Q2 onw^urds wore incluckxl as deterministic terms, and the 
s3'stem was estimated b>' OLS.

Oiu- reduced form model was submitUxl to \arious misspioification Uists, 
as displayed in Api)cndix C. We lierformed the Portnmnteau and IjM-tests 
for residual autix^orrclation, multivariate Jarque-ite i and single txiuation 
AHCH-LM tests to detect nonnonnalitj^ and ARCII-eircots in the residuals, 
respectively. All in all, the rtisidual testing did not give rise to a rejection of 
the model, even if tlicio is evidence of kiurtosis in the VAR. Ilowover, smee the 
asymptotic proixirtksi of VAR-estimators are not deixiiident on the nonmility 
assiunption, tliis point may Ikì of minor hnix>rtance for oiu: piu^xxstis.

f>onomic inference is dilTiciilt mid ixissibly mislcmling from the large 
number of autoregrtissive cocifficieiits of a reducxxl form model, for the sŷ s- 
tem is essentially^ an atlKXiretical reprtisentation of the dymmiiics betw^een the 
variables. Some points regarding the reduc^ed fonn representation are wxirth 
mentioning, however. The cxxiiiicients on the first mid second lags t>f the in
terest rate variable in the third (interest rate) equation of the system - both 
statistically significant - add up to 0.78. Such a finding could be regarded 
as suggesting considerable intercist rate smootliing by' the Bank of Jaiian. 
Rudebusch and Svensson (1999) claimed that gradualism in interest rate set
ting is cliaractcristic of all inflation-targeting central Ixmks. One could even 
argue that the Bank of Japan W'as indeed an implicit inflation targeter with 
a zero inflation target - in Octolxir 2000 the BOJ issued a report ”On Price 
Stability” where price stability' w'as defined as a  state that is neither inflation 
nor deflation (Bank of Japan, 2000). Pcrceiv'ed in such a way', persistent 
deflation would then have merely' txon the outcome of some (rather serious)
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polic}' mistakes. Mislikin (1999) suggested that the inclusion of interest rate 
\’ariabilit>" in the central bank loss function may reflect concern about finan
cial stability. In the Japanese context, it is likely tliat the persistence of 
interest rates near or a t the zero floor may ha\e made debt-servicing feasible 
for maxiy firms -vvith financial problems.

A scoring algoritlnn to obteiin the estimates for the stnictural form B 
matrix fields the following outcome, m th the standard errors in parenthcises:

0.0083
(0.0006) 0 0
-0.0006 0.0034 0(0.0004) (0.0003)
0.0881 0.0655 0.3096

(0.0350) (0.0340) (0.0237)

(2.7)

While the point estimates of the contemporaneous impulses may not be 
worthy of note for the prtisent purjioses, their signs could be of interest. If 
the thinl row of the above matrix is considered a tj^xi of monetar}^ ix>l- 
icy reaction function (or an instrument rule with two target \ariables), the 
coeificients b-ji and 1);ì2 on real output and ¡mces, respectively, obtain the 
cixjxxitcd signs. More information can be derivetl from an impulse rcspoirse 
analysis of the structural form model. In order to construct the confidence 
intervals to illustrate ¡>arameter uncertainty, we used the bootstrapi>tKl Hall 
95% i>erc-entile confidence interval, with the number of bootstrapping reph- 
catious set at 1,000 (see Benkwitz et a/., 2001). In addition to the advan
tage of enhanced small sample i)rof»erties of bootstrap confidence intervals in 
comi>arison with other asymptotic methodologies, tins particular approiicli 
benefits from a built-in bias adjustment. All the imj^ulse responses of the 
syatem are tfisplay^ed in Figure 3 below.
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Figure 3. Impulse responses of real GDP (y), price level (p), mid interest 
rate (i) to output shocks (first column), price shocks (second coluimi) and 

monetary policy shocks (third colunm).

According to our estimated impulse responses, a ¡xxiitive intcrcist rate 
shock leads to a significant fall in real output, suggesting the existence of 
a i)otent interest rate channel in the Jaiianesc econoiiy Such a  result is 
consistent with standard Ke^mesian models with wage-price inertia. The 
multiplier, calculated as the maximum imiiact on real output of the jicak in 
the interest rate shock, amounts to In line with conventional wisdom
about the effects of monetary policy shocks, the hnpact on output is tn\n- 
sitor^ .̂ Fiuthermore, an increase in the nominal interest rate also leads to 
a fall in the price le\el in the long run, c\'en if (probably due to inflation 
persistence) the price level initially rises after the interest rate shock in oiu 
sj’stem. The stimulative impact on real output also holds for the real interest 
rate; an investigation of the accumulated impulse rcsponscis, together with

^^This is obtained as a fall in output by 0.25 percent as a result of a 39 basis point 
increase in the nominal interest rate. Interestingly, the multiplier is identical to the one 
found by Morsink and Bayoumi (2000) for 1980-1998. The authors used real private 
demand (real GDP minus total government spending) as a ratio to potential output, while 
the interest rate was the uncollaterized overnight call rate. The peak impact on output 
was obtained after 8-10 quarters, slightly faster than in our study.



the impiilse resi)oiise coefficients, reveals that we are indeed dealing with a 
monetary" contraction deiined in terms of the real interest rate. The respoiLsts 
of both prices and output to a monetar>^ policy shock are sluggish and, as is 
generally a&suined, the impact on prices is slower than that on out]>iit.

Even if the above djuiamics (at le,ast their signs) seem to be consistent 
with common jierceptions about the effects of monetar^" policy shocks, rather 
strong words of caution are in order against hasty conclusions in favour of 
price level or inflation targeting strategics. Firstly and importantly, note the 
\'er>’̂ slow impact of monetary jx)licy shocks on the price level. The price level 
only starts to fall below the initial level after 3 years have j>assed from the 
shock, while it reaches its lowest point only after 6 years! In Sliioji (2000), 
prices were found to fall somewhat faster, after 2 years approximately', but 
a statistically significant effect took considerably longer to come about (in 
fact, using two standard error bands, the effect on prices was never statis- 
ticidly signific^it). Similarly, we find that oiitput is rather slow to revrert 
to a monetary' ix)licy' shock, wdth the jicak cxi>erienced only' after 3 yvars 
have passed from the shock. Tliis is consistent with the finding by' Miay'o 
(2002), whijse results seem to show a peak impi\ct at around 30 inontlis. In 
Hay'oimii (2001) where the real interest rate was used, the ¡xifvk impact on 
output occurred significantly' faster, after G quarters. Owrall, our results 
confinn the eini)irical obsenation tliat deflation seems deeply' entrenched in 
the Jaixxnese economy'; even the recovery' of late 2003 vitli its liigh GDP 
giowlli rattis setimed \mable to do much to induce a posith-c change in the 
price level. Nevertheless, the stimulative (thougli slow) eikK;t of a monetary' 
policy shock Ls a significant finding, given the number of y'cars in om  sample 
when deflation actually' prevailed in the Jaimnese ticonomy and the minimal 
movements of the nominal interest rate close to the zero lower lx>mid during 
that period.

We procetded with tests to examine the stability' of our estimated model. 
These are of importance in our ca.se, as instability' in the system could i^rovidti 
information about possible structural breaks in the monetary' transmission 
mechanism dmring the transition of the Japanese economy' from an inflation
ary' to a deflationary' era. Results from the model residual-based CU8UM of 
squares test were taken a t suggestive value only', as the validity' of CUSUM 
ty'pc tests in sy'steins with integrated variabkis is not clear (see Liitkepolil, 
2001). The test statistic iiev'er crassed the critical Hues in any' of the model 
eriuations a t a 1% significance level; fiurthermorc, only' the outi>ut equation 
shovv'ed vv'eak signs of instability' a t a 5% Icv'cl. These results are available 
111)011 reciiiest.
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Further stabilit3’̂ tratiiig was i)crfonnixl b}' the Qiow forecast and sample 
split tcists, where the null h '̂jwthesLs of time im^iriant i>araineters w;\s testtxi 
against the jxjssibility of a cluuige in the j)arameter \aliies at a certiiin date. 
Those results are dLsiJa^xxl in Apj)cndix D. As suggested Iw ( ’andelon mid 
Ltltkcpolil (2001), the approximate and F-distributions of the Chow test 
statistics cmi Ixi rather junior approximations and may leful to ver>' lùgli nv 
jectioii rates, especially in small smnples,^^ I ’liis was also the finding in oiu: 
stabilii}" tests. We therefore ased bootstrap />-\’alues, Iwistid on 2,000 reiùica- 
tions, and Usted everj" tliird ol)ser\atioii within a samj)le of 1903C l̂-200;ìCJ3 
for model stability. Had a break in the traiLsimssion ni('chaiiism actually 
taken jùace, such an event would liave probabl}" occurred during this time 
ixjiiod. Indeed, Mi>ao (2000) suggtisted a break date in lOOri; sinùlarh", ex- 
amiiùng the relatioiLship Ixitwecn broad moiKW M2+(T)s and output. Arm 
and IIoslù (2001) suggoited a break date of late 1995. The latter authoi-s 
also foimd a break date for a cointegration relationsluj) Ictwicn M2+(M)s mid 
monetiir}'’ Ixvsc in 1998. Additionall.y, it is for tlùs i)eri(Kl that the (TJSUM of 
squares kist showed weak instabilit}" in the output ixpiation. Using the C'how 
fonc-ast test, the stabilii}" of our (istimattxl systiiin coul<l never be rejeetixl 
at (cnventional signiiicmic;e levels. With tlui sainjile siùit t(«t, a low p-Milue 
was detected for a single ol)ser\ation only.

It Ilia}" be of additional interest ti> test ever}" ol>>er\ation for a stnictm'al 
break during 1995-1997; at tills time, tlwi short-tiimi inteix^t rates were low- 
(ued to record-low levels (the oflitual dlscomit rate was lowenxl to 0.5% in 
Sei)tember 1995), and the iinmicial sector probleiiLS cuhninated in the failing 
of two big financial institutioiLS, the Hokkaido dakushoku Bank (the tenth 
largest city Imik a t that timci) mifl Yamaichi Seciu'ities (the fourth largist 
stix'kbroker) in Novernbc'r 1997.^“ With tills testing sample, model stability 
was ne\"er rcqecltxl in either of thii two Chow tests at cxmveiitiomd levels of 
significance. Additional!}", we considered the recursive fluctuation ttists ¡iro- 
poscxl by Ploberger ct at. (1989) for each of the tliree exiuations.^^ 'I'lie tests 
were bootstrap]xxl w"ith 1,999 re])hcations, mid />-\alues from the resulting 
empirical distributioiLs were used aecordingl}". For none of the threes expiations 
elo V"e find en"ideiice e>f iiLstabilit}", as illiLstratexl in Ajiiieiiidix D. Fiiiixll}', wv. es-

authors siinulatixl tlic stocliastic part of a inoiu'tary moclcl for (lorrnany in tlieir 
Monte Carlo tests. It was found that the original Cliow tests had unacceptable rejection 
frequencies even in sample sizes of T  =  '100. The j>crformance of the bootstra]> versions 
of the tests was found to be much better even for a smaller sample size of T — 76.

^"In August 1995, both the largest credit union {Kizu Cnxlit Union) and the largest 
stTondary regional bank (Hyogo Bank) had already failed, furtiier suggiisting a possible 
break date at some time during 199V1997 (Miyao, 2005).

*'*This test was performed using the Structural V'AR program by Warne (2005).
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timated the model tmtil 1995Q1 only and compared the preiiously obtained 
peak responses of output and prices to monetary policy shocks with those 
resulting from the shorter estimation sample. All of the preriously obtained 
point impacts fall within the new 95% confidence intervals. We therefore 
concluded that the majoritj" of our evidence points to a stable model.

VAR estimations in the Jaixmese context have been predominantly per
formed in a linear framework, as has also been the case above. To our knowl
edge, only Kimura et at. (2002) have used a Bajesian VAR with time-varjing 
coefficients. Nevertheless, there could be some justifications for doubting the 
vahdit^^ of a linear approximation to stud>ing monetary' policy near the zero 
interest rate floor. This priinaril)" concerns the nominal interest rate that 
could be thouglit to show nonlinear beliaviour when approaching the lovner 
bound. To investigate the adequacy of our linear model, we performcYl linear
ity tests as proi>osed by Teriisvirta (1994), where the linearity hypothesis was 
tested against a smooth transition regression model. Here we fully acknowl
edge the caveat that with integrated variables, the validity of the tests may be 
problematic. The tests were performed on each of the three equatioiLs of the 
VAR model, where the dependent variable was diaracterized as endogenous 
and the remaining two were set as exogenous. Unrestricterl tests, however, 
suffered from the near singularity of the moment matrix. We therefore set the 
detenninistic terms to only appear lineeirly; similarly, whenever output and 
prices were used as exogenous variables these were also restricted to appear 
linearly. The latter restriction can be justified on the basis of the assmnption 
that it is indeed the interest rate tliat displays the nonlinear behaviom*. Ac
cording!} ,̂ the nominal interest rate was used as the transition variable from 
one regime to another. W ith such restrictions, the entire testing sequence 
described in Terlisvirta (1994) was plausible. The results from the linearity 
tests are illustrated in Appendix E, For none of the tliree ecpiations could we 
reject the null h}pothesis of linearity, for any of the three lags of oiu: tran
sition variable. It therefore appears that our linear model Is adequate for 
the pmpose of our study. Such an outcome Is consistent with the finding of 
relative stability and a  rather satisfactory outcome from the misspcx^ification 
tests, even if some kurtosis was detected in normality testing.

We considered various alternative structures for the Ixjnchmark model, 
given the easy adaptability of a  structural VAR wdth contemporaneous re
strictions to slight modifications in the identification scheme. It w'̂ as men- 
tioiuxi in the methodology section tliat the timing assumption with regard to 
the information available for the monetary authority at the time of the inter
est rate decision in period t is arguable. Specifically, information on real GDP
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is not av’ailable for the Japeinese monetar}^ authority at the current quarter 
(even if industrial production data is still at hand). Sudi considerations 
could moti\ate an over-idcntif5Ìng restriction of setting the contemporane
ous impact of real output on the interest rate to zero (coefficient bgi in the 
B matrix below), wliile the matrix A is set as an identity matrix as before. 
This results in the following matrix for B:

bu 0 0
1)21 0 
0 1)32 f>33

(2.8)

Oiu: restriction, however, was rejected by the data at a 5% level. A formal 
likelihoofl ratio test yields a  statistic of — 6.195, with a p-value of 0.012. 
We then considered the contemporaneons identific.ation sdicme proj)OScd by 
Sims (1992) whereby monetary policy shocks affect all other \'ariables con- 
temi)oraneorLsly, while shocks to output do not contcinj)oraneoiLsly affect any 
other variables. Sudi an ordering violates the consideration of interest setting 
as a feedback nile for (contemporaneous) prices and output. Moreover, on 
the liasis of empiricid regularities and tliwrctical cxinsiderations presented in 
the methodolog>’̂ section, it is difficult to argue that the impact on prices and 
output of monetary policy shocks could come aliout witliin the same quarter. 
Such a model structure could nevertheless be considered a robustness test. 
In the context of our \ariables, this gives the following matrix for B:

b n b i 2 b i 3
0 b o 'j b 23
0 0 b 33

(2.9)

The abo\e ordering produced materially similar djuamics to our bendi- 
mark sj'stcm (excluding the contemiiorancous imp^Kts of coimse), even if the 
significance of the interest rate shocks on prices declined. As an additional ro
bustness test, ŵe shortened the estimation i>criod by one year, both from the 
beginning and the end of the sample, resulting in the periods 1983Q1-2003Q1 
and 1982Q1-2002Q1. Both samples create results tliat are qualitative!}" ver̂ " 
close to the benclimark estimation; moreo\ur, the signs of the coefficients 
on the monetar}" polic}" rule of the B matrix remain imchanged. Finali}", w"e 
replaced the consmner price index by the GDP deflator. With this price indi
cator the significance of monetar}" ¡)oIic}" shocks in the s}"stem w"as somew"liat 
weakened. These results arc iunilable from the author iii)on request.
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2.4.2 Models with Money
In addition to the benchmark model described in the previous section, wc 
considered a triiariate sj^stem where the nominal interest rate was rei>laced 
by a broad monetary" aggregate, M2+CDs (in reni teims, deflated b̂  ̂ the 
consumer price mdex). Tliis measure of broad money consists of notes and 
coin in circulation, sight and time deposits, and certificates of deposit. Il(v 
garding the time series proj)erties of the broad monetar}^ aggregate, miit root 
tests vntli a structural break in 1990Q2 by Latme ct ai (2002) rejected the 
unit root for the broad money series in first differences. Such a break date 
is consistent with the bursting of the Jajianese financial bubble that inchiccxl 
slower growth rates for broad money. Ilcsults from the Saikkoncn-Liltkeix)hl 
test did not pro\ide evidence in favour of rejtxrting a  cointegrating rank of 
zero in a system including the tliree endogenoiLs viiriables, a consUmt tem i 
and diumny variables. Including a trend term  would bring about a suggtis- 
tion of a cointegrating rank of one; however, this result was not robust to thv, 
omission of diunmy variables. Moreover, the assimiption of an orthogonal 
trend leads to the nonrejection of a cointegrating rmik of zero. Tlitise results 
are aw lable upon request.

All \Tiriablcs were included in the VAH in first diifercnces (in station- 
ar}"̂  fonn) with 3 lags. As the jicssibility of cointegration bctŵ tKiii the vari
ables could not be mled out, a  misspccification iasue arises that could Ik̂  
avoided bj' estimating the system in levels. Ilowevcir, miaspccification tcists 
for residual autocorrelation afforded somewhat unsatisfactory^ results in a 
levels form VAR including broad money. The dctenninistic temrs included a 
constant, trend, an impulse dummy' for 1997Q2 (corrcsjxinding to tlie sliift 
in the benclimark lc\'els VAR), and an additional sliift dmmny' for the jicriod 
1990Q2-1992Q2 to accoimt for the decreasing grow'th rates in broad money' 
a t the time of the bursting of the aaset price bubble. The estimation of a sta
tionary' system allow's us to conduct a model rcxluction procedure, w'hcreby' 
a t each step the coefficient with the low'est ^-\’alue in the entire sy'stem W'as 
checkwl and ixjssibly' eliminated. Only' coelficicnts with a liigher /-value thmi 
the sixicificxl tlireshold of 1.G7 w'ere then eventually' maìatained. Such a  pro
cedure can be considered useful in VAR models that ty'pically' featiuc a  large 
number of statistically' insignificant ccxdficients.

Our model wiierc monetary' shocks are now' identified as shocks to M2+CDs, 
passes all specification tests, as indicated in Apixjndix C. Moreover, as CUSUM 
ty'jXi tcists are \alid for an investigation of mcxlcl stability' due to stationarity' 
of the imderlying \’ariables, they' are of interest for our purixiscis. The test
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statistic never crosses the critical lines in the CUSUM of s(iiiares ttst at a T)% 
significance level, suggesting a stable model. Omducting the Ĉ how saini)lc 
split and fortx-ivst tests in an identical fasliion to the benclunark nuxlel with 
inten^t rates, parameter constancy caimot Ixi rejected for any tested break 
date. The stability test rtisults are illiLstrated in Ai)pendix I),

The mcxlel wiiere restrictions on the fi matrix are sj)ec‘iiied identical!}' 
to the Ixîiiclunark model above was estimatwl b}' a scoring filgoritlun. An 
inu^tigation of sj'stem dynamics in the context of impulse r(^>ix)iise analy
sis reveals tliat an increase in real M2+CDs leads to a significant increase 
in lx>th the price level ivnd output, as illiLstrated in rigure 1 Ixicav. The 
resiX)iLse of the first diiferences in i)rices and outjnit has bœii a<*cumulated 
to illustrate the imiwict on tlie levels of the corrt^ponding Vtiriabk^ in the 
grai)lLs. Om finding Is of interest, given the i)ersLsttnic(i of the deflatioiiar}' 
emiroimient in Jaix\n and the apjx\rent ineiffîctivemïis of monetar}' ix)lic}' in 
pulling the ecxiiiom}' out from a deflatiomir}' trai>. The rtisulLs im* coiLslstent 
with the outcx)ine of the Ixînclunark model, where shocks to iui ivltemative 
measure of the monetar}' iK>hc}' stmice w'ere fornici to significantly aifc^ct Ixith 
output and the pric'e lewl. Morsink and Bayoumi (2000) also found shocks 
to broad mone}' to Icvul to increase« in lx>th jirivate demand and the price 
level. Simihirly, w'liile Arai and Iloslii (2001) focniscxl on the long-nin rela
tions betw'een M2+CDs, real GDP and monetar}' Ixise, the}' foimd that a 
IK)sitive long-run relationsliii) lx;tw'(ieii M2+Cfi)s and real GDP, mid IxTw'een 
M2+CDs and monetiu'}' Ixise, still exisUxl in their («timation siuni>h; that 
endcxl in the last ciuai’ter of 200)ì. Measured in tliis scuise, monetaiy pofic}' 
had not lost its cirtxdi\'eiu«s.
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Figure 4. Impulse responses of real GDP (toi>), price level (centre), and 
M2+CDs (below) to broail money shocks. Response of M2+CDs in first

diifcrenccs.

Would an exi>ansion in narrow as well as in broad money be of (xjual 
help for the Jai>anese authorities in creating positive inflation? To answer 
this question, Granger causality tests were conducted betwt«n the variables 
in our model, including real output, the consumer price level, and one com
ponent of the money stock. Different components of money were tested m 
order to determine jxjssible differences in their causality properties with re
spect to outinit and prices. According to the definition of Granger caiisiilit^ ,̂ 
a variable Xt is causal for a time series variable yi if the fonner hcli)s to 
improvo the forecasts of the latter. Then, causality is determined bj' a vari
able’s forecasting ability - tliis is admittedly rather different from economic 
causality. However, cousidering money an indicator of the monetar}^ ix)licj  ̂
stance, such causalitj" could 3Ìeld useful information about the future j)rice 
l>ath of a deflationary" economy. We divide our trivariate sy^stem \rith its 
vector of tliree variables Xt into tvo subvectors, xu  and r 2/, where xu in
cludes the monetary" aggregate in question and x̂ t contains real output and 
the consumer price index. In this setup, in a  peirtitioned VAR of order k, Xu 
is Granger non-causal for x^t, if and only" if 021,* =  0, for i =  1,..., A:. The null 
hy"ix)thesLs of noncausality" is rejected if at least one of the Q2i ,ì is nonzero. 
The usual definition of Granger-causality" can therefore be applied to the riv"o 
subvectors of the vector Xt including all the variables of the sy'stem, \\"liile it 
is clear tha t we cannot imply" that a member of one subsystem (say", money").
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is caxisal for each of the variables in the other suljsysUiiii (prices or out
put). SUuidiu-d x^- and F-tests bastxl on Wald principle could be considenxl 
when all the \ariablcis arc stationaiy. However, we include all the \ariiiblcs 
ill levels. Kelewintly for such a case with integratixl \ariables, Dolado mid 
T.itltkei)olil (199G) suggested that when some or all of th<̂  variables are inte
grated of order d > 0, the Wald-test can Ixi luodiii«! hi order for it to have a 

-distribution. Accordingly, we conducted a lag inclusion tc'st to cixfunine 
whether the ccKiificicint im tiix  Ap l̂ = 0. 1'he Grangcr-causidity test was
subs(x|uently ¡xirfonned on the Aj, i = 1.....p, only, ignoring the nxhmdant
lag. The rciinlts from the Granger-causality tciits are disiilayed hi Table 1 
lielow.

Series
Ho: ;r does not Granger-cause x 
Test statistic p-value

-=bri>adly defined licjuidity, x=gdp, cj>i Hi. 11 0.01**
.i=M2+Cd)s, :i7=gdj), cpi 17.88 0.00***

2—M l, x=gdp, cj)i \ M 0.99
monetary l>ase, x=gdp, c])i 12.62 0.13

2=notes in circulation, x=gd]>, cpi •1.50 0.31

Table 1. Granger-causahty Uists Ixitwccn components of the money stock, 
cousmner ¡nice index and real output.
Note: * indicates significance at 10% level, ** at •■ )%, and *** at l%i level. 
Shift dummy for 1997Q2 includixl in all systems.
Additional shifts 1990Q2-1992Q2 for systems with M2-f'G'I)s and broadly 
defined liquidity.
bag length without the rcxlundant lag: I for monetary base and Ml;
•1 for broadly defined liquidity; 2 for M2+CDs and notes in circulation.

T he results arc rcmarkiibly consistent witliin the groiqis of narrow (rtq>rcv 
sentcxl b̂ -̂  monetar}' Ixise, Ml and notc^ hi circulation) and broad (M2+CDs 
mid broadly defined licgiidity) comixincnts of the money st(x:k. Firstly, all 
hidicatoi-s of broad mone}' were found to be causal for real output and jirices 
at a 5% signilicimce level. Secondly, for none of the comixmcnts of narrow 
mone}' c:ould we reject non-causality at comentional signiiic:micc levels. As 
caiLsalit}' tests are generally Ixised on fairly large mcxlets, the}' may have weak 
jiowcc in rejecting the null of iioncausalit}'. In that regard, otir results of the 
broad monctm-y aggregates bc'ing causili for the price level and refil output 
apixxir rather strong. The findhigs from the Grmiger-causality mialysis can 
then be seen as proridhig further sujijxirt for our VAll ixisults indiciiting 
Ixuieficial effects of broad money exjxuLsion. Our results arc shnihir to West
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(1993) who found M2 to Granger cause both output and prices during 1973- 
1990; the author interpreted the results as suggesting that monetary' polic}" 
could then be used to influence the path of the latter two \’ariables.^'‘ Inter
estingly, liigh-powered money was reported not to have the same property, 
in accordance with our results. As pointed out before, how^ever, the increases 
in brmd money are difficult to bring about with recent instabilities in the 
Jai>anese money multiplier. Finally, for Ml and M2i-CDs, ŵc witness sig
nificant causality from output and prices to money (results not reporte<l), 
possibly due to changes in the trausactions demand for money as a result of 
changes in real output or the price level.

It w^ould be easy to argue that our results of narrow’’ money not Ixiing 
Gnuiger-causal for prices and output ŵ ould be in line with recent develop
ments in the Japanese economy. Specifically, quantitative easing with its 
implied increases in monetary base (w^hose annual grow^th rate exceeded 30% 
in the first quarter of 2002!) seems to have had little imjxict on prices. IIoŵ - 
ever, it is not clear w^hat the outcome in tenns of output and jjrices would 
have bexun if a policy of quantitative easing had never been implemented. 
By providing ample liquidity the Bank of Jai>aii can help the recover^" by 
stabilizing the financial markets; such a course of action is likely to have an 
indirect positive effect on the price level.

2.4.3 Policy Implications
Om* previous results from the benclmiaik model established the effectiveness 
of the interest rate cliannel in the Jajxmese economy, even diuing an era w’̂ hen 
inflation rates liave moved from positive to negative territory': Om findings 
may be considered to justify a commitment policy to keeping nominal interest 
rates loŵ  W'̂ ell into the future to stimulate aggregate demand, as proix)scd by 
Eggertsson and Woodford (2003), and Jimg, Teranislii and Wataiiabe (2001). 
Similarly, as the results w'ere obtained in a s^-stem such as our VAR w^hcre no 
forw’ard-lcxiking variables are included, they could be regarded as adv<x;ating 
a  ix)licy that sets an inflation target for the central biuik - inflation targeting 
can effectively be pursued in a backwmd-looking setting also. How'ever, the 
transmission of monetary" ix>licy shocks to the real economy api>ears to l>e

*'*Towe (1998) found in bivariate Granger-causality testing that monetary aggregates 
were able to predict real activity well in the 1990s, while the forecasting ability of nominal 
interest rates fell during this period. The author suggested that attempts to meet the BIS 
capital adequacy requirements and balance sheet problems affected credit conditions more 
than the lev'el of interest rates would predict.
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relatively slow; wliile interest rates are at verj' low levels, it \\’ill Ixi diilicult 
to induce a siiiliciently stimulative cfTect.

An exiKvnsionai '̂ i^olicy beyond the low and stable ratios may be i)rcferable 
a t the zero lower bomid. A practical hmitation in the current situation 
is brought about by the zero lloor on the nominal interest rate, but tills 
constraint on monetar)' ¡lolicy operating tlnough the interest rate cliamiel 
ncxxl not be irremorable. In fact, the zero Iximid stems from the dioico 
of govennnents and contra! Ixuiks to set the intcr<«t rate on (toin, cimency 
and the rciserv'(?s of connnercial lirUiks with the rontral biink to zero. To 
illustrate tliis clcarl)'̂ , we iwlopt the jircsentation b)' Huiter and Panigirtzoglou 
(2003) in the following. Let i denote the iiLstantaneous nominal interest 
rate on non-moiietar)' govenuncnt debt, ic is the intercut rate on (nureiicy, 
iR the nominal interest rate on commercial Ixink rciserv't« with the cciiitnil 
bank, 7 the mstimtiuicxius marginili carr>' cost on bonds, 7  ̂the iiLstantancious 
marginal caix)' cost of currency fuid 7;̂  the instimtiineoiLs marginivi carr)' (;ost 
on i:oimnercial bank rcserv'c« with the centrili bank. Then, cousidcring the 
superior liquidity of Ixise money, the following floor on the nominili interest 
ratii on bonds holds;

i > Max {z'c + 7 -  7r' +  7 -  7/i} 10)
If the carr)' cost tenns 7, 7  ̂and 7 r are omitterl, and Ikisc mone)' is treaterl 

as ii homogenous aggregate rather thiui a smn of currency iind ixinmuTciiil 
bank res(ir\'(^ at the central bank, there is a single interest rate on Ixise 
mone)' ist- Accordingly, w'c set z' n = i c  — i n  î n<l assmiK! 7  =  7 c  =  7/i =  0- 
fkiuation (2.10) is then w'ritten as

i > ÌM (2.1 1 )

i i ie  zero boimd on iioniinal rates is no longer oixirative wiicn a iiegatiw 
interest rate on base money is possible. An iflcntical conclusion is obtained 
if a can-)' tax on Ixvse money is imiiosed in line with the suggestion by Goexl- 
friend (2000), instead of a negative interest rate, i'heseî proposals are thertv 
fore c;ousidcre<l intercliangeably in the following jiaragiaplLS. A dm inistratis 
problems for sudi measiues arise from the fact that coin and ciurency are 
Ixiarer bonds; as the holders are anoii)inous and owiiersliip is suflicieiit for 
the lx>nds to be pipiblc, it is diflk:ult to make the bondlioldcrs actuall)' jxiy 
the couix>ii for the issuer. The BOJ could avoid tliis problem by making cur
rency subject to mi expiration (kite and a conversion process during w'hich

^^The authors called the policy of paying a negative interest rate on base money "Gesell 
money", after Silvio Gesell, the perhajis best-known pro]>onent of taxing currency.
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the actual taxing of airrency takes place. This can take the form of attach
ing coupons or stamiK to the currency. After a certain date, say 1st Januaiy 
200G, only the yen stamped/lssiied/added with a coupon on and eifter that 
date the BOJ would be legal tender. The other component of monetary" 
base, reservaos at the central bank, ijose no problem as the o^Miersliii) is w(Jl 
known.

Freedman (2000) expressed concern about the amomit of currency in cir
culation abroad, in case the US economy was to fall to a hquiditj^ trap mid 
a tax on currency to be adopted. In the case of Japan however, the magni
tude of cun*cnc>" abroad is not likely to bo a case of major concern. Recent 
data a\ailable from the Bank for International Settlements (2005) suggest 
that the share of cross-border foreign currency positions (assets) of Ixmks 
vis-á-\is non-banks, denominated in j^en, amoimted to onl}̂  5.9% of all such 
positions in September 2001. Tliis contrasts with a share of 59.5% in US 
dollars or 21,5% in euro.^^ Of course, currency substitution away from the 
yen tov'ard dollars and euro could become significant if a currency tax is 
imposed, even if little evidence of significant substitution effects from yen in 
favour of foreign currencies has previously been fomid. Br^^ant (2000) noted 
that if substitution toward foreign currencies took place, it would incixiase 
pressure on home cunency de¡>reciation - sometlnng only welcome in the case 
of deflation in the home economj^ Moreover, even if some (infonnal) cash 
transactions between economic agents could be handled in foreign currencies, 
legal measures could Ixi imposed to ensiure the settlement of all formal cash 
trmisactions in ven.

Note tliat our results of the interest rate channel remaining potent even at 
very low or negative inflation rates straightfon^Tirdl}" encoiuagc the adoption 
of a tax on currency in Japan’s current situation. The problem would be 
more complex if we had actually foimd a structural break in the monetary' 
transmission ineclianLsm, in line with the previously-mentioned siiggestions 
of a weakened transmission mechanism in the Japanese economy (e.g, Mi^'ao, 
2000; Khmua et ai, 2002; Pujiki and Shiratsuka, 2002; Okinaand Sliiratsuka, 
2003). In simiilations by Hunt and Laxton (2001), output \ariability and 
the probability of the economj’' entering a deflationary^ spiral increase as the 
average inflation target drojjs below 2 percent. If (in contrast to our results) 
the interest rate channel liad sufflciently weakened in Japan, then a tax on 
cmrency would liave been most effective if adopted well before the zero floor 
was reac-hed, with the inflation rate still in sufficiently jxisitive territory

^^Similarly, Ito (2005) argued that the anchor, invoice, and settlement currency roles of 
the yen in East Asia have not lived up to expectations.
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Similarly to oiir results, Alicanie ct al (2002) ixrgucd on the basis of 
model simulations that monetary" policy would liavc been eflt‘cti\'e to coim- 
teract deflatioiuuy prcssiut^ in the earl}” 1990s. Ciivcn the iion-perfonning 
loans problem and iiLstabilities in the fmancial system, suggestions about 
tx>ntinued nionetar}” ¡iolic}” effectiveness - even \\dth ver}” slow imjxacts on 
(.K:onomic acti\”ity and prices - may appear striking. However, \\bo  (1999) 
showed that the most imdercapitali/ed biuiks were actuall}” expanding their 
lending most rapidly in the early 1990s. I ’liis result prol>ably occurs due to a 
lack of sujxirvision and a weak regukitor}” cimiromnc'iit in the Jaj>anwc fiiiim- 
(ial system. Even so, due to regtilator}” i)r(issure and closer market scrutiny, 
l>anks m th  better capital ¡wsitions were increasing their Icmding more than 
undercapitalized oncis in 1997.^'

hitcrcistingl}”, thci finding that broivl monciy lii\s a jiositive im iact on the 
price level is closel}” linkinl to the benefits of adopting the Uvx on cuireiic}”. 
dVaditional monetar}” thciory tells us that the monciy-holding sc^ctor demands 
Ixase money since it Is a incxUum of exchange that, milike short-tc'inii govern
ment bills tliat are used in the oixri market oixratious of the central Ixmk, 
I)rovides transaction scrv”iccis to its holders. Of coiu’se, at zero interest rates, 
there Is no incentiw to hold an}”thing else but Ixtse money - the cx’onomy 
Is in the tniditional Ikiuidity traj). Hut as the tax on currency lowers the 
intercist ral-e floor, the inc:entive to liold assets includcKl in brcxuler monetar}” 
aggregates Is rcivivcxl. Acc-ording to oin rcisults this jucmclcs another way of 
increasing the price Icivel tlian the intcrcist ratei chaimel of the central Ixuik. 
Note iUso tliat mi incTe^se in brcxxl monetar}” aggicigatcis, if succcissfully im
plemented, can also be seciii as a crexlibilit}” measure on the ¡xirt of the Ikmk 
of Jai>an - possibl}” more crcidible than a simple inlliition or a iirice Icwel 
target alone.

‘̂Krugnmn (19i)8) and Posen (1908) pointed out the moral liazard problem in the 
JapaiK'se context; banks with low or negative net worth Imve an inciuitive to lend too
much, rather than too little, to high-risk, high-return projects. Positive outcome would 
l̂ccrue to the benefit of the management and owners, whik' they only have t lie small or 

nonexistent net worth to lose. Similarly, Posen (1998) argned that lending was readily 
available from the l)ursting of the bubble until mid-1997; the decline in investment until 
this date stemmed from excess cajiacity of firms and low net worth, while there was little 
evidence of a credit crunch. Meredith (1998) also mentioned analysis by the IMF suggest
ing that ertidit conditions had returned to levels consistent with liistorical rclationshii>s 
after the bursting of the asset price bubble in 1992. Finally, Motonislii and Yoshikawa 
(1999) claimed that a fall in corporate investment in 1992-1991 was caused by real ratlicr 
than financial factors.

^"lilanchard (2000) mentioned the cretlibility aspect in the context of an increase in 
high-powered money, coupled with a credible commitment not to reverse the monetary 
expansion in the future.
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2.4,4 An Optimizing IS Equation
The previous analj^sis established the potential of the interest rate channel 
to stimulate output in the Japanese economy which has moved from pos
itive inflation rates to the deflationarj" era. Yet, inflation and price level 
targeting benefit from a certain degree of foiw^ard-lookingness on the part of 
economic agents. E\en if it is also perfectly feasible in a badroard-looking 
framework, inflation targeting serves as a useful anchor for expectations if 
the central bank’s inflation target is credible; tliis increases the chances of 
the c:entral bank actually liitting its future target, Svensson (2000) showed 
how in a system with forward-looking aggregate demand and supply, in
flation is more self-stabilizing under inflation targeting. The imix>rtance of 
forwTird-lookingness in the case of price level targets can be argued to be even 
more important, since under this approach inflation shocks arc not treated 
as Ijj’̂ gones and no base drift of the price level is allowed. Then, an3" lowcr- 
than-expected inflation rate ex post must be met bj’’ a  liiglier inflation rate 
in the future if the price level target is to be successful!}' met. As arguetl in 
the methodology section, the real ex ante rate then works as an automatic 
stabilizer: a stimulating impact on output after a period of low inflation cmi 
be obtained even without a movement in the actual nominal interest rate. 
Tliis is of special interest when interest rates are already close to or at the 
zero Ixnmd. Hence, it Is of importance to actually obtain an estimate for the 
significance of the real ex ante interest rate in the Jajxuiesc context.

In order to determine the degree of forw'ard-lookingness in the determi
nation of output and the importance of the real ex ante interest rate, we 
estimated an expanded Euler equation for Japan of the form:

K —1
Vt j=o

This specification is identical to  the one iLsed bj' Führer and Rudcbusch 
(2004) in their estimation of the Euler equation for output in the US. Imimr- 
tantl}' for our purposes, potential!}' longer-term interest rates can be used; 
these are determined by the \’alue n obtains in the specification. A credible 
commitment by the central bank to keep interest rates low for a long ]>eriod 
of time would likely show up in low expected nominal interest rates, in ad
dition to increasing the future rate of inflation. As noted by Kuttner and 
Posen (2004), the gains from such a commitment could become significant 
when policy is constrained by the zero lower boimd. Krugman (1998) was
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among the first to suggest tliat an increase in the exjxicted inflation rate and 
the corrcsixindingly lower real interest rates represent the diaimels tlxrougli 
wliicli the Japanese monetar^’' authorities m\ist ojxirate, as nominal interest 
rates lifU'e hit the zero boimd. In the mo<lel b}' Eggertsson and Wbodford 
(2003), the entire futiure jKiths of short-term reíd and nominal rates or ver)" 
long term real rates matter for aggregate demand.

In tins specification, we define inflation as tt =  400(//i/^/ — where
1\ denote« the price level. The nominal interest rate is the Bank of Japan cidi 
rate, and the output gap is obtfdned from the OECD. The detennination of 
IX)tcntial output in an economy that lias gone through a significant iiconoinic 
slimip, such as Jai3aii, is notorioiLsly difficult. Tins is aggra\at<xl by the fi\ct 
that some exidiuiatioas for Jaj>an’s long recession arc biiscd on structural 
iirgumcnts (scic Ilayashi and Prescott, 2000). However, iLshig a toivdown 
approadi sudi as the Ilodrick-Prescott filter to obtain an estunate of ¡xiten- 
tial output is arguably a worsen alternative, since such an ai>i)roiwh assume« 
average deviations of output to be zero over the entire jieriod and therefore 
may serioiLsly mider(«tiinatc the actual output shortfall. As a robiLstiicss 
U«t, we also rejiort the rc«idts using an output gai> that was obtaincKl by 
cjctracting the trend with a Ilodrick-Prescott filter.

The IS (Kpiation wiis estunated by GMM for the period 1980Q1-2003Q1, 
with the niiun nisults presenUKl in Table 2 below. Similarly to Fiilircr and 
Iludcbusdi (2001), the set of uLstnunents coiitaiiLS the lagged ”endogenou.s” 
variables, i.e. higs 1-4 of the output, intert«t and inflation rate series; these 
ŵ ere used to iiLstnmicnt for the cA'ixKitatious tenns (actual outcoim«) of fu- 
true i)eriods. In Table 2, residts using Ixith tlie OECD measure for ¡xitential 
output and the one obtiihicd by the IIodrick-Pr(«cott filter are prcscnte<l. 
Morcxiver, longer-tenn intert«t rates are taken into a(‘coimt by considering 
(lifTercnt values of k. A time series weighting nuvtrix was us«l in the t«tima- 
tioii, makhig the estimates robust to heteroskedasticity imd autocorrelation 
of an unknowTi fonn.

^^The Ilodrick-Prescott filter is referre<l to here as a tojxlown approach, as in Kuttner 
and Posen (2001), for such a method fillers macroeconomic tinuvseries data based on 
limited assumptions. This is in contrast to bottom-up methods baseil on assumptions
about the production function, for examjjle.
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specification Coefficient estimates and standard errors
Output K Ol Ö2 ß Adj. p-value
OECD 1 0.409 0.078 0.520 -0.022 0.917 0.42

(0.060) (0.037) (0.017) (0.008)
OECD 2 0.413 0.074 0.522 -0.022 0.916 0.39

(0.060) (0.037) (0.047) (0.009)
OECD 3 0.446 0.072 0.488 -0.023 0.916 0.39

(0.061) (0.037) (0.049) (0.009)
OECD 4 0.443 0.058 0.504 -0.024 0.917 0.39

(0.061) (0.037) (0.049) (0.009)
OECD 5 0.443 0.063 0.500 -0.025 0.916 0.39

(0.061) (0.037) (0.050) (0.009)
HP 1 0.463 0.085 0.166 -0.032 0,790 0.49

(0.059) (0.048) (0.043) (0.009)
HP 2 0.472 0.081 0.466 -0.034 0.788 0.14

(0.059) (0.052) (0.043) (0.009)
IIP 3 0.494 0.074 0.443 -0.032 0.784 0.12

(0.057) (0.047) (0.046) (0.010)
HP 4 0.504 0.056 0.452 -0.033 0.787 0.15

(0.058) (0.047) (0.046) (0.009)
HP 5 0.504 0.059 0.448 -0.034 0.785 0.14

(0.058) (0.047) (0.048) (0.010)

Table 2. GMM estimates of the stnic turai IS equation 
Note: Standard errors in parentheses. The model specification columns indi

cate the procedure used to calculate the trend output, together with the duration 
of the real interest rate in tlie forward-looking specification. Instruments for all 
specifications included lags 1-4 of inflation, interest rate and output series. Dis
played p-value refers to a test for over-identifying restrictions.

The results from the GMM tistimation are rather consistent across the 
different s])ecifications. The coeilicient on the first lag of the dependent vari
able is higlrlj" significant in all the specifications, whereas the coefficient on 
the second lag is not alway^s significantly different from zero. The estimates 
for the coefficient on expected output are rather high and statistically sig
nificant, \rith  a magnitude close to 0.50. Importantly'^ for our case, the role 
of expectations is also foimd to be significant in the case of the real interest 
rate. The estimated coefficient for expected output is slightly lower in mag
nitude than the one estimated by Pulirer and Rudebusch (2004) for the US; 
how^ev'er, oitr estimates for the coefficient on the real ex ante interest rate are 
liigher in most sixicifications and obtain a higlier statistical significance. The
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\'alidity of the over-identifjing restrictions in our estimations (we have more 
Lnstnunents than parameters to estimate) was never rejected a t conventional 
levels of significance.

The fact that we obtain the exi)ccted sign and significance on the coeffi
cient of the real ex ante interest rate does not ensure that the policy actually 
implemented by the Hank of Ja]>an at tliis time would have correspon<lcd 
to optimal policy as described in the theoretical literature. In tills regard, 
Iwarnura ct al. (2005) claimed tliat a commitment to monetar}" casing until 
presixicificd conditions regarding the inflation rate arc satlsfie<l lacks liistor}" 
dei>cndencc. Moreovor, the commitment of the central bank did not suffi
ciently influence market exixetations about tlie future course of monetary 
IX)lic)" during 1999-2001, as indicated by the non-negative spread between 
the actual real intert^st rate and its natural rate coimteqiart. Despite such 
claims about the features of actual policy, our imding of the significance of 
longer-term real interest rates Is encouraging, esixcially in view of ai>i»ir- 
cntly major changes hi the BOJ’s aiiproiich towards deflation. Sixcificivlly, 
imconv-eiitional measures such as quantitative casing w"ere suggcsUxl to Ixi hi- 
effective hi the past imd there stomed to be a willingness to lift interest rate« 
at ail}" first sign of recover}" - the zero interest rate iiolicy w"as tcmixirarily 
abrindoiKid in August 2000 in the middle of the deflation era. Sudi rhetoric 
ixissibl}" caiiswl deflationar}" expectations to become more entrenched in the 
economy. In contrast, a iiositive cliangc in the crecUbifity of the policy com
mitment should further increase the significance of the real interest rate (in 
the short and long-term) for the dctermhiatioii of outiiut. Fhially and im- 
jxirtantly, the significamo of the real ex ante hitercst rate Is an hnjxirtmit 
l>rciecjnisite for the successful implementation of a price level targeting strat-

2.5 Conclusions
The aim of om pajier was to examine whether inflation or price level tar
geting would be feasible monetary policy strategies for Japan. The pursuit 
of cither approach criticall}" hinges on tw"o main ¡irereciuisitcs: the interest 
rate must remain a ¡»tent tool for an economy undergoing disinflation and 
deflation, and the central bank must possess an instrument to influence the 
future price level. Using cddence from vector autoregressions and structural 
LS equations, we foimd that both conditions are satisfied for Japan, even if 
moneteir}" transmission to economic activity and prices apix'nrs to be strik
ing!}" slow". Yet, the ongoing ¡xitency of the interest rate diannel facilitates a
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coimnitment policy to keep rates low into the future even after deflationar>" 
pressure has dissipated. Expansion in broad monetary aggregates was foiuid 
to be causal for both prices and re ^  output in Japan. Parameter constancy 
of the reduced form VAR estimates suggests tliat a possible policy" to induce 
additional stimulus via the interest rate charmel would be the implementa
tion of a tax  on currency; this would make it possible to realize an>" desired 
negative interest rate. Estimations from the structural IS eriuatious fiuther 
provided evidence of the imix)rtance of expectations in the Jaimnese econ
omy both in terms of the real ex ante interest rate and real output. The 
management of expectations plays a crucieil role especially in the successful 
implementation of a ¡írice level targeting nile.

It is interesting to note that the suggestions for Japan to adopt an in
flation or a  price level target come at a rather different time tliau for other 
economies that have introduced inflation targeting. Usually, such a ¡wlicy 
was initiated to control nmaway inflation, or after a successful disinflation
ary" process with no tlireat of deflation. The apparent unwillingness of the 
BOJ to adopt an inflation target may have originated from the belief tliat 
no instruments were a\aüable to influíaice future prices - deeds haw been 
thought to count more than words in the credible management of exi7ec:ta- 
tions. Another frequently invoked rationale for inflation targeting, increased 
central bank independence, may be currently undesirable for the BOJ; oiu 
results show that fiscal measiues, such as a tax on currency, may ncied to 
be implemented in imison with monetary policy in order to overcome the 
deflation problem.

There are some reasons why the price level targeting approach (as o¡> 
posed to inflation targeting) would be especially suitable for Jajimi. Very" 
low" positive inflation rates and deflation would nec’cssitate a signiflcmitly" 
positive inflation rate in the future under a price level targeting ajiproach, 
as any" deflationary" shocks would need to be reversed. Under such a regime, 
any disinflationary shock is tackled inunediately", with a greater likelihood of 
ensuring that the ¡persistent deflationary era docs not reappear. Monover, 
with nominal rates still close to zero, a smaller wriability in policy rates 
w"ould low"er the probability" of the zero floor becoming binding again. If a 
price level target is eventually" (significantly) overshot, contractionary" mone- 
tai^" policy" of some degree may" need to be implemented, with potential costs 
for the economy". This, how"ever, lias to be w"eighed agmnst the alternative of 
Ja]pan returning to stagnant growth and deflation. Finally", neither inflation 
nor price level targeting w"ould compromise the BOJ’s ultimate goal of price 
stability" tha t supports medium to long-term sustainable grow"th.
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2.6 Appendices
Appendix A

Data Sources
The following lariables were obtfiined from the OKCD Main Economic 

bifUcators Database, voi. 2001, release 10: Grass domestic product (vohmic), 
the i^month interest rate on the certificate of deposit, monetarj’̂ aggregate 
M2+CDs, monetar}" aggregate broadly defined liciuidity, monetar}" aggregate 
Ml, the consmner price index and the GDP deflator.

TIk; output gap was obtained from the OECD Economic Outlook Data- 
Iwise, Voi. 75.

The call money rate was obtained from the IPS Database, scries 15860H..ZF
The series for monetar}" base and banknotes in circulation were obtahial 

from the Bank of Japan long-term tune series databiise.
All the scries arc at a quarterl}" frequency. The series on gross domestic 

product, banknotes in circulation, broadly defined liquidity, M2+CDs, Ml, 
and the moiuitar}" base were seasonally adjusted, as rcporUxl by the OECD 
mid the Bmik of Jai>an, while the c:onsumer price index was seasonally ad
justed using a Census X-11 procedine by the author. All nominal monetar}" 
aggiegatcs v"crc deflated b}" the consmner price index in order to obtain the 
comiioncnts of mone}" stock in real terms.
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Appendix B
Unit Root and Cointegration Tests

Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test
Series Det. term Lagged differences Test St at.
A^y c 5 (AIC,I1Q,SC) -2.63**
A y c 2 (AIC,HQ,SC) -3.16**
y c,t 0  (AIC,HQ,SC) -1 . 1 0

c 5 (AIC, HQ) -1.83
c 4 (SC) -1.54

Ap c 2 (AIC,HQ,SC) -2.67*
P c, t 3 (AIC,HQ) -0.37
P c,t 0 (SC) 0 . 6 8

AH c 7 (AIC,HQ) -3.41***
AH c 3 (SC) -3.78***
Ai c 2  (AIC,HQ) -3.46***
A i c 0 (SC) -5.89***
i c j 3 (AIC,HQ,SC) -2.80

* indicates significance at 10% level, ** at 5% and *** at 1% level.
Tlie order specification criteria in parentheses: AIC=Akaike, HQ=Hannan-
Quinn, SC=Schwarz-criteria.
c and t denote constant and trend as deterministic terms, respectively. 
All series except the interest rate in logarithms.
Maximum lag order set at 10, sample 1982Q1-2003Q4.
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Saikkoiieii-Liltkepolil Cointegration Test
Series Det, term no. of lags Coint, rank test statistic

0 47.53***
c,S97Q2 2  (AIC) 1 11.79*

2 5 09**
0 89.71***

c, 597Q2 1 (HQ,SC) 1 23.77***
2 8.30***
0 43.60***

y ,p ,i c,t,S97Q2 2 (AIC) 1 2.31
2 0 . 0 0

0 54.13***
y,p ,i c,t,S97Q2 1 (IIQ,SC) 1 11.57

2 0.15
* indicates significance at 1 0 %, ** at 5% and *** at 1 % level, 
c and t denote constant and trend as deterministic terms, respectively.
The order specification criteria in parentheses: AIC=Akaike, llQ=IIannan- 
Quinn, SC=Schwarz-criteria.
Prefix S denotes date of shift dummy.
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Appendix C 
Misspecification Tests
Benclimark model:

Qm 132.88 [0.15]
LMF^,LMFi,LMFi 1.09 [0.34], 1.02 [0.45], 1.44 [0.18]

5.55 [0.14], 12.95 [0.00]
A nC H u,(ieK (xp. 1, 2, 3) 8.22 [0.94] 10.57 [0.84] 23.26 [0.11]

Note: p-values in brackets.
Q* denotes the adjusted Portmanteau test statistic for autocorrelation.
LMF is the Lagrange multiplier type (F) test statistic for autocorrelation. 
LJB is the Lomnicki-Jarque-Bera joint test for nonnormality for skewness only 
(*’3 ) and kurtosis only (S4 ), as in LiUkepohl (1991).
ARCII-LM is a Lagrange multiplier test for autoregressive conditional 
heteroskedasticity.
16 lags used for the Portmanteau and ARCH-LM tests, 5, 4 and 1  lags for the 
LM test.

Model with M2+CDs:

^16 152.00 [0.11]
LA/s, LAh, LAU 47.21 [0.38], 37.10 [0.42], 7.03 [0.63]

u b ( 4 ) , u b (4 ) 7.50 [0.06] 4.06 [0.26]
yl«67/z,,/(16)(eqs. 1, 2, 3) 9.06 [0.91] 7.85 [0.95] 14.58 [0.56]

Note: p-values in brackets.
Q* denotes the adjusted Portmanteau test statistic for autocorrelation.
LM is the Lagrange multiplier type test statistic for autocorrelation.
LJB is the Lomnicki-Jarque-Bera joint test for nonnormality for skewness only 
(s |) and kurtosis only (5^), as in Ltitkepohl (1991).
ARCH-LM is a Lagrange multiplier test for autoregressive conditional 
heteroskedasticity.
16 lags used for the Portmanteau and ARCH-LM tests, 5, 4 and 1 lags for the 
LM test.
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Appendix D 
Stability Tests

break daite chow_ss boot pwal chow fc boot p-val break d a te chow s s boot pwal chow, fc boot p-val
1993 Q1 100.6221 0.0045 0.924 0.7395 1995 Q1 70.7218 0.221 0.7344 0.955
1993 04 76.8267 0.109 0.7722 0.9265 1995 Q2 69.4657 0.2435 0.7214 0.9565
1994 03 75.4849 0.1365 0.7161 0.961 1995 Q3 68.0252 0.278 0.6839 0.973
1995 0 2 69.4657 0.2435 0.7214 0.9595 1995 Q4 70.1573 0.247 0.7214 0.9545
1996 01 71.2398 0.24 0.7426 0.935 1996 Q1 71.2398 0.2185 0.7426 0.947
1996 0 4 56.2095 0.4945 0.8514 0.804 1996 Q2 71.0463 0.226 0.7826 0.9065
1997 0 3 77.3222 0.1085 0.9662 0.661 1996 Q3 70.0936 0.14 0.8206 0.848
1998 0 2 54.9614 0.64 0.8638 0.845 1996 0 4 56.2095 0 4 6 0 5 0.8514 0.807
1999 01 44.3914 0.824 0.7123 0.944 1997 Q1 63.8514 0.2795 0.8947 0.729
1999 0 4 NaN NaN 0.7041 0.942 1997 Q2 66.2643 0.236 0.9283 0.684
2000 0 3 NaN NaN 0.8516 0.746 1997 0 3 77.3222 0.1125 0.9862 0.6595
2001 0 2 NaN NaN 1.0406 0.481 1997 0 4 68.1951 0.277 0.9486 0.7245
2002 01 NaN NaN 0.5294 0.963
2002 0 4 NaN NaN 0.3377 0.989
2003 03 NaN NaN 0421 0  856

Chow  sample split (chow_ss) and forecast (chow_fc) test statistics for benchmark model. 
Bootstrapped p>values based on 2,000 replications

equation test statistic p-\ahie
Vt 0.265 0.755
Vi 13.170 0.170
it 3.823 0.890

Recursiw fluctuation tests for Ixinchmark model. 
Note: p-values based on 4,999 bootstrapping replications.
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CU5UM-50 »tot*et>cs *or y «quation CUSIIU-SO «tDtistici for p equott^n

1988 1992 1996 2000 2004 2008
CUSUM-SQ <tati(t>cs for m «nuolion

CUSUM of squares test, model with money, 5% significance level.

break  d a te chow _ss boo t p-val c h o w jfc boot p-val break d a te chow _ss boot p-val chow_fc boot p-val
1993 Q1 17.798 0 .400 0 .670 0 .703 1995  Q1 20 .290 0 .2 5 8 0.619 0.850
1993 Q 4 24.417 0.111 0 .616 0 .832 1995 Q 2 18.898 0 .3 2 0 0.645 0.817
1994  Q 3 20.831 0 .227 0 .5 7 0 0 .910 1995  Q 3 17.657 0 .3 9 3 0.630 0.842
1995  Q 2 18.898 0.302 0.645 0 .823 1995 Q 4 20 .234 0 .2 5 5 0.640 0.824
1996  Q1 19.890 0 .260 0.651 0.811 1996  Q1 19.890 0 .2 6 5 0.651 0.814
1996  Q 4 21.729 0 .183 0.741 0.632 1996  Q 2 19.870 0 .2 5 8 0.680 0.775
1997  Q 3 19.051 0 .327 0 .819 0 .578 1996 Q 3 21.624 0 .214 0.700 0.717
1998  Q 2 7.548 0 .882 0 .835 0 .547 1996  Q 4 21 .729 0 .1 5 9 0.741 0.627
1999  Q1 -17.717 0.994 0 .618 0.901 1997 Q1 21 .113 0 .2 0 6 0.752 0.620
1999  Q 4 NaN NaN 0.642 0 .863 1997  Q 2 21 .248 0 .1 9 3 0.771 0.586
20 0 0  Q 3 NaN N aN 0 .739 0.714 1997  Q 3 19.051 0 .3 2 2 0.819 0.595
2001 Q 2 NaN N aN 0 .897 0.442 1997  Q 4 13.073 0 .6 4 6 0.848 0.529
2 0 0 2  Q1 NaN N aN 0 .689 0.731
2 0 0 2  Q 4 NaN NaN 0.618 0 .745
2003  Q 3 NaN NaN 1.160 0 .257

C how  sam ple split (chow _ss) and fo re cast (chow__fc) test statistics for model with M 2+CDs. 
Bootstrapped p -va lues based on 2 ,000  replications
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Chapter 3
Japanese Broadly Defined 
Liquidity during Disinflation
3.1 Introduction
Changes in Japan’s economic emironment have created a fonnidable chal
lenge for the conduct of Japanese monetar}^ policy. The strong growth and 
positive inflation rates of the 1980s were followed by a financitil bubble mid 
eventually by deflation in the second half of the 1990s. Similarly, the iinixir- 
tance of monetar^" aggregates in the ixilicy framework of the Bank of Jaixm 
(BOJ) has imdergone severe changes. The role of broad money M2+CDs di
minished due to oliserv'ed instability during the financial bubble of the early 
1990s. I ’liis coincides with reduced interest in inonetarj'^ aggregates in other 
major economies - the monetar^" targeting pursued by the Gennari Bundt«- 
bank and the subsequent role of the monetar^" pillar in the policy framework 
of the European Central Bank can be regarded as major exceptions. The 
policy imixirtance of the narrowest aggregates was revived in 2001 when cur
rent accoimt balances of the commercial banks at the BOJ were chosen as 
the operating target of policy. In contrast, the beha\iour and demand for 
broad monetary aggregates especially in the disinflationar>^ and deflationary^ 
era have receivetl less attention.

Tills study sets out to examine the demand for broadly defined liciuitl- 
ity in Jajxin during the years 1981-20(11. The aim of the jmper and our 
moti\’ations are tlireefold. Firstly, a study' of tliis broad monetary' aggre
gate can 1x3 considered interesting in its o\\7i right - we are aware of only' 
one study (at least in English!) that lias dlsciLsscd the relationsliip between 
broadly' defined licjuidity' and economic actmty' in a vector error comx'tion
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fraIne^^mk. More specifically, a paper by the Bank of Japan (2003) exam- 
ine<l w^hether a long-run eciuilibrium relatioaship exists between broad money 
(both M2+CDs and broadly defined liquidity) and economic acti\ity. Sec
ondly, we are interested in the demand for a broad monetary^ aggregate during 
the disinflationaiy period tliat finally" led to deflation in 1995. The puzzling 
observation of recent j^ears Ls that the increases in monetary base implied 
by the policy of quantitative easing liave not been reflected in portfolio ad- 
jastment to broader monetary aggregates. Even with limited controllability 
of broad money by the central bank, money stoc'k broadly defined may still 
serv'e as an information variable for subsequent developments in real output 
and, more importantly, prices, hi tills regard, the relative absence of studies 
concerning broad money demand during deflation is rather striking. Thirdly, 
a recently renewxxl interest in broad monetary^ aggregates stems from their 
abifity to yield valuable information on possibly destabilizing asset i>rice de
velopments. The latter may liave an impact on the central liank’s ultimate 
objective of price stability^ Tliis Is especially  ̂interesting in the case of Jajiaii, 
where the bursting of the asset price bubble in the early' 1990s had profoimd 
imiilicatioiLs for developments in the real economy'.

In line with the consensus view' in the money' demand literature after the 
cointegration revolution, the framew'ork adoptwl is a vector error correction 
(VEC) iiKxlel tliat allow's for the inclnsion of both long-term cointegration 
and short-term relationsliijis. We estimate both nominal and rciU money' 
(kiinand fimctions in the reduced VEC form and examine the dy'namics and 
stability' of the estimated real liquidity' demand model. Imix)sing a stnictmal 
break dining the bursting of the financial bubble, the use of 1(2) teclmicpuis is 
completely avoided. The latter methodology' Is often required to investigate 
money demand if the money' stock and price series nee<l to Ixí differenced 
twice in order to obtain stationary' time series for tx^onometric inference. We 
find that a relatively' stable and c'conomically' meaningful demiuid system 
can be established for the Ja¡>anese broadly defined liquidity' dining 1981- 
2001. Tills finding arises despite the asset price bubble, instabilities in the 
financial sy'stem and the onset of deflation in the Japanese economy during 
oin observation period. These findings are in contrast to some of the earlier 
literature which suggests that the relationsliip betw'ccn real economy' and the 
broad money' stock lias become unstable in the recent y'ears. We confirm the 
significance of share prices for Ja¡>anese broad money' demand, wliile fittlc 
evidence of imix)rtant currency' substitution effects is detected. Finally', tlie 
invcistigation of sy'stem dynamics is based on impulse response analy'sls in 
the context of a structural vector error correction (SVEC) model for the 
Jai>anese broadly' defined liquidity'.
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Our analj^sis should not be considered as advocating anything resembling 
a monetary targeting strateg>^ for the Bank of Japan. Such an api)roach 
would hardly be feasible with a very broad aggregate that even includes gov- 
enunent bonds in its construction. Rather, we are particularly interested in 
broad money for its information content; this requires a stable relationsluj) 
with the variables of interest. The Bank of Japan (2003) lias claimed the 
information value of money for policy to be higlier when the long-nui rela- 
tionsliip between the real money stock and the real economy or between the 
money stock and the price level is stable, and the causality from money to 
economic activity Is strong. We provide evidence of stable long-run relation- 
sliijis between real liquidity, output and sliare prices, together with causality 
from nominal liquidity to both consumer and share prices, to lie satislied for 
our investigated aggregate. The latter finding is of interest especially in the 
context of the persistent deflation problem in the Japanese economy.

Tliis paper is structured as follows. The next section presents the defi
nitions of Japanese broad money stock and discusses some of the previous 
literatiue concerned with the demand for Japanese broad money. Section 3 
elaborates on the theoretical issues pertinent to our researcli ciuestion. The 
fourth section presents our empirical results, including a statistical analysis 
of the time series projxirties of the series, and estimation of the reduced form 
VEC models. An analysis of the dynamic relationships betw'^een the variables 
is tackled in a sei;>arate section, in the context of a structiural VEC model. 
The final section is a conclusion of oiu: findings.

3.2 Definitions of Japanese Broad Money Stock
and Previous Literature

In tliis section, we present the definiiious of two indicators of Japanese broad 
money stock and conunent on the role of the monetar^" aggregates in the 
conduct of monetary' policy by the Bank of Japan. Some of the previous 
studies concerning the demand for Japanese broad money are also discussed.

The Bank of Japan currently compiles four indices for monej' stock: Ml, 
M2+CDs, M3+CDs and broiidly defined liquidity. The most prominent of 
the broad monetary aggregates, both in the ix)licy framework and as a  source 
of research interest, has historically been M2+CDs. Since the first declaia- 
tion of its imi)ortance (M2) as a  leading indicator for prices in July 1975, 
mone}" stock has been cousidered an important information variable. In
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July 1978, the BOJ started producing projections for the growth rate of M2 
(later M2+CDs) over the coming quarter (’’quarterly foresights”), e\’en if 
money stock never officially obtained the role of an intermediate target. On 
one hand, the role of money in the monetary'- policy framework regained its 
prominence with the adoption of a regime of quantitative easing in 2001, even 
if onl}" in the form of narrow mone.y. On the other liand, the BOJ consid
ers the emergence and bursting of the asset price bubble, and the resulting 
non-perfonning loans problem, to Im-e influenced the relationship between 
money stock and economic activity (Bank of Japan, 2003). Sudi argiunents 
can be regarded as demoting the perceived information value of money for 
}x>licy.̂  Our stud}»̂  provides evidence that is in stark contrast with the claim 
of a reduced information content of broad money stock.

In tills section, we focus the discussion on M2+CDs and broadly defined 
liquidity. Their definitions are describcKi below in Table 1. Money holders in 
Japan comprise corporations, individuals, local public authorities, municiiml 
enterprises and public coq>orations. Excluded are money issuers of M2+CDs, 
the central government and financial institutions involved in loan business 
(Hank of Japan, 2001).

Aggregate Composition
M2 + CDs Ml (cash currency + demand deposits) + 

time deposits + certificates of deposit
Broadly defined 
liquidity

M2 +CDs + deposits
(including CDs) held with post offices -t~
agricultural cooperatives + money trusts and
loan trusts of domestically licensed banks
(excluding foreign trust banks) + government bonds
(including financing and treasury bills) +
bonds with repurchase agreement + bank debentures +
investment trusts +  money deposited other than
money in trust and foreign bonds

Table 1. ComixDsition of tw'o indicators of Japanese broad money stock: 
M2+CDs and broadl}" defined liquidit};

* Nevertheless, the BOJ closely followed monetary developments even after the bursting 
of the asset price bubble. As an example, statements accompanying interest rate cuts in
1995 mentioned that sluggishness in money gro%*th has influenced interest rate policy 
(Towe, 1998).
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InteiTestingly, a comparison between Japanese broadlj’̂ defined liquidity 
and the M3 aggregate used in the context of the so-called monetary" pil
lar of the European Central Bank reveals some similarities. In particular, 
money market fund shares/units, repmchase agreements and securities lend
ings wdth cash collateral are included in broadly defined hquidity but not in 
the nanower indicators of Japanese money stock (Bank of Japan, 2004). The 
Eurozone M3 includes M2 plus repurchase agreements, money market fimd 
sliarcs/ units and money market pai)er, together with debt securities up to two 
years. Furthermore, Japanese broadly defined liquidity includes instnunents 
that could be considered appropriate to be contained in M2-)-CDs; howevier, 
they have been omitted from the latter due to limited information from data 
soiurces (only outstanding amounts at the end of period are a\’ailable). It is 
also worth noting tha t our interest in Japanese broad money Is mainly based 
on the jxirsistent deflationary'’ environment in Japan and therefore on the 
link betM^een broadly defined liquidity and other macroeconomic \’ariables, 
including the price level. Gerlach (2001) operationalized the ECB’s two-pillar 
monetary policy framework by suggesting a  model where the low-frequency 
inflation component depends on past monetary growth, consistently with the 
ECB view that the link between money growth and inflation would be most 
api>arcnt in the medium to long nm.

It is plausible tha t broadly defined liquidity could be more stable than 
M2+CDs simply due to its broad coverage. More specifically, the broad 
licpiidity \’ariable includes investment trusts and bank debentiurcs that were 
aiTceded by" portfolio adjustment to M2+CDs (especially" to liiglily" liquid bank 
dei>osits), wliidi took place in the wake of financial system anxieties in 1097. 
In tills regard, the Bank of Japan (2003) has argued that problems in the 
financial sy^stem caused a break in the stable relationship between M2+CDs 
and economic activity after 1997, making it difficult to obtain evidence about 
current and future developments in economic acth ity  and prices, and more 
generally about the effects of changes in the monetary" stock, hi Figuro 1 
below, we depict the development (annual growth rates) of the two broad 
monetary" aggregates in real terms, broadly defined liquidity and M2+CDs, 
from 1981 to 2004. The figure confirms the slightly more stable movement 
of broadly" defined liquidity", even if the two aggregates track each other quite 
closely".
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Figure 1. Annual growth rates of M2+CDs and broadly defined liquidity (in
real terms).

As mentioned earlier, the prominence of M2+CDs in the monetarj^ policy 
framew^ork lias been a  major reason for the dominance of tliis aggregate 
in studies of money demand in Japan. Mor(X)\'er, data on broadly defincil 
Ufluidity has only been published from 1980 onwards. In the following, we 
discuss some of the previous literature about the demand for broad Japanese 
nionetarj^ aggregates.

To our knowledge, only one stud}', conducted by the Bank of Japan 
(2003), lias examined the relationsliip between broadly defined licjuidity and 
economic activity in a \'cctor error correction framew'ork. The estimated 
trivariate system included real money stock, real GDP, and an interest rate 
spread bctv'een a 10-year govenunent bond and a 3-month CD rate.“ In 
contrast to the investigated system with M2+CDs, a long-nm ecpiilibrium 
relationsliip including broadly defined liquidit}' W'as detected even after end- 
1997 wiien anxieties over the financial s}'stem emerged. The aggregate w'as 
also found to lead dewlopments in both nominal and real GDP, Ilowover, the 
adJiLstment coefficient on broadly defined liquidity in the VECM was actu- 
all}' found to be positive, suggesting no convergence to a long-nm equilibrium 
and the \'ariable w'as therefore judged not to be economicall}' meaningful.

Inspired by the role of broad mone}' supply (M2-|-CDs) as an informar 
tion \’ariable, Mi}ao (2005) presented tune series evidence with recent data

“The yield on a 10-year government bond may not be an optimal rival interest rate 
for broadly defined liquidity, a.s government bonds are included in this broad indicator, 
and the variable should by construction appear rather stable to changes of interest rates 
among the components of money.
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suggesting that the hnliage between broad money and income or prices had 
disappeared in the 1990s. More specifically, the author could not reject the 
absence of a stable long-nm relationship between money, output mid prictis. 
Moreover, neither time deposits nor bank loans were useful in predicting 
mowments in output in the late 1990s. Using an earlier sample, Tsukuda and 
Mij’akoslii (1998) claimed that causality from M2+CDs to income weakened 
or disappeared in the 1980s. Kimura (2001) suggested that, when accoamting 
for the financial system shock in the estimated VEC model, the long-nm rc- 
lationsliip between M2+CDs and real income actually remained stable even 
when the 3'ears 1998 and 1999 were included in the analj^sis.

The measurement of wealth effects was given a prominent role in the study 
by Sekine (1998), whidi examined the demand for broad money M2+CI)s 
during 1975-1994, a period of financial liberalization and the bubble txxui- 
omy. The money demand sj-stem accounted for wealth effects and fhumcial 
liberalization and established a stable demand fimction. The wealth \ariablc 
used was the System of National Accoimts (SNA) definition of wealth. In 
addition to financial assets, tliis variable also covered non-fiiiaiicial assets 
such as land, housing and inventories. Due to the availability of the wealth 
series at an annual frequenej" onl}', it was interpolated to a qiiarterlj" scries. 
I'he result of monc3' demand stabilit3'̂ over a  period of the asset i>rice bubble, 
financial innovation and deregulation was also confirmed in papers b)' AniiUio 
and Wirjanto (2000) and Balimani-Oskooee (2001).

Kameda, K3'oso and Yosliida (1998) examined long-nm relations between 
monetary^ aggregates and other macroeconomic variables in Jajjan. A stable 
long-nm relationsliip between real M2+CDs and real GDP was dctcctixl 
during 19G0-1996. It Is of interest that the authors were imable to rej(x:t 
the 1(2) proi)ert3" of the money stock series but the econometric anal3"sls was 
conducted imder the assumption of the series l>eing integrated of or<ler one. 
An earlier study by Yosliida and Rasche (1990) investigated the structure 
and stabilit3̂ of the demand for real broad mone3̂, again M2+CDs, in Jaiwui 
during 1956-1989. The authois discovered a stable relationship betwex^n real 
broad mone3" and income. Yoshida (1990), ŵ ho also included stock price 
volatilit3’̂ in liis model, similail3̂ found a  relative^ stable real money demand 
function for kI2-|-CDs during 1968-1989.

As Ls evident from the preceding discussion, empirical literature on the 
demand for broad monetar3'̂ aggregates is rather limited for the disinfla
tionary and deflationar3' period - onl3̂ Mi3"ao (2005) has presented evidence 
tlirough 2003. The literature concerning the broadl3’̂ defined liciuidit3” ag
gregate is even sparser. We claim that b3’’ adequatel3̂ accoimting for the
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structural break during the time of the financial bubble, a  relatively stable 
and economically meaningful broad monej' demand fimction can be obtained 
by using 1(1) cointegration techniques onl}". The next section comments on 
theoretical issues pertinent to our research question.

3.3 TheoreticeJ Considerations
In tliis section, we discuss some theoretical Issues relevant to our research 
question. These include n long-nm specification for mone}  ̂demand and a 
discussion of the rationale for the inclusion of the individual variables, with 
a sjxicial emphasis on the diaracteristics of broadly defined liquidity. In tlds 
cxjiitcxt, the jxjssible leading indicator or causal properties of broad mone}' 
with respect to asset prices are commented on. Fhmlly, wc elaborate on the 
iniix)rtance of the money stock (both narrowiy and broa<lly deiìne<l) in the 
context of the current deilationar}^ ejusodc.

3.3.1 Long-Run Specification of Money Demand
As suggested by Ericsson (1999), most standard theories propose at least 
two reasons for mone}' demand. These are the inventor^' fimction in order to 
smooth out differences between income and expenditure streams, and one of 
several as.sets included hi a portfolio. This would leail to the diaractcrization 
of long-run money ilemand in the form:

M<‘ / P  =  f{Y, lì) 0.1)
Here represents nominal money demanded, P  is the price level, T  is a

scale variable and 7? is a vector of returns on various assets. In applied w'ork, a 
semi-log linear form is generally used to illustrate an empirical approximation 
to wjuation (3.1), as follows:

“  A =  7o +  7i2/f +  7 2 ^ “'” +  73̂ ?“* +  74̂ i (3.2)
In this specification, , pt and yt are expresse<l in logarithms; 7o, 7i , 72* 7a 

and 74 are coefficients; and i?, represent the return to as.sets included 
and excluded in money, and tt* is the inflation rate. The expected signs for 
the coefficients are 7j >  0,72 > 0,73 < 0, and 74 < 0. Long run price 
homogeneity of money demand Is generally assmned. Moreover, some theo
ries explicitly predict certain values for the coefficients, such as 7i =  0.5 in
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the Baumol-Tobìn model or 7j =  1 in the quantity theory of money. Often 
some measures to indicate the influence of wealth on long-run money de
mand are also included; alternatively, the absence of these is ilsc k I to justif}' 
a \’alue 7j > 1. However, the characteristics of broadly defined liquidity 
would moti\ate a somewliat different specification from (3.2). In i>articular, 
our estimated sj^tem for (both nominal and real) broadly defined liquidity 
omits interest rates on domestic monetar}'' assets included and excluded in 
the examincxi aggregate and but includes the (log real) Tokyo 
share price index topixi. Moreover, the importance of external influcnc-cs in 
the form of cmrency substitution CSt is investigated by testing the signifi
cance of different proxies for such phenomena in the system. We therefore 
effectively consider

(mj* -  pt) =  f{yt,iopixt, CSt) (3.3)
Issues liertaining to the inclusion of the different variables are discussed 

in the following paragraplis, while their endogene!ty/exogemiity properties 
are discussed in the context of model estimation.

Regarding the price index pf , it has been commonplace to use the GDP 
deflator in the analysis of Japanese money demand functions (e.g. Bank of 
Japan, 2003; Kimura, 2001; Kimura ct ai, 2002; Sekine, 1998) instead of the 
consmner ¡irice index. In the Japanese context of falling prices, however, the 
behavioTu: of the consumer price index is interesting, as it is widely used as 
a measure of the magnitude of the ciurrent deflation. Moreover, according 
to the most recent clarifications by the BOJ, the current zero rate ¡x)ficy 
framework is to stay in place imtil the CPI inflation rate (excluding fresh 
food) stag's at or above zero percent for a few" months and there is no forecast 
of the ec:onomy falling back into deflation b}" the BOJ board members (Ito 
and Mislikin, 2001). These considerations justify the use of the CPI both as a 
deflator and as amei\sm:e of inflation (defined as ttj =  pt—pt-\) in our pai>er. 
An investigation of the djmamics between the nominal money stock and the 
CPI also motivates us to begin from a demand specification for nominal broad 
money where the price level is included as a sej>arate endogenous variable.

An interesting featine of broadly defined liquidity is that it ouglit to be fit- 
tie affected by portfolio adjustment betw^een different components of mone}". 
As stated b}" the Bank of Japan (2004), the aggregate ls a large scale index 
that has a tendency towards stable transition even in the face of capital in
flow and outflow of various financial instruments. Consequently, w"e do not 
regard interest rates on the components of money as vei}" meaningful mea
sures for broadly defined liqiiidity. Similarly, all the rates used to compute
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the (maximum) interest rate on rival assets for M2+CDs by Sckine (1998) 
are included in the broad liquidit}' aggregate. Our choice, then, is to use the 
inflation rate nt as the opportunity cost variable for broadly defined liquidity. 
Sudi a variable is usually regarded as a measure of return for holding real 
assets instead of money. Ilovs^ever, it ma}' also be vieu'ed as representing the 
kind of portfoUo adjustment process of economic agents (see e.g. Ltltkepohl 
and Wolters, 1999). Note tliat our estimated system includes two other t}'pes 
of variables tliat could theoretically assume the role of an opjxirtunit}' cost 
indicator. These include the share price index and v7vrious indicators to cap
ture currency substitution effects, even if the latter were omitted from the 
final model due to statistical insignificance. These variables are disciLssed 
next.

Considerable emphasis lias been jilaced on the evolution of asset jirices 
in Jai>an due to the financial bubble that le<l to a (ellapsc of Jaiianese as
set values, including share prices, in the early 1990s. Tills also motivates 
the inclusion of the (log) real Tok}-© share price index topixt in our ¡xii^er. 
hViedman (1988) suggested tliat the effect of sliare priĉ es on money demand 
deixinds oil wliethcr the wealth or the substitution effect prevails. Rcgm-ding 
the first effect, a rise in sliare prices leads to an increase in nominal W'ealth 
and, assmning a wider fluctuation of sliare prices than income, a liigluT ratio 
of wealth to income. This can then lead to a  higher money to income ratio 
or a low'cr velocity. Considering money as an asset in an invtijtor’s ¡xirtfolio, 
liigher real share prices may alternatively make efiuities more attractive in 
tonus of their return, inducing a substitution effect. The share price vari
able W'ould then assume the role of rival return for money. Interestingly, the 
Eiuopean Central Bank has partly attributed the stubbornly lùgli headline 
figures for M3 gro\vth of the recent years to the persistent w'eakness of the 
stock markets and uncertainty in the financial markets, secnùngly subscrib
ing to the existence of a  strong substitution rather than a  wealth effect (see 
c.g. ECB, 2001).

Even if the wealth effect of ecpiity prices prevailed, as suggested by our 
findings, w'e cannot consider the sliare price variable to be a comiirchensiv'c 
indicator of Jaj>anese household w'calth. Iw'alsako (2003) show'cd tlmt the pro- 
Ix>rtion of equities in household financial wealth was decreasing tliroughout 
the 1990s. The author reported surv'C}' data by the Bank of Jajxm indi- 
aiting a j>eak in the share of equities in total financial W'ealth at 10.6% in 
1990, declining to 7.2% in 1999, close to the value of 6.1% in 1981.  ̂ Impor-

^However, Bayoumi (2001) pointed to the possibility of wealth effects explaining the 
growdh slowdown in Japan, and suggested that these would primarily operate through
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tantly, the mclusion of share prices should be seen in the light of eximainiiig 
the causal or lending indicator properties of broad inone^  ̂ for asset prices. 
TliLs liinges on its ability to ^ield \’aluable information on possibly dc'stabi- 
lizing asset jjrice developments tliat imiy iUso liave an imi>act on the central 
bank’s ultimate objective of price stability. Tills discussion has been esiie- 
cially prominent in the context of the monetar}' pillar, used by the Europ(if\n 
Central Bank, wliicli focuses on the developments of broad mone>' Mil Lssing 
(2002) argued that the close monitoring of monetar}' and credit developments 
is beneiicial in order to limit the emergence of imsiLstainable asset \’aluations. 
Emphasizing the information proixirties of mone}'. Nelson (2003) suggested 
tlmt mone}' convc}'s information about monetar}' conditions tliat is not smn- 
marized b}' thcj short-term interest rate onl}'. In particular, an iiicliLsion 
of mone}' in Ncw-Ke}'nesian macroticonomic models incnqxiratiis the entire 
spectrum of }'ields in the anal}'sls that matter both for aggregate and money 
demand. As jxiintcd out 1]}' Masuch ct al. (2003), the miixirtimcc jilaced by 
Nelson (2003) on a broader set of yields than those observed in the siicurities 
markets may proride answers to the association betwcien episodes of money 
growth, the build-up of financial imbalanc-es and asset price bubbles. During 
financial instabilit}', a comjwLson betwtxiii a  sliort-tenn rate controlled by 
the central bank and a bcnclunark rate such as the one given by a Taylor 
nile ma}' not correspond to the perception of current monetar}' conditions 
b}' market particiiiants."*

The imiJortaiKo of a  currency substitution term in a money demand sys
tem is rele\ant for polic}'making, as the unpiedictability of money demand 
may increase when such external effects are not properly accoimtcd for. This 
could, a t the extreme, rtxiuce the effectiveness of monetar}' policy. Moreover, 
while the interest rate differential (defintri in terms of domtistic comix)nents 
of money) is not a very meaningful measme for broadly defined liciuidity, 
profit opportimities abroad may still provide a riiul rate of return for this 
aggregate. It is important to note, however, that foreign intercist rates iuid 
exchange rate« affcict a  part of broadly defined liquidity, as the aggiogate 
includes foreign bonds, issued by non-residents in dom(«tic or foreign mar
kets held by money holders (Bank of Jajjan, 2001).^ Their share in the total
share prices, as land priciis had divergent effects on property owners and those with no 
land.

"*In a similar vein, Morsink and Bayoumi (2000) found that the Japanese bubhle in the 
late 1980s was driven by broad money and loan shocks rather than by interest rate shocks, 
and that intere.st rate policy was not surprisingh' expansionary during that period.

^This includes samurai bonds (yen-denominated foreign bond.s issued by non-residents 
in the domestic market), but excludes foreign bonds issued by domestic residents in foreign 
markets.
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amount outstanding of broadly defined liquidity is small though; as an ex
ample, figures for July 2001 showed them to amoimt to 3.3% of the total 
onl>̂

Following the ajiiiroacli of Tavlas (1996) for the Jaj>anese Ml, ŵ e experi
ment with \arioiLS iUlferent indicators for currency substitution CSf . These 
include two alteniativc measures of the excliange rate and an interest rate 
diiTcrential with respect to a  US short-term interest rate. As the first cx- 
diangc rate indicator, ŵ e include the rate of appreciation of the real effecthe 
exchange rate Arecr =  reer< — rcert-iy wiiere rcer denotes the (log) level 
of the real cifective excliange rate, define<l in terms of the foreign currenc.v 
lirico of domestic currency. Ilo ct al (2005) providtxl evidence tliat the Asian 
ciurencies liavc been rcc^ently trading in a more "cffectivel)'” oriented fashion 
rather than as a dollar bloc. Tliis finding empliasizes the co-movements of the 
resiKictivc ciurencies vrs-à-\às the aurencics of the trading jiartncrs. Moriv 
over, Tavlas (1990) suggcsteil that the low demand Ix)" Ja ixuu^  residents for 
foreign currency-denominated assets could stem from liistorically successful 
inflation control in tliis economy, moti\ating the iLse of the real rate. The 
canonical imixirtaiice of the US-yen exchange rate inspires our second praxj’’ 
for ciurency substitution, It is derived from the idea of Corsetti and
Pesenti (1999) that the expected GDP growth differentiaLs lietw^ecn tŵ o ciu:- 
rency zones c;ould explain the movements of the (nominal) bilateral rate. In 
similar vein to the idea’s implementation by Artis and Beyer (2001) for euro 
area money demand, ŵe used the actual grow t̂h differentials betw'ecn the US 
and Japan as a jiroxy for exiiected exdiange rate appreciation. Finally, an 
interest rate indicator captiucs the difference betŵ eem the US mid
Japiinese 3-month CD rates. An increase in the retimi of foreign assets com- 
Iiiucd with the Ja{>anese ones could induce ¡xirtfolio adjiLstment favouring 
the former. Ilow^ever, sudi investment sliifts would onl}'’ result in currency 
substitution (ilefined in the context of our aggregate) if the}»̂  concern foreign 
assets other than bonds, as the latter form ¡xart of broadly defined liquiditj^

Tliis subsection has discussed the rationale for the inclusion of the \'arious 
\’ariables in our demand specification for broadly defined liquidity, taking 
into consideration the sjxoial features of tliis broad aggregate. The next 
subsection elaborates on the usefulness of money stock (both narrowdy and 
broadly defined) for a central bank operating close to the zero interest floor.
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3.3.2 Money Stock and the Zero Lower Bound on In
terest Rates

The control of money stocJc is of slacciai inter<ist for a  central bank close 
to or at the zero bound, as conventional monetar^'’ stimulus through lower 
nominal hiterest rates may be mia\’ailable. In particular, a Ke}mesiaii \iew of 
the Uq\iidity trap taking hold as soon as nominal rates liit zero may be overly 
simi)listic from a monetfirist \iewpoint. It is only where a coinjx)site asset of 
money and bills Is a perfect suljstitute for all other assets that an (xoixoin;^ 
would ivlso be in a liquidity' tr*ap in a monetarist sense (see e.g. Meltzer, 1999). 
In general, a change in the monetary' policy stance, such as an increase in th(i 
monetary' base, causes a  rc'-balancing of portfolios wliich is oixcrative even a t 
the zero lower bound tlirough v’arioiLS chaimels (Kimura ct al, 2002). These 
inchide the relative asset-sujxply effect, where an increase in the monetary' 
base may lexid to changes in the relative prices of assets, a reduction of 
traiLsaction ctosts due to a smaller probability of liquidity shortage, and the 
reduction of longer rates tlirough the exixictations chamiel.

McCallum (e.g. 1988, 2003) proposed a rule for controlling the moiKdarj' 
Ixase, wliich can be wTitten as

Abt =  5 -  Ay" + 0.5(5 -  A xt-i) (3.4)
Here bf is the (log) rnonetar^’̂ biise, At "̂ is the average rate of base vcdoc- 

it3' growth over the j>ast four >"cars, and Xt is the (log) nominal GDP. The 
assumptions of a 2 jx;rceiit inflation target and a 3 jiercent growth rate for 
real GDP jdeld a target xalue of 5 for nominal GDP growth. It is of interest 
that McCiUlum (2003) comi>ared the actual values with those iircscribed by 
the nile for Japan, fincUng that the Dank of Jajian ¡xilic}̂  has been almost 
continuoiLslj^ too tight in terms of the monetary' base since mid-1990.

hi the event of instabilities in the money multiplier, even a successful 
following of such a rule does not guarantee a  connsponding increase in broiid 
monejv This is evident in the context of the recent Jajianese exiieriencc, 
where the high gro\\i,h rates of the monetar^’’ base have not been reflectcxl l>3' 
corresponding increases in the broad monej" stock. Hovv̂ ever, stability" and 
causalit.y betivecn economic activity and broad mone '̂  ̂could still justify' the 
use of money broadly deiined as an information variable for the monetary" au
thority". Moreover, in the theoretical literature, an increase in broad monetary" 
aggregates has been seen as a means of spiuring exp>enditxire even after the 
zero floor on interest rates has bec-ome binding and deflation has taken hold
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(see e.g. Goodfriend, 2000; Hetzel, 2003). Goodfriend (2000) distinguished 
between the liquiditj' services offered narrow and broad money. WlieroAs 
traiLsactions services offered by narrow money ma>' satiate the public at a 
zero rate, liquidity services broadlj^ defmed still facilitate financial interme
diation even at the interest rate floor. Assets included in broad money often 
servxi as collateral for external finance and minimize the agents’ exj>osiire to 
the external finance premium. Then, the amoimt of broad money outstand
ing could be of interest in an economy that has liit the zero intends t rate 
floor.

Conventional ojxin market operations could prove powerless in a situa
tion vsith very low interest rates. Indeed, when short-term interest rates are 
zero, commercial banks may keep the excess rcserv(i5 resulting from oper
ations with the central bank on their balance sheet. In sudi a situation, 
Goodfriend (2000) suggested that the central bank could purchase long-term 
bonds directly from the non-bank public. As the monetary ba.se is exixmd«! 
in exdiange for long bonds, the marginal liquidity services >ield on monetary' 
assets declines. Tlirough a portfolio adjustment in favour of less liquid assets, 
such as consumer diuables and ph}T5Ìcal capital, asset prices are ¡lositivciy 
afft«ted. Tills triggers a  liigher rate of coiLsumption in relation to current 
mcome, with liiglicr asset jirices increasing investment. In sum, the jiortfo- 
lio rebalancing cliannel induces a ¡xisitive imjiact on income, consiunption 
fuul emplojinent. Moreover, as monetarj' assets increase and asset prices 
rise, the external finance premium faffs, having a jxisitiv^ efftxtt on lending. 
SimultaneoiLsly, the balance sheets of both finiLs and households imiirove. 
Tlirough tliis proctiss working via the credit diamiel of monetar}' transmis
sion, spending increases because the cost of borrowing lias dcxiliiicxl. Note 
that as our broad liquidity aggregate includes govenimcnt boixls in the liaiids 
of the noii-biink public, the amoimt of outstanding bonds included in tills 
aggregate can be seen to illustrate the feivsibUity of such a policj^ Govern
ment bonds included in the aggregate amounted to 85.0 trillion yen in Jimc 
2001, corresponding to G.2% of broadly defined liciuidity outstanding.

3.4 Empirical Evidence
Tliis section presents the empirical evidence obtained in our anal^’sls. We 
commence with a brief description of the data, followed by an investigation 
of its time series properties. Then, w'e present the estimation results from 
the reduced form VEC models. The djuiamics of the model fue examined in 
the context of impulse resjxmse analysis in a separate section.
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3.4.1 About the Data
We use quarterly, seasonally adjusted data from the OECD Main Economic 
Indicators Database for the period 1981Q2-2004Q2. Om: estimation sample 
co\ers a  nmnber of important phenomena: the build-up and bxusting of the 
Jaj)anese asset price bubble, disiiiflation that tinned into deflation in 1995, 
financial s>^tem anxieties emerging in late 1997, and the start of the zero 
interest rate policy of the BOJ in 1999. The precise data sources are listed 
in Appendix A, including graphs of the seriiis used in the estimation. All 
\ariables except the GDP growth and interest rate differentiaLs between the 
US and Jaj>an were transformed into logaritlims. In the estimatioiLS, the 
software JMulTi (2004), version 3.11, was predominantly used. liicejjtions 
are mentioned in the text.

3.4.2 Unit Root and Cointegration Tests
In order to determine the order of ’mtegration of the variables m oiu system, 
we employed augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) tests together with imit root 
tests w ith a stnictural break by Lanne et al. (2002). We followed the so-calUxl 
Pantida principle (see Pantula, 1989) in the testing procedine, assiuning a 
maximum integration order of two for all the serkîs. ADF tests for the scries 
in fii-st differences, fisted in Appendix B, suggesUxl a rejection of a imit 
root for rtial output, consumer and stock prices and the real exchange rate, 
but a unit root could not be rejected for these variable« in levels. The only 
exceptions are the interest and GDP growth rate differentiaLs Ixîtwexîii the US 
and Jai>aii, for which the levels of the \ariables were foimei to be stationar>’̂.̂‘

Grapliic>al oliservation of the series suggests tliat comentional imit root 
tests may prove inadexiuate so far as the monetar '̂^ \ariables in our study 
are concerned. Instead, unit root tests with a stnictural break may be of 
particular rele\ance when the data includes a possible break point, such as 
the bursting of the asset j^rice bubble that led to lower growth rates of the 
broad Jajianese monetarj^ aggregates. Evidence for our argument was ah eady 
depicted in Pigine 1 in terms of declining annual growth rates of broad money. 
The results from the unit root tests with a structural break for the real and 
nominal liquidity series are presented in Api^endix B, with the break date

® At times we found it difficult to reject a unit root for the series in second differences 
even if a unit root was clearly rejected for the series in first differences. This finding arises 
when a large number of lags is used in the testing and could consequently be due to a 
power problem.
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set a t 1990Q3 (or Q l), consistently with the suggestion from a formal test. 
The results indicate that an adequate accounting of the break caiLsed by 
the financial bubble leads to the rejection of a unit root for the monetarj' 
series in first differences. In contrast, ADF tests that do not accoimt for the 
structural break in some cases suggested that a unit root coulil not be rejected 
for the series in first differences, consistent with a  graphical examination of 
the series. In concliLsion, we proceed imder the assumption tliat the scries 
for the monetar}" aggregates are integrated of order one w"hen possible break 
ix)ints in the series are taken into accoimt.^

Ihie to the natm-e of the imderl>ing series, the cointegrating rank of the 
scries was investigated using the tests proposed by Saikkonen and Liltkepolil 
(2000) that allow for the inclusion of level shifts. The tests procetid b}" esti
mating the deterministic terms by a GLS procedure, subtracting them from 
the ol>servations and finally applying a Johansen t3pe of test on the adjusted 
series.® We include two shift dummies in oiu tests, as well as in the subse
quent estimation of the \'ector error correction system. These arc, firstl}", a 
sliift diunmy in the tliiid quarter of 1990 at the time of the bm^tiiig of the 
financial bubble (denoted as 590 Q3) and secondly, for 1997Q2 (597 Q2) co
inciding with a consumption tax liike that led to a level sliift in the consumer 
price index and notable output fluctuation, having Ixien introductxl during 
a modest recovery after the initial apixairance of ileflation.^ Note tliat the 
former dummy captiuxis a level sliift in the first differences of the monetary 
scries as the growth rates of broad liciuidity ckx^rcased, but the sixiond dummy 
Is needed for the level sliift in the consumer price index in levels. Graphical 
ol)ser\’ation would support the inclusion of a detemiinlstic trend in the coiii- 
tegration testing and the tests were thus conducted with and without siidi 
a deterministic term. Furthermore, the tests were perfonned both in the 
nominal and real money rlemand sj'stems; the latter are comprised of three 
lariables onlj" and are the primarj" source of statistical inference here (the

'If a break date in the consumer price index corresponding to the consumption tax 
hike of April 1997 is additionally taken into consideration in testing for unit roots for 
real liquidity, it would be necessary to include two break dates in the test. This could be 
achieved simply by a Saikkonen-LUtkepohl cointegration test on the liquidity series in first 
differences with tw'o dummy variables. Such a test indeed indicates a stationary series, as 
a cointegration rank of zero was clearly rejected.

^The Johansen test (see Johansen, 1995) is a likelihood ratio test based on a reduced 
rank regression of a vector error correction specification.

 ̂We have decided to leave another consumption tax hike - that of 1989Q2 - unaccounted 
for in the estimated model. The magnitude of the level shift of consumer prices is less 
apparent during the ’‘inflation period”, also with regard to its implications for output 
fluctuations during the booming economy.
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currency substitution and the opportunity cost \’ariables being treated in a 
sei>arate context). We argue that our approach of focusing on three \ariablcs 
only is justified from the viewpoint that real money demand is the fociLs of 
the study; additionallj", from an econometric perspective, the low powder of 
cointegration tests with a high number of dimensions is somewhat aUe\'iated 
when only tliree \’ariables are being studied.

The results from the Saikkonen-Ltltkepohl cointegration tests are some- 
w l̂iat dependent on the diosen lag length and the detenninistic terms iLstxl. 
However, iLsing a 5% level as a reliable indication of statistical significance, 
wdth constant and trend as the deterministic terms, most of the eddcnce 
from the sj's terns including the real money variable suggests tha t the coin
tegration rank of zero can be rejected. Moreover, we are not able to reijcx;t 
a cointegrating rank of one. This l̂lso holds for the nominal money dcmiuid 
system W’̂ hen a constant Is included as a detenninistic term, although when a 
trend is also included a scx^ond cointegration relation caimot be rejectcxl. In 
order to obtain more robust evidence for the real fiquidit}" denmnd system, 
the sample was shortened by one jear both from the beghming and from 
the end; again with a constant, trend and the shift dummy \’ariables as the 
detenninistic terms, a cointegrating rank of one could never be rejected in 
these ixlternative samples. Bhuriate tests point to a  cointegrating rank of ei
ther one or zero betw^cen real money and stock prices, a rank of one between 
output and stock prices, and a  rank of one betw^een real money and output. 
Given these results of the bivariate testing, it is not suri)rising to obtmn (at 
a ininimmn) a cointegrating rank of one betwiien the tliree variables. As a 
conclusion, wc proceed to the estimation of the VEC model assuming that 
a cointegrating rank of one exists between the underlying variables. Tills is 
furthermore justified by our focus on the real liquidity demand system w^hcre 
all trivariate tests pointed to one cointegration relationship, wliile a .second 
cointegration relation (additional to a money demand relationsliip) would be 
difficult to motivate.

3.4.3 Estimation of the Reduced Form VEC Models
A vector autoregressive model can be wTitten as

xt ~  AiXt-\ +  ... + ApXi_p -f- CDt +  Ut (3.5)
wdiere p denotes the order of the VAR-model, Here, K  is the nmnber 

of variables, Xt ~  (x k , is a (A  x 1) random vector, Ai are fixed
( K  X K ) coefficient matrices and A  is a vector of deterministic terms. C  is
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the coefficient matrix associated with the possible deterministic terms, such 
as a constant and a  trend. The ut =  (uk, is a 7\-dimensional w'hite
noise process with E{ut) =  0. The model given by (3.5) has a  vector error 
correction representation as follows:

Axf =  +  Fi Ax/_i + ... +  rp_iAx(_p4̂i +  CDt +  ut (3.C)
\Vlien the variables are cointegrated, II has reducccl rank r  =  rfc(II) < K. 

It can be WTitten as II = a8\ where a and /3 are (A" x r) matrices that contivin 
the loading coefficients and the cointegration vectors, respectively.

The reduced form VEC model was estimated for the period 1981Q2- 
2001Q2, wath the vector of endogenous \ariablcs wTitten as p ,, , iojnxi )^
The lag order was diosen to be 3 on the basis of misspecification U«ts and 
considerations of an adequate number of lags to properly exiunine the mon- 
etar>'̂  transmission meclianism. The observations 1981Q2-1982Q1 were used 
as pK^ainple values, leaving us 'with a total of T =89 observations. Restrict
ing the tw'̂ o sliift dummies and the trend in the cointegratiiig relation, ŵe 
obtain the following long-nm relationsliip with the Jolmnsen ML j)r(Kxxlure 
(with the standard errors in parentheses):
mf=0.868 Pi+0.527 yi+0.161 iopix^-0.013 590Q3- 0.000 597Q 2+0.007/+ee,

(0.167) (0.167) (0.015) (0,018) (0.012) (0.001)
(3.7)

A normalization of the coefficient on bn>adly defined liquidity to one 
led to the iircsentation of the cointegration relation in the form of a possible 
money demand relationship. \Vliile the coefficients on the price level, output, 
sluire prices and the trend variable arc all statistically significant, tills is not 
the case for the two sliift dmnmics at any conventional significance lcvel.^° 
Remember tliat a sliift dummy on 1990Q3 was recpiired in order to ivccoimt 
for the stnictural break in the broad liquidity series, making it possible to 
diamcterizc the series in first differences as stationarj: As a consequence, wx; 
treat it as orthogonal to the cointegration relation, without restricting it to 
the long-nm relationship. The sliift dummy on 1997Q2 to accoimt for the 
consumption tax increase was included in the short-nm part of the model as 
an impulse dummy for the same quarter. Tills jields the following long-nm 
relation:

mt =  1.042 pt +  0.425 yt +  0.163 topixt +0.007Ì +ect (3.8)
(0.155) (0.155) (0.015) (0.001)

is theoretically diflicult to justify the inclusion of a trend in the cointegration relation 
and to argue that enables in our long-run money demand relation could be driven apart
by a linear trend. However, the trending behaviour of the share price \’ariable during the 
"boom and bust economy", when stock prices initially rapidly increased and then fell, 
could partly explain the statistical significance of the trend in the cointegration relation.
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The biggest changes with respect to the long-run relationship representexl 
by (3.7) are the somewhat lo\\'er coefficient on real output and the coefficient 
on prices that is very close to one. Testing the inliditj' of long-mn homo
geneity of prices with respect to money amounts to setting the coefficient of 
prices to one in the p matrix of the VEC specification (3.6), w^hicli camiot 
be rejected at any convention^ significance level. Again estimating v ith  a 
lag length of 3, the Johansen methodology" yields the following real ffijuidity 
demand relationship (with standard errors in parentheses):

(m — p)t =  0.371 yt 0.170 topixi H-O.OOSi +ec/
(0 .1 3 7 )  (0 .0 1 6 )  (0 .0 0 1 )

(3.9)

Note a coefficient on real income that is significantly different from imity. 
Interestingly, the coefficient is very close in magnitude to the \aluc found in 
a money demand study by Sekine (1998) for M2-t-CDs - the author foimd a 
long-run income elasticity of 0.̂ 12 - suggesting that liigher coefficients foimd 
in pre\ious studies could reflect the omission of an important w"calth wiri- 
able. Indeed, the positive coefficient on the real share price variable seems 
to indicate that w^ealth effects, instead of substitution effects, prewiil in the 
case of the equity price indicator. In a study concerning the demand for 
M2-i-CDs, Kimura (2001) foimd that the cointegrating relationsliip botw^een 
money and income broke down after 1997Q3 if financial anxieties were not 
taken into account in the form of an additional variable in the system. We 
estimated the system imtil 1997Q3 and interestingly found very similar co
efficients to our longer samiile: 0.376 and 0.171 for real output and share 
Iirices, respectively, when the sliift dummy for 1990Q3 was included in the 
cointegration relation. This finding could be interpreted to suggest that our 
broad aggregate seems relativelj" robust to the problems in the financ;iiil sys
tem that are said to have caused a breakdown in the relationsliip betw reii 
money and economic activity.

We acknowledge the undesirable property of the maximum likelihood es
timator in that it possibly produces distorted estimates in small samples (for 
details, see e.g. Brilggemann and Lütkepold, 2004). We therefore conducted 
robiLstness tests for the cointegration x>aramcters by shortening the sample 
by one year from the beginning and from the end of the estimation period. 
How-ei-er, while the estimated /3-coefficients of the cointegrating vectors show 
some variation to clianges in the estimation sample, an alternative procedine, 
disciLSsed in Lütkepolü (2004) bj" the name of the S2S procedure, did not jiro- 
duce m^l^kedly more robust results in our case, as showm in the table below. 
The estimates for the /3-coefficients remain fairly robust also to estimating 
the long-run relation by the S2S procedure with a lag length of 4.
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method sample lag length SE(/3„) t̂fypix SE(3,
ML 1981Q2-200-4Q2 3 0.371 0.137 0.170 0.016
ML 1982Q2-2001Q2 3 0.428 0.131 0.160 0.016
ML 1981Q2-2003Q2 3 0.355 0.144 0.170 0-017
S2S 198lQ2-20aiQ2 3 0.430 0.136 0.162 0.016
S2S 1982Q2-2004Q2 3 0.505 0.129 0.149 0.015
S2S 1981Q2-2003Q2 3 0.419 0.142 0.161 0.017
S2S 1981Q2-200-1Q2 4 0.341 0.152 0.173 0.018
S2S 1982Q2-2004Q2 4 0.405 0.139 0.161 0.017
S2S 1981Q2-2003Q2 4 0.336 0,156 0.169 0.018

taTpix V

Table 2. Estimated coiiitegration vectors with altcniativxi methods and 
samples.
As we have dealt with the cointegration properties of the system fUread}' 

mid a stationai^' variable may influence the cointegration rehition above, 
ŵ e include our stationarj^ opjx)rtimity cost \’ariable, the inflation rate as an 
exogenous (umnodelled) \'ariable in the sj-stem. Moreover, (istimating the 
cointegration relation (3.9) by including the inflation rate yields a statisti- 
cfilly insignificant coefficient with a WTong sign (0.012, with a standard error 
of 0.155). In accordance with the endogenous \nriablcs, the opportmiity cost 
wuiable ŵ as included with 3 lags, together with its contemjxiraneotLS lag. 
A reduction to a subset model was subsequently adiieved by a i>nxie<lure 
whereby at each step the parameter with the low'est /-value of the entire 
s^^stem was checked and ix>tcntiaU>  ̂eliminated from the model. A thrcish- 
old \'alue of 1.00 was specified; only variables with /-values liigher tlian tliis 
tlu-eshold ŵ ere then eventually maintained. Such an approadi maj' be useful 
in a VAK/VEC system tliat typically includes many statistically insignifi
cant coefficients. Tliis jields the following equation for real broadly' tlefined 
liquidity:

A (m -p ) , =  -0.068[(7n-p), .-0.371y,_i-0.170/o7nXi_j-0.008/,_i] (3,10)
' (0.015)̂ ' (0.137) (0.016) (0.001)

+0.193A(77i — p) ,-f0.164A(m — p). 0.083Ay,_3—0.936Ap,
(0.090) (0.070) ' (0.(136) ' (0.073)

+0.295Ap. i+0.20oAp,_3-0.007S'90Q3+0.030+uu(0.110) (0.092) (0.001) (0.004)

Tw'̂ o issues are i>articulmly noteworthy in the equation above. Firstl}', 
both the possible convergence to equilibrium and its speed are of interest. 
Evidence on this Is provided by the coefficient on the cointegration relation.
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considered to express the weight vdih wliich the long-run relation enters 
the rcsjiectivc equation. Despite the relatively low speed of convergence 
- the coefficient obtains a \alue of -0.0G8 - we obtain a negative sign for 
the coefficient, suggcisting a stable model. This is in stark contrast with 
the folding by the Bank of Japan (200.3) of the long-mn relatioiisliii) not 
being eix)iiomically meaningful in the estimated system for broadly deiined 
liquidity. Secondly, the coefficient on the current lag of the opportimity 
cost \ariable Is statistically significant with the expected sign; morciover, the 
combincxl la ^  on the inflation rate obtain the expected negative sign in tlie 
long nm.

The exjuations for real output and refo sliare prices me written similarl3’'
as:

A ijt =  0.007[(m -p). j-0.37lT//_i-0.170/opij:. i-0.008/f_i] (3.11) (0.006)̂  ̂  ̂ (0.137r (0.016)  ̂ (0.001) ' ^
+0.285A?/. i-|-0-022Aio7Ka:,2+0.218Ai/._,+0.452Ap,_,

(0.112) (0.010)  ̂ (O.IOG) (0.223)

-0.3S8Ap. 3-0.015/97(52 +
(0,20.5) (0.008) "

and

Atopixt =  2.408[(m -  p),_.-0.371?/i_i-0.170iofox,_,-0.008/f-i] (3.12)
(0.4'il) (0.137) (0.016) (O.(X)l)
+0.56oAiopix#_i+0.97oAy.2+l-7o2A?y. 3+0.307A/opiXi 3
(0.094) (0.833)  ̂ (0.849) ' (0.09.5)

-2.348Ap,-1.991Ap,_2-0.116.S90Q3+0.154 /97(52-0.o29+U3i
(1.878) (1.672) (0.022) (0.066) (0.104)

As cful be seen from the adjiLstment coefficients on the above equations, 
real outinit is clearly weakly exogenous in our system, whereas tliis is not 
the case for the real share price \Tiriable. The latter coefficient olitains a 
surprisingly high magnitude in absolute terms, even if the loading c;oefficients 
are dependent on the chosen iionnalization and therefore somewdiat arbitrarj'', 
as disciLssed by Liltkepohl (2001). A liigh specxl of adjustment in tenns of 
the stock price w iab le  could bo the result of the ” boom and bust economy” 
of our estimation sample and the correspondingly strong movements in the 
share price index at tliis time.
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Is there any evidence for currency substitution in our demand system 
for broadly defined liquidity? We tested for the inclusion of the three inri- 
ous cmrency substitution \'ariables one-b3'-one bj’’ estimating three separate 
s^^stems. The subset model specification descrilxid abo\e served as om: start
ing ix)int; the sj’stem was then re-estimated with the respective emrenej’̂ 
substitution variable. Finall}', the coeflicients on the cmrency substitution 
\’ariable below the tlireshold lewl of 1.00 were also deleted from the system. 
Tliis >delds the coefficients on the \’arious currency" substitution indicators in 
the real liquid!tj^ equation of the VEC as follows (^-values in brackets):

S.ystem 1 Currency substitution variable: ĵ US~JP
Lag t / -  1 t - 2 Í - 3

— — -0.016 
I-1.30G]

—

Sj^stem 2 Cmrency sul)stitulion variable: Arcer
Lag ( < -1  t - 2 Í -  3

—  — 0.008 
[1.3781

—

S^^stcin 3 Ciureiicy substitution variable: yVti-Jp
Lag t i - l  t - 2 t - 3

—  -0.029 ~
[-1.0511

0.050
(1.257]

Table 3. Coefficients on altcmatiw ciurencj' substitution variables in rciil 
liquiditj' demand equation.
Note: the coefficients on and are multiplied by 100.
None of the coefficients on the different cmrency substitution lariables 

in the ecpiation for real licpiidit}' are significant. Moreover, the fimi ted sig
nificance of oiu: cmrency substitution indicators was detected in the other 
ecpiations of the VECM as well. However, the variable Areer obtained a 
positive coefficient (0,299 with a f-valuc of 2.035) on the tliird lag of the 
retil sitare price e<iuation. The difference between the GDP growd-h rates of 
US and Jajmn was significant, not surprisingl}', in the reíd output
equation at current and second lags. Due to the rather limited evidence of 
external influences in our s3’’stem, we did not include a cmrency substitution 
variable in our final model, the three equations for wliich arc then written as 
(3.10) - (3.12) above.

What could be the reason for the small importance of the cmrency sub* 
stitution variable in the context of Japanese brotul monej^? As claimed b)’̂ 
Sekine (1998), the small or nonexistent significance of the exchange rate in
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the Japanese money demand functions could be partly due to liistorical reg
ulations prohibiting the Jaj^anese from maintaining overseas dei>osits. The 
amendment of the Foreign Exchange Law, effective from April 1998, may 
already have caused liigher sensitivity of money demand to exchange rate 
movements but these clianges are probably too recent to have a statLsti- 
call.v significant impact in our sample. Kloreover, as suggested by Tavlas 
(1996), there Is little empirical evidence of considerable substitution between 
Japanese residents’ holdings of non-yen denominated financial instnunents 
and yen deposits. Tliis data is obtainable from deposit figures for Sliinldn 
banks tliat are comimrable to sa\ings and loans institutions in the IIS. In Au
gust 1991 - a  date that falls roughly in the middle of om  estimation samjJe - 
the amoimt of foreign currency deposits by residents amounted to only 1.1% 
of total deposits at these banks. As a final caveat, to the extent that changes 
in excliangc and interest rates induce portfolio adjustment to foreign bonds 
within the broadly defined licpudity aggregate, no change would be oljservcxl 
in the level of broad liquidity outstanding.

Oiu* subset model for real liquidity demand was submitted to inrioirs mis- 
specification tests, as displayed in Appendix C. We performed the LM-tests 
for residual autocorrelation, and single-equation Jarque-Bera and ARCII-LM 
tests to detect nonnonnaUty and ARCII-effects in the residuals, resi)cxdively. 
J'hc Portmanteau test for autocorrelation was additionally imi>lemeiited on 
the model without exogenoirs variables. The tests do not predoinuiantl>^ sug
gest a rejection of the estimated model, even if there is evidence of ARCH 
effects and nonnonnality in the first equation of the VECM. However, the 
ARCH effects arc only borderline significant at 5% level. Similarly", misspix:- 
ification tests u^re conducted on the model for nominal liquidity demiiiid. 
No eridence of autocorrelation or ARCH effects was foimd at a 5% signifi- 
cancti level; only for the nominal liquidity equation of the VECM do we find 
evidence of nonnormality. Therefore, our models ai>pear adcx|uate for our 
analysis.

Reem-sive eigemalue tests were conducted in order to examine the sta
bility of the estimated system for real broadly defined liquidity, proposed for 
VAR models with cointegrated variables by Hansen and Joliansen (1999). 
A concentrated likelihood function was used in the estimation, leading to a 
recursive estimation of the long-run part of the system only. Moreover, the 
confidence intervals for the eigenvalues were obtained on the bivsis of esti
mating the standard errors from the full sample. A significance levx;l of 5% 
was used. The recursive eigenvalue analysis, together with other stabifity 
tests, is illustrated in Appendix D. The displayed recursive eigenvalue sug-
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gcsts tliat the bursting of the asset price bubble in the beginning of the 1990s 
does not go unnoticed in our S5"stem. IIo\\^e\er, after this time the diagnostic 
statistic docs not indicate the existence of major instabiUties, ev’en if slight 
iiLstability Is detected toward the end of our estimation sample. Morcx)ver, 
the \’alues of the tau statistic are considerablj^ smaller than the 5% critical 
value tliroughout the investigation period.

Further stability testing was performed by the Choŵ  break point and 
sample split tests, ŵ hcre the null hjpothesis of time invariant parameters 
was tested against the possibility of a ciiange in the j>arainetcr values at a 
certain date. Our small sample results confinned the finding by Candelon and 
Ltltkepohl (2001) that the aj)proximate ^̂ nd F-dlstributions of the Chow 
test statistics are rather poor approximations, leading to high rejection rates. 
Accordingl)", bootstrapped p-values vŝ crc usetl, based on 1,000 replications. 
Our approach was to searcli tlirougli the maximmn aviiilablc sample instead 
of focusing on some particular individual break dates tliat could be of interest 
for the analysis. In both the Choŵ  breakixiint and sample siilit tests, the 
p-values were always liighcr tlian the 5% critical value. AdditioiuUly, ŵc 
conducted rccursiv'e fluctuation tests for the short-nui i>arameters of the full 
unrestricted model (seee.g, Plobergcr ct ai, 1989).^  ̂ Bootstrapped p-values 
for the empirical distributions were used, based on 4,999 replications. Again, 
these were never low-̂ er than the 5% level, suggesting that the ¡xirameters of 
the individual equations were relatively stable during our estimation period. 
We therefore concluded that the majority of our evidence points to a  stable 
model.

We used our model for real broadly defined liquidity in order to fonnulate 
out-of-sample forecasts for real liquidity and rê U GDP 7 quarters alicad. The 
mo<lcl was estimated imtil 2002Q3 and forecasts for 2002Q1-2004CJ2 w'̂ cre 
compared with the actual outcomes for tills period. Exogenous variables 
w'̂ ere not included in the models for the forecasting exercise. Additionally, 
forecasts for the nominal money stoch and the price level ŵ ere obtained 
using an identical methodology for the nominal liquidity model. These are 
dlsjda^^ed below in Figure 2, including the actual outcome (solid line), and 
the forecast (dotted line), together with the 95% confidence intervals. All 
the actual outcomes fall writhin the confidence intervals, even if om* model 
Is not able to capture remarkably ŵ ell the rapid increase in export-led GDP 
growth that took place in the course of 2003. The forecast for the consumer 
price index is strikingly close to the actual outcome, although sucli a  result 
also reflects limitetl fluctuations in Japanese consmner prices.

n This test was performed using the Structural VAR program by Warne (2005).
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Q 4 Q1 Q2 Q 3 Q4 Q1 Q 2 
2002 2003 2003  2003 2003 2004 2004

% 4.7
n  4 .68 
>  4.66 

4.64 
4.62 

4.6 
4,58 
4.56 
4.54 
4 .52

Q 4 Q1 Q 2 Q 3 Q 4  Q1 Q2 
2 0 0 2  2003  2003  2003  2 0 0 3  2004 2004

Q 4  Q1 Q 2 Q 3 Q 4  Q1 Q2 
2002  2003 2003  2003 2 0 0 3  2004 2004

Figure 2, Foixicasts for broadlj" defined liquidity (real, top-left; noiuiual, 
below-left), real GDP (toivright) and the consumer price index

(below-right).

3.5 Impulse Response Analysis
The prorious analysis established the existence of a  relatively stable <lcinand 
system for broa<Uy dciined Uciuidit}' in the Jaj>anese cK-xinoiny dmiiig a time 
period when the economy experienced the iinancial bubble i\nd its suliseiiuent 
bursting, and disinflation that turned into deflation. However, little has been 
mentionetl about the djuamics of our system, in addition to those pertaining 
to the cointegration relationsMp and in a limittKl flisliion to the short-term 
j)art of the model. As it is diflicult to draw an inference from the large number 
of coefficients of the model, the dynamics are discussed in this sex t̂ion in the 
context of impulse response analysis, where the effects of \’arious shocks are 
traced through the system.

Impul.se response analysis is conducted in our Cfise using a structural 
vtxitor error correx^tion (SVEC) model. We consider two different identifica
tion schemes to constnict the model for iinpuLse rcsjxMise analysis. In the
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first case, identification is achieved by using sliort-nm (contemix)rancoiLs) 
restrictions onlj', wliereas the second set of iilentifting restrictions ai)i)lies 
information from the previous cointegration analysis, together \\ith ix)ssi- 
ble considerations from economic theor}': The first case is more common in 
the hterature; a recursive ordering such as a Cholesk}' decomposition relies 
on a short-nm timing scheme in order to identify the shocks. In the second 
case, identification obtains primarily tlirough the ase of long-nm restrictions. 
The latter approach potentially av’oids the problems of giving economic in- 
teri^rctations to reduced form VAR eciuations and to the shocics arising in 
the context of impulse response analysis. Of course, a reemsive ordering 
Is usually justified on the basis of economic considerations also. However, 
economic theory generally provides more suggt!stions alx>ut the long-nm im
pacts of the shocks than about the mere coiitemix)riuieoas effects. Finally, 
to om: knowledge, only Jang and Ogaki (2003) have used long-nm restric
tions on a VECM system to conduct analj'sis on Jaixuiese monetary' iK>lic}'. 
bi contrast, none of the previoirsly mentionwl studiiis aboTit Jaixmcse broiid 
moiiej'  ̂demand provide results from an impulse resj^onse analysis.

In order to derive the stnictural form, we focus on the effects of the 
fimdfunental shocks £t on the variables in tlie sj^stem Xt. These shocks are 
obtained from the stnictural fonn VECM (in wliat follows, we closely follow 
the ¡)rescntation by Hreitimg et a/., 2001):

A A x t  =  -|- T j A x t - i  +  . . .  +  r * _ j  A x i_ p f i  -(- (3.13)
where 6t (0 ,/ k). II*and Tj{j =  — 1) arc stnictural fonn i>a-

rameter matrices. The (Â  x A') matrix A is invertible iui<l allows for the 
modelling of the instantaneous relations. Note that here the detcnninistic 
tenns are omitted since they are not affected bĵ  the imi>ulses liitting the 
system, nor do they affect such impulses themselves. The stnictural shocks, 
e/, are related to the model residuals by linear relations. Moreover, they are 
assmned to be mutuallj’̂ uncorrelated and therefore orthogonal. Bec-ausc it 
Is not possible to directly observe these stnictural shoc:ks, certain assiunjv 
tions are necessarj^ for identification. In order to compute the resixiiLscs to 
the stnictural shocks the reduced form disturbances H( liave to be linked 
to them. Wlien we premultipl}" (3.13) by A“ \  we obtain the reduced form 
(3.6), where II =A"^II*and Fj- =A“*F̂  (j = 1- •••i !)• SixxrifjTng A to be an
identity matrix, the reduced form disturbances are linked to the imderljing 
stnictural shocks simply by

u, ^  Bet (3.11)
It can be shown (see Breitung et ai, 2061) that the long-nm effects of
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structural shocks €t can be written as
EB (3.15)

This matrix lias rank K  — r. Then, it can liave at most r columns of zeros. 
The zero columns represent the r shocks with transitory' effects (a zero long- 
run impact), whereas k* =  K ~ r  shocks have permanent effects. Because the 
matrix is of a reduced rank, each column of zeros stands for k* independent 
restrictions. Exact identification of permanent shocks requires k*{k* — l)/2  
restrictions, wiiile r(r — l)/2  are needed for the transitory shocks. Together 
this yields k*r -\- k*(k* — l)/2  +  r ( r  — l)/2  restrictions - wliicli is enougli for 
a just-identification of the B matrix.

3.5.1 Identification with Contemporaneous Restrictions
In order to examine the djTiamics between the nominal money stock and 
the price level, w'e return to the model for nominal broadly defined liquidity 
where the price level is included as an endogenous variable in the system. 
A cointegration relation for such a  system was written in Equation (.'1.8) in 
Section 4 of the |>aper. Here, the identification of the model Is acliieved 
by the use of contemporaneous restrictions only, by means of a recursive 
identification sclieme. Sudi an approach is very common in the litcratme, 
and is in fact effectively' employ'ed w4ien a reduced VAR model is estimated 
and the errors are orthogonalized by means of a Cholesky' decomposition. 
W ith a \ariable ordering of t/j, and fopixt  ̂restrictions on the B matrix
are written as

■  *  0 0 0 
*  *  0 0 
* * * 0 (3.16)

where asterisks denote the unrestricted elements. Our set of contempo
raneous restrictions implies that a shcxrk to the nominal money' stock may' 
have an instantaneous impact on all the \'ariables, w'hereas a shcx;k to sliare 
prices does not liave an instantaneous impact on any' of the other wuiables. 
In our sy'stem, the equity' price variable can therefore be considered the most 
responsive to cliaiiges in economic conditions. As a possible drawlxwk, the 
outcome of the various shocks may' be dependent on a  particular ordering 
of the variables. Moreover, information on common stochastic trends is not 
explicitly' taken into account in setting the restrictions.
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Estimates for tiie contcmiwraneoiLs impact matrix are obtained by máx
imum likeliliood, starting from the reduced form estimates of the covariance 
matrix, subject to the restrictions imix>sed in the structm-al form. Numer
ical optimization methods in the form of a scoring algorithm are used (see 
Ainisano and Giannini, 1997; Breitung ct al., 2001). Hall bootstrapixxi per
centile confidence intervals a t a 95% significance level were diosen to take 
into account parameter imcertainty. Apart from the satisfactorj’’ small sample 
properties of the lKK>tstrap estimators in comi>arison wdth other asymptotic 
methodologies, tins approacli benefits from a  built-in bias adjustment (see 
Benkwitz ct ol, 2001). The number of bootstrap replications ŵ as set at 
5,000. We dcj>ict in Figure 3 below  ̂the responses of the system variables to a 
shock in nominal moneys Other impulse responses are depicted in Appendix 
E.

m *»y m -»topix

Figure 3. Impulse responses of nominal broadly defined liquiditŷ  (m), price 
level (p), real output (y) and real share prices {topix) to nominal liquidity

shocks.

As illustrated by Figure 3, a shock to nominal money' leads to a perma
nent and significant increase in the nominal money' stock. Interestingly', it
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also leads to a permanent and significant increase in the price level. The 
point estimates of the impulse responses suggest a multiplier of 0.55 betw'cen 
nominal money and prices, even if, due to the broadness of the confidence 
intervals, a one-to-one impact cannot be ruled out. The imi>act of a nomi
nal money shock on output is positive but statistically insignificant, whereas 
the effect on share prices is positive ^lnd significant in the short nm. As 
a robustness test, we considered an altemath'e identification scheme where 
output shocks could have a  contemporaneous effect on all the other variables, 
and prices were contemporaneouslj" affected by shocks to output only. Nom
inal money was ordered tliird in the sj'stem, wliile sliare prices were assumed 
to be the most responsive variable to changes in economic conditions, as 
before. We found that the model dynamics remained robiLst to such mi al
ternative identification scheme. Overall, the wide confidence Ijands for many 
of the shocks are likely to  result from the relatively low estimation pr(«Lsion 
of our short sample. Estimating a  real liquidity demand sj'stcm may be then 
regarded as a ¡xissible method of increasing estimation precision, in addition 
to being theoretically more interesting.

Our findings can be compared with those of the Bank of Jaiitm (2003), 
who e\’aluated the lead/lag relationsliips between nominal broadly defined 
liciuidity, indicators for prices (CPI, land and share prices) and real out- 
juit. Tins was accomplished by Granger-causality tests and by examining 
the cross-correlation coefficients betw^een the groT\lh rates of nominal mone}' 
slock, prices and output. The BOJ found broadly defined liquidit}̂  to lead 
economic activity', both nominal and real GDP, but only in a sample ending 
in 1997Q3. Somewhat surprisingly'^, Granger-causality was reporttxl to be 
numing from asset prices to broad money, but no Granger-causal rx l̂ation- 
sliip was detected between broad money and consumer jirices. It is clear that 
om  results about the dymamics betw'een the \'ariables differ from those re- 
Ijorted by the BOJ, wliile it should be kept in mind that both the estimation 
samples and the methodologies of the two studies are different. In particular, 
the Bank of Japan (2003) analj'zed the lead/lag relationsliips, whereas we are 
interested in causality as determined in an impulse response analysis. More
over, causality defined as in Granger (1969) concerns the predictive ability 
of a v-ariable, not economic causality'.

It may be of interest to conduct a brief analysis of cross-correlation coef
ficients between broad money and price indicators also in our pajicr, before 
proceeding to impulse response analy'sis in the context of the real liquidity 
system. Two main motivations are prominent. Firstly, one could argue in 
favour of using the growth rates of the real instead of the nominal money
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stock. This is especially the case if we adopt the \iew of Batini (2002) of 
money being a  quanti tj'-side measure of policy in the anal}’sis. Arai and Hoshi 
(2001) similarly argued that an inference regarding policj*̂  stance is diiScult 
using nominal growth rates of monetary' aggregates - single digit growth maj' 
indicate tiglit policy when inflation rates are in double digits.^* Secondly, it 
is easy to  accommodate different measures of prices into tliis analj^is, as was 
indeed done in the investigation by the Bank of Japan (2003). In particular, 
the onlj  ̂asset price indicator in our estimated VEC system is the sliare price 
index. We inv'estigate the issue b>̂  calculating the cross-correlation coeffi
cients for the vTuiables under study, using a measme of real broad money 
growth lagged by k months, in ortler to e\aluate its information content 
regarding future consximer and asset price developments. This kind of ap- 
proacli has been uscid to investigate the degree of inflation persistence, in 
the context of the time it takes for monetar}^ settings to liave the maximmn 
eifect on inflation. The approach was pioneered by Friedman (1972), and 
was subsequently used in studies b>'̂  Friedman and Schwartz (1982), Batini 
and Nelson (2001) and Batini (2002). The results arc listed in Table 4 be
low, with the maximum coefficients displaced together w th  the number of 
ixiriods when the maximmn value is obtained. A maximum wine of fc=M 
is assumed, corresiwnding to 3.5 years of quarterly data.

Price indicator correlation k p-value
cpi 0.74 13 0.00
cpi (tLsing M2+CDs) 0.C8 13 0.00
io7?2j:(nominal) 0.55 0 0.00
residential land price 0.81 5 0.00
land price (all areas) 0.86 7 0.00

Table 4. Cross-correlation coefficients, annual growth rates of broadly 
defined hquidity and larioiLs price indicators.

Note; k indicates the number of lags of money growtli whereby the reported 
maximum coefficient is obtained, p-values denote the probability of the null hy
pothesis that the coefficients are not significantly different from zero. Consumer 
prices are adjusted using the estimate by Sekine (2001) that a consumption tax 
hike would have caused a shift of 1.1% in the price index in 1997Q2 (consumer 
price index less fresh food).

‘̂Interestingly, Towe (1998) found financial variables (including broad money M2+CDs) 
defined in real terms to perform much better in a forecasting exercise for economic activity 
than the same xariables expressed in nominal terms.
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While the maximum cross-correlation coefficient of broadl)' defined liquid
ity with the consumer price index obtains ^̂ ,̂ th over a  3 j'ear lag, suggesting 
considerable inflation (deflation!) persistence in the Japanese economy, its 
magnitude and statistical significance are high. Then, a cliange in mone
tary conditions in the economy could indeed be captured by the growth rate 
of the broadl}" defined liquidity aggregate. The cross-correlation coefficient 
between consumer prices and broadly defined liquidity is slightlj" liigher in 
absolute terms than when using M2+CDs as the money stock variable, and 
interestingly, the highest \alue is obtained at the same number of lags. As 
exirected, the persistence of asset prices appears to be lower, with the max
imum cross-correlation obtained contemporaneously for shares and wdth 5 
lags for residential land prices. The coefficients are rather liigh and statisti
cally significant, most notably so for overall land prices, again indicatmg the 
importance of broadly defined monetarj" conditions for asset price develop
ments.^^ Moreover, it is not siuq>rising that land prices react somewhat more 
slowly to an increase in the money stock than the prices of equities.

A final caveat is m order. The anal>'sis in this subsection about the 
dynamics and causality between the money stock and \’arioiLs economic in
dicators has been conducted (as is conventional) using re\lsed data for the 
investigation period. Wlicn data about the money stock is needed to pro
vide information about economic conditions, only preliminary^ data may be 
available for the use of the central bank. In the case of broadly defiiuxl Ikp 
uidity, the preliminary figures are reported of being of lower quality when 
compared to the a\’aUablc information on M2+CDs. According to the Bank 
of Japan (2001), the average absolute deviations in year-to-year percentage 
clianges between the i>reliminary and final figures for fiscal 2002 were 0.05% 
for M2+CDs and 0.27% for broadly defined liquidity, ^espt^ctivel5̂

*^The importance of land prices in the transmission of monetary policy in Japan was 
analysed by Ogawa (2000), who found that the fall in land value had weakened the effectiv'e- 
ness of policy considerably through rising external finance premiums in the 1990s. Kvv'on 
(1998) reached a similar conclusion about the important propagating role of Japanese land 
prices in the monetary transmission mechanism.
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3.5.2 Identification with Long-Run Restrictions
fVoin the invxstigation of relatioiLsIujjs between the \7iriables by simple cor
relation coefficients, wc now retiun to examining the system cljmamics by 
meniLS of an imi)iilse resj)onse analysis. \Mien sudi a inethodologj’“ em
ployed in the previous section, identification was acliieved b}" crontemporane- 
ous rcistrictions oiJy. An altenuxtive identification scheme, discussed next, 
explicitly takes into account the cointegration i)roiXirties of the s>"stem, ro
lling predominant 1}̂ on loiig-nm restrictions to identify the model. Here, 
inference is obtainwl in the context of the retd money demand system, lx;ing 
arguably more interesting from a theoretical ixirsjxotivxi. Using the approach 
of the common trcnds literatme (sco e.g. King ct a/., 1991), in oiu: system 
with one cointegration relation, one shock will liave transitory' effects. Our 
stationary cointegration relationship was considered plausible real money 
deimxnd relation, justifying a restriction of a stnictuml money' demand shock 
to only' have transitory effects on the other variables. Similarly', in the stnic- 
tiural money demand sy'stcm of C<x;nen and Vega (1999) for the em*o area, 
money' demand shocks only' had transitory' effticts in the sy'stem. With our 
ordering of the variables, [in — p)t,yt^topixt, the following long-nm imixxct 
miitrix HB is obtained:

0 * *
0 * *
0 * *

(3.17)

Again, asterisks denote the imrestricted elements. The second and tliird 
structural shcxiks are called supply and stock price shocks, rtisjKx t̂ively'. Be- 
caiLse the long-run imimct matrix EB is of a redxiccd rank, only' tw'o linearly' 
independent restrictions have been imposed. It could Ixi apjxialing to further 
distinguish supply shocks from stock price shocks by' assuming that the latter 
have no long-nm imj>act on real output, resulting in a just-identified model. 
Shice money' demand shocks have a zero impact on real output as w'cU, these 
restrictions w'ould jointly amount to a Blanchard-Quah type of restriction of 
long-nm demand neutraUty'. However, estimating the structural model with 
sudi an identification sdieme y'ielded the coimterintuitiv'e result of a struc- 
tiural sliEire price shock having a negativ'e significant impact on output in 
the short run. Tins finding is identical to tliat of Miy'ao (2002) in an analy'- 
sis of the identification of Jaj>anese monetary' policy' shocks. As the author 
suggested, sudi a result could reflect an incorrectly' imposed restriction in 
the case W'here the long-run effects between the variables are in fact large
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ill magnitude. Indeed, theorj’’ suggests several reasons why output may in
crease as a result of higher sh^l^e prices. Firstly, higher share prices increase 
the \alue of a  firm relative to the replacement cost of its capital stock (liighcr 
Tobin’s q\ Tobin, 1969), and new investments can be financed witli a rela
tively small issuance of new shares. Secondly, a permanent increase in asset 
prices induces an increase in permanent income via the wealth effect, lead
ing to liiglier current and future consiunption (Modigliani, 1971). Tliirdly, 
liigher asset prices may lower the probabilit}" of consumers’ financial distress, 
increasing expenditure in durables and housing. Finali} ,̂ a greater net worth 
jiosition of firms, or a decline in the external finance premium of borrowers, 
leads to an increase in real investment through an increase in bank lending 
(the bidance-sheet effect of Bemanke and Gcrtler, 1989). Consequently, in
stead of im]>osing such a long-term restriction in order to just-identify the 
model, we oj^ted for a contemporaneous restriction on the B matrix, whereby 
shocks to share prices do not have a contemporaneoiLS impact on real output 
due to stickiness in production, consumption and investment plans. These 
consideratioiLs result in the following matrix for B and in a just-identified 
model;

* * *
* * 0
* * *

(3.18)

It is possible to express the long-run restrictions as linear restrictions 
(see Breitung et al̂  2004) in the estimation procedure, while the general 
methodology" follows the one utilized in the framework of conteinixiraiieous 
restrictions. Our estimate for the contemporaneous imi>act matrix Is foimd to 
be as follows, with the bootstrapped standard errors \\dth 2,000 replications 
in i>arenthescs:

(3.19)

0.0012 0.0001 0.0023
(0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0003)
-0.0001 0.0075 0.0000(0.0001) (0.0007)
-0.0419 -0.0049 0.0473
(0.0059) (0.0085) (0.0082)

The impact response of the variable that may be considered to be most 
closely related to a i>articular structural shock is positive and significant 
in our sjatem, as indicated by the diagonal elements of the matrix. The 
zero coefficient on the contemporaneous impact of share price shocks on real
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output is the outcome of our onlj' contemporaneous restriction. Information 
bejond the contemporaneous djuamics between the sj'stem iiuiables c>an 
be obtained by means of structural impulse response anal}'sls, illustrated in 
Figure 4 below  ̂ Again, the Hall percentile 95% bootstrap confidence intervals 
were used.
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Figiue 4. Structiual impulse responses of real broatUy defined liquidity 
{m — p), real output (p) and real sitare i)rices (topix) to money demand, 

supply and sitare price shocks.

A supply shock has an insignificant impact on the real liquidity stock. The 
negative effect of the supply shock on share prices may appear surprising, but 
if share prices are determined by other than real factors (an asset price bubble 
by definition ser\'es as an example), sudi a  finding is plausible. A structural 
sitare price shock leads to a  significant and iiermanent increase in the money 
stock. Similarly, and as predicted by theorj-, the impact of a share price shock 
on real output is positive and significant in the long run. A counterintuitive 
impulse response is the one of real output to a structiual mone}" demand 
shock, as it is negative in the short run before finally tinning positive (albeit
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insignificantly so) at 8 quarters. In  the short nm  a money demand shock 
leads to a fall in the share price index, possibly due to portfolio adjustment 
from equities to broad money by the Ja|>anese money holding sector.

The t\̂ ô identification schemes, employed in the context of models for real 
and nominal broadly defined liquidity, allow for a comparison of the resulting 
d>Tiamics. The effects of share j)rice shocks are similar for both identifk-ation 
schemes, even if the impact on output is more clearly statistically significant 
in the model for real liquidity demand. Also, the effects of supply shocks 
bear close resemblance to shocks to real output in the model \\dth contem
poraneous restrictions, with a statistically insignifiamt impact on both the 
real and nominal money stock. It is in the context of the money shock that 
the two identification schemcis afford different outcomes. A money d<;:mand 
shock (expressed in terms of real broadl}' defined liquidity) lias a transitor>" 
negative impact on output, whereas the effect of a shock to the nominal 
money stock on output was fotmd to  be jx)sitive but insignificant. Similar!}", 
their inq>acts on share prices are different; in the case of a shock to real 
liciuichty demand, the negative coefficient was suggestetl to reflect jx>rtfolio 
adjustment awa}" from equities by the money-holding sector.

Tills section examined the mwlel d^mamics in the context of an impulse 
response anal}"sis, using a stmctiural vector error correction model with Ixith 
contemjiorancoiLs and long-nm restrictions. Interestingly in the context of 
the i>ei*sLstent Japanese deflation problem, causal dynamics were <letecte<l 
between the nominal money stock and lx)th the consiuner and share price 
indices. The usefulness of the broad money stock as an infonnation \arial)le 
was confirmed in the invxtstigation of cross-correlation coefficients bctwwn 
broadl}" defined liquidity and various price indicators.

3.6 Conclusions
Tills paper set out to examine the demand for broadly defined liquidity in 
Japan during 1981-2004. Our analysis established a  relatively stable and 
an economically meaningful demand relationsliip for this rarely-investigated 
monetar}" aggregate in a coiiitegration framework. This is a  significant find
ing, as the estimation sample was characterized by anxieties in the financial 
system and the start of the deflationax}" enviromnent in the Jajianese econ- 
om}". Our results are in contrast to some of the earlier literatme which 
suggested that tlie relationship between real economy and the broad money
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stock lias become unstable in recent j’ears, or e\’en that an economically 
meaningful relationship could not be established for broadly defined liquid
ity in a  cointegration framework. We confirmed the significance of share 
prices for Japanese broad money demand, i\dth the wealth effect of c<iuity 
values prevailing over the substitution effect. Little evidence of imjx)rtant 
curreiicj" substitution phenomena was detected. Finality, the investigation of 
s^'stcm d>Tiami&s was based on impulse response analysis in the context of 
a stnictiural vector error correction (SVEC) model for the Japanese broadly 
definal Uquidity.

We do not suggest tliat broadl}’’ defined liquidity should be targeted by 
the IlOJ, or even that such a strategy' would be feasible for a monetar^' au
thority. Rather, broadly defined liquidity seems to satisfy the reejuirements 
of an important information variable, as a relatively stable long-nm relation- 
sliij) with economic activit}’̂ was detected. Moreover, a causal rclationsliip 
between broad liquiditj' and consiuner prices could not be rcjecUnl in the 
nominal liquidity demand framework. A similar finding Is the liigh cross- 
correlation coefficient betw^ecn (lagged) broad money growth and inovxunents 
in coiLsiuner prices. This Is of j>articular interest, given the significant per
sistence of deflation in the Japanese economy. The recent acceleration in 
txionomic growth whicli coiiunenced in late 2003, wliilc alleviatuig negative 
pric:e i)ressures, has so far failed to pull the economy fully out of the deflation
ary" trap. Even with possible instabilities in the money multiplier, and the 
fact that liigh monetary base growth has not Ix^en refl<x:ted in broiwl money 
growth in an equivalent magnitude, the infonnation value of broiid money is 
not invalidated. Similarly", the causality" of broadly»̂  defined liquidity for sliare 
pricers is in line wtth riicently" revived interest in the infomnition value of 
broa<l money growth for asset price dcveloj)ments. The dcUicted importance 
of eciuity values for broiul money" demand in Jai>an seems rather logicali con
sidering the asset price bubble in tliis economy tliat letl to stubbornly" w"oak 
economic grow"th - ” the great recession” of the 1990s.

Admittedly, not all aspects of the empiriaxl analy"sls are optimal. The 
stability of the sy"stem during the bursting of the as.set price bubble may" 
not be optimally" guaranteed by" our sliift dummy" variable for the liquidity 
variable in first differeiK-es, Moreover, the negative short-run impact of a 
structural money" demand shock on real output in the context of the SVEC 
analy"sis Is coimterintuitive. IIow"ever, our wish is to reviv'e interest in the 
infonnation value of broad monetary" aggregates for a  central bank ojierating 
during a deflationary" era.
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3.7 Appendices
Api)cndix A 

Data Sources
The following \ariables were obtained from the OECD Mmn Ec.onomic 

Imiicators Database, voi 2004, release 10: Gross domestic product, volume 
(both for the US and Jajxin), broiidly defined fiquidity, the consmner price 
index, the sliare price index TOPIX, the real effective exdiange rate, the 
^m onth CD rate (both for the US and Jajjan).

All the series are at a quarterly frequency. All series except the real 
exdiange rate and the interest rates arc seasonally adjusted, as reported by 
the OECD. The coiLSumer price index wtis seasonally adjiLsted by the author 
using a Census X-11 seasonal adjustment procedure. All \Tvriablcs except the 
GDP growi,h and interest rate differentials between the US and Jaixui were 
transformed into logarithms.
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Appendix B: Unit Root and Cointegration Tests

Augmented Dickey-Puller Test
Series Det. terra Lagged differences Test stat.
A'^y c 5 (AIC,HQ,SC) -2.96**
Ay c 2 (AIC,HQ,SC) -3.28**
y c j 3 (AIC) -1.57
y c j 0 (HQ,SC) -0.83

A^p c 5 (AIC, HQ) -2.08
A^p c 4 (SC) -1.73
Ap c 2  (AIC,HQ,SC) -2.88**
V c,i 3 (AIC,HQ) -0.46
V c,t 0 (SC) 0.36

A^topix c 6  (AIC,HQ) -2.38
A^topix c 4 (SC) -2.91**
Atopix c 0  (AIC,HQ,SC) -G.36***
topix c, t 1  (AIC,HQ,SC) -1,90

A^reer c 6  (AIC) -3.15**
A^reer c 5 (HQ) -4.33***
A^reer c 3 (SC) -4.36***
Areer c 0  (AIC,HQ,SC) -8.03***
reer c,t 1 (AIC) -1.91
veer c,t 0  (HQ,SC) -1.53^ 2 y U s - j p c 7 (AIC) -5.61***^ 2 y U S ^ J P c 3 (HQ,SC) -6.42***A y ^ s - j p c 1  (AIC,HQ,SC) -12.96***yU S ~ J P c 2(AIC,HQ,SC) -3.23**¿ ^ i i U S - J P c 1 0  (AIC) -1.77^ 2 ^ U S - J P c 3 (HQ,SC) -4,92***^ j U S - J P c 0(AIC,HQ,SC) -7.69***j V S - J P c 5 (AIC) -1.88j U S - j p c 1  (HQ,SC) -3.43**

* indicates significance at 1 0 % level, ** at 5 % and *** at l%i level.
The order specification criteria in parentheses: AIC=Akaike, IIQ=Hannan- 
Quinn, SC=Schwarz-criteria.
c and t denote constant and trend as deterministic terms, respectively.
All series in logarithms except ^nd .
Maximum lag order set at 10, sample 1981Q2-2004Q2.
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Series Det. term Lagged differences Test stat.
— p) c, 590Q4 9 (AlC) -1.94

A^(m — p) c, 590Q4 7 (HQ) -2.40
A^(m — p) c,590Q4 0{SC) -3.36**
A(m — p) C.590Q3 0 (AIC,HQ,SC) -8.04***

A^m c,*990Q3 8 (AIC) -1.57
A^m c,590Q3 4 (HQ,SC) -1.63
Am c,590Q3 1 (AIC,HQ) -3,20**
Am c,S90QZ 0(SC) -3.98***

* indicates significance at 10% level, ** at 5% and *** at 1% level.
The order specification criteria in parentheses: AIC=Akaike, HQ=Hannan- 
Quinn, SC=Schwarz-criteria.
c and t denote constant and trend as deterministic terms, resp>ectively.
All series in logarithms.
Prefix S denotes date of shift dummy.
Maximum lag order set at 10, sample 1981Q2-2004Q2.
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Saikkoncn-Liltkeix)lil Cointegration Test
Scries Det. term no. of lags Coint. rank test stat

0

rn, p, y, topix c, 590Q3,597Q2 1 (AIC,IIQ,SC) 1

2

20.18 
5.51

3 0.72
0 97.32***

rn,p, y, iopix c,t,S90Q3,S97Q2 1 (Aic ,h q ,s c ) 1

2

3
37.00***
6 . 1 1

0 . 0 2

0 128.76***
(m -  p), y, topix c,590Q3,597Q2 1 (AIC.HQ.SC) 1 6.87

2 1 . 0 1

U 32.71**
{m -  p), y, topix c,t,S9QQ3, S97Q2 1 0  (AIC) 1 -1.52

2 0.09
0 73.66***

{m -  p), y, topix cJ,S90Q3.S97Q2 1 (IIQ.SC) 1 2.61
2 0.05

{ m - p ) , y ,  topix 
[82Q2 - (MQ21 c,i.S ’90Q3,5’97Q2 2 (AIC)

0

1

2

51.-11***
2.06
0.13

(m — p), y. topix 
[82Q2 - 01Q2] c,i.S90Q3,S97Q2 1  (IIQ,SC)

0

1
2

93.29***
2.39
0 . 2 2

(m — p),y. topix 
[81Q2 - 0;ìQ2j c.t.S9QQ3,S97Q2 2 (AIC)

0

1
2

33.53***
5.81
1.13

(m -  p),y, topix 
[81Q2 - 0;ìQ2) c.t,S90Q3.S97Q2 1 (IIQ.SC)

0

1

2

61.35***
2 . 2 0

0.18
( m -p ) ,y c,t,S90Q3,S97Q2 1  (AIC,HQ,SC) 0

1
21.70***
0.26

* indicates significance at 10%, ** at 5% and *** at l%i level. 
c and t denote constant and trend as deterministic terms, respectively.
The order specification criteria in parentheses: AIC=Akaike, IIQ=Hannan- 
Quinn, SC=Scliwar2 -criteria.
Prefix S  denotes date of shift dummy.
Alternative estimation sample denoted in brackets.
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Saikkonen-Lütkepohl Cointegration Test (continued)
Series Det. term no. of lags Coint. rank test stat
(m—p), topix c,t,S90Q3,S97Ci2 10 (AIC) J 11.69

0.32
[m — p) îopix c,t,S90Q3,S97Q2 2 (HQ) J 18.28**

0.69
(m —  p)̂  topix c,t,S90Q3,S97Q2 1 (SC) “ 34.30***

0.27
y, topix c,t,S97Q2 2 (AIC,HQ) j 26.01***

1.86
y, topix c,t,S97Q2 1 (SC) j 32.06***

3.33
* indicates significance at 10%, ** at 5% and *** at 1% level, 
c and t denote constant and trend as deterministic terms, respectively.
The order specification criteria in parentheses: AIC=Akaike, HQ=Hannan- 
Quinn, SC=Schwarz-criteria.
Prefix S  denotes date of shift dummy.
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Appendix C 
Misspecification Tests

Real liquidity demand system
^16 106.26 [0.91]

LA/s, LAU, LA/i 48.11 [0.35], 44.75 [0.15], 2.48 [0.98]
JB  (eqs. 1, 2, 3) 25.60 [0.00] 2.93 [0.23] 0.30 [0.86]

/lfiC’HiM(16)(eqs. 1, 2, 3) 26.73 [0.04] 15.59 [0.48] 10.60 [0.83]
Nominal liquidity demand s>'stem

Q i6 203.92 [0.92]
LAh,LAh,LAB 75.85 [0.61], 64.84 [0.45], 4.86 [1.00]

JB (eqs. 1, 2, 3, 4) 15.01 [0.00] 4.33 [0.11] 3.30 [0.19] 0.02 [0.99]
AflCHtM(16)(eqs. 1, 2, 3, 4) 25.15 [0.07] 10.41 [0.84] 13.25 [0.65] 10.98 [0.81]

Note: p-values in brackets, '
Q* denotes the adjusted Portmanteau test statistic for autocorrelation 
(conducted only for models without exogenous variables).
LM is the Lagrange multiplier type test statistic for autocorrelation.
JB is the Jarque-Bera test for nonnormality.
ARCH-LM is a Lagrange multiplier test for autoregressive conditional 
heteroskedasticity.
16 lags used for the Portmanteau and ARCH-LM tests, 5, 4 and 1 lags for the 
LM test.
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Appendix D 
Stability Tests

(Ho: t h i s  e lg e n v o lu e  is  s t a b l e )  To u_ t  s t o t i s t i c s  f o r  e ig e r i v o lu e  1

recursive eigenvolue 1

Figure: Recursive eigenvalue analysis of the VEC model for real broadly 
defined liquidity.
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break  date chow _bp boot p-val chow _ss boot p-val break d a te chow _bp boat p-val chow _ss boot p-val
1988 Q3 47.59 0.243 17.25 0 .823 1993 Q 4 4 8 .2 7 0.169 16.79 0.909
1988 Q4 50.86 0.177 17.48 0.841 1994 Q1 4 9 .4 9 0.183 17,08 0.898
1989 Q1 52.55 0.143 17.88 0 .837 1994 Q 2 4 1 .8 6 0.357 13.06 0.97
1989 Q2 54.58 0.103 18.47 0 .834 1994 Q 3 4 0 .0 6 0.415 11.55 0.99
1989 Q3 47.36 0.185 13.67 0 .926 1994 Q 4 41.61 0.386 12.55 0.979
1989 Q4 50.99 0.096 15.13 0 .865 1995 Q1 4 3 .3 4 0.311 14.17 0.931
1990 Q t 49.10 0.131 16.02 0 .86 1995 Q 2 4 2 .0 8 0.373 14.80 0.949
1990 Q2 51.89 0.084 19.54 0 .705 1995 Q 3 4 2 .4 2 0.356 15.54 0.907
1990 Q3 48.32 0.134 18.98 0 .788 1995 Q 4 4 2 .9 5 0.361 15.58 0.903
1990 Q4 50.13 0.159 19.10 0 .807 1996 Q1 4 3 .8 4 0.296 16.23 0.857
1991 Q1 52.58 0.132 20.46 0 .788 1996 Q2 4 3 .8 6 0.316 15,60 0.685
1991 Q2 46.77 0.22 19.69 0.802 1996 Q 3 4 5 .8 0 0.264 17.27 0.822
1991 Q3 49.25 0.151 21.02 0.74 1996 Q 4 4 3 .1 8 0.355 17.59 0.832
1991 Q4 50.51 0.126 20.68 0 .765 1997 Q1 4 4 .2 8 0.342 18.06 0.801
1992 Q1 52.37 0.107 21 .35 0 .729 1997 Q 2 4 4 .1 3 0.366 21.94 0.64
1992 Q2 48.70 0.148 19.68 0 .818 1997 Q 3 4 1 .2 9 0.454 19.18 0.723
1992 Q3 50.86 0.129 19.13 0 .83 1997 Q 4 4 1 .0 3 0.449 17.77 0.781
1992 Q4 49.30 0.147 17.98 0.887 1998 Q1 4 0 .0 3 0.505 16.63 0.764
1993 Q1 48.29 0.185 17.54 0.897 1998 Q 2 4 1 .8 9 0.467 19,98 0.58
1993 Q2 
1993 Q3

47.55
50.75

0.195
0.115

16.58
18.18

0 .926
0.862

1998 Q 3 4 9 .5 6 0.24 12.17 0,743

C how  break point (chow_bp) and 
Bootstrapped p -va lues based on

sam p le  sp lit (chow _ss) te st sta tis tics for benchm ark model. 
1,000 replications

equation test statistic p-\alue
(m -  p)t 1.6350 0.1318
Vt 1.7098 0.1098
topixt 1.9298 0.0G91

Table: Recursive fluctuation tests.
/évalues based on 4,999 bootstrapping replications.
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Appendix E
Impulse Response Anal>^Ls
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Figure: Impulse responses of nominal broadly defined liquidity (m), price 
level (p), real output (p) and real share prices [topix) to price shocks (first 

column), output shcx:ks (second column) and share price shocks (tliird
column).
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Chapter 4
Exchange and Interest Rate 
Channels during a Deflationciry 
Era - Evidence from Japan, 
Hong Kong and China
4.1 Introduction
The increasing occurrence of deflation episodes in both emerging and indus
trial economies has recently engagetl the concern of polic>anakcrs, calling for 
an assessment of the possible causes and cmes to falluig i)rices. It is Japan’s 
stagnation and deflation whicli has undoubtedl^y made most of the hciullincs 
and calletl for pohcy proposals from numerous economists. Yet the rates 
of deflation have been even higher in Hong Kong SAR where independent 
monetar^^ policy is constrained by the currency Ixiard arrangement, wliilc 
Cliina’s deflation has been exiierienced in an cnviroimient of a US dollar 
peg, capital controls and rapid economic growth. These strikingly diifercnt 
monetaiy^ regimes and economic cmiromnents make it interesting to cvnluate 
the potency of the interest rate and excliange rate instnmicnts for an reon- 
omy operating during a  deflationarj" era, with the ultiim te aim of rctiuiiing 
to price stability or an increasing price level j>ath.

The aim of our paper is to examine the role of excliange and uitcrci^t 
rate channels during the recent disinflation and deflation episodes in Asia. 
For tliis purpose, we estimate structiual vector autoregression (SVAR) mod
els for Japan, Hong Kong and Cliina. Our open economy framc\\ork alloŵ s 
for the identification of structural interest rate shocks and monetary' shocks
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o r i g i n a t i n g  i n  t h e  e x c h a n g e  r a t e .  A s  t h e  H o n g  K o n g  d o U i i r  i m d  t h e  O i i r n i « '  
r e n m i n b i  w ^ e re  p e g g e d  t o  t h e  U S  d o l l a r  d t i r i n g  t l i e  t i m e  f r a m e  o f  o u r  s t u d y ,  \ v t '  
\ i s e  n o m i n a l  e f f e c t i v e  e x c h a n g e  r a t e s  i n  o u r  a iiiil> * sis . W l i i l e  t h e n *  l u i w  !x-<‘n  
p r e v i o a s  s t u d i e s  o f  t h e  c a u s e s  o f  i n f l a t i o n  a n d  < l e i h t i o n  i n  thfi><* e c i u i o m i e s ,  
o i r r  a p p r o a c h  h a s  s o m e  n o v e l  f e a t u r e s .  H y  u s i n g  a  s im ib u *  « ^ t i i i m t i o n  f r a m « ^  
w o r k  f o r  a l l  t h r e e  e c o n o m i e s  f o r  t h e  s a m e  t i m e  i x ' r i i x l ,  w e  a r e  a b l e  t< i e a p t u n *  
s i m i l a r i t i e s  a n d  d i f f e r e n c e s  b e t w e e n  t h e  p r i c e  i u l j u s t m e n t  p r i n t “s s e s  f o r  th (S (»  
e c o n o m i c s .  F u r t h e r ,  t o  o u r  k n o w l e d g e  n o  p r e r i o u s  e s l i m i i t i o u s  o f  w i  o |K - n -  
e c o n o m y  S V A I l  m o d e l  f o r  a  p e r i o d  o f  f i i l l in g  p r ic c ^ i < * x is t, i J l o w i n g  f o r  t ! u ‘ 
a s s e s s m e n t  o f  t h e  r e l a t i v e  i m p o r t a m e  o f  th ( i  e x c i im ig i i  r a t e  a n d  i n t e r e s t  r a t e  
s h o c k s .

T h e  e v a l u a t i o n  o f  t h e  e x c h a n g e  r a t e  c h u m i ' l  i s  r e n d e n t l  n o  l e s s  i n t e r 
e s t i n g  b y  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  s e v e r a l  s u g g o j l i o u s  t o  (s c a jK *  f r o m  a  lK iu u lit> *  I m p  
a r e  c e n t r e d  a r o i m d  t h e  e x d i a n g e  r a t e  t ( « ) l ,  iK 'r im iw  m o s t  p r o m i n e n t l y  i n  l l w ‘ 
’’ f o o l p r o o f  W T i/ ’ ] ) r o iX ) s e d  b y  S v e u s s o n  ( 2 0 0 1 ,  2 (K ):i) . A  h i s t o r i c a l  e x j u i i p l e  
a b o u t  t h e  u s e  o f  t h e  e x c l i a n g e  r a t e  i n  o r d e r  t o  e n d  a  |x * r io d  o f  d e f l a t i o n  Is  
P r e s i d e n t  R o a s e v e l t ’s  p o l ic } ^  o f  d o U fU  d e i m - c i a t i o i i  i n  t h e  I f f lO s  ( s i 'c  I V i i s l -  
m a n  a n d  S c h w a r t z ,  1 9 G 3 ) .  I n  c o n t r a s t ,  t h e  a t t n u  t i o i i  o f  t h e  in t< * re s t  r a t e  
i n s t n m i e n t  h a s  b e e n  p r e d o m i n a n t l y  s i v n  a s  b w l  o n c e  tin *  z e r o  I k x u k I i s  h i t .  
I n  p a r t i c u l a r ,  t h e  i n f l u e n t i a l  T a y l o r - t > p e  o f  n i l e  (ws* T a y l o r ,  1993) t h a t  c h a r -  
a c t e r i z c i s  t h e  i n t e r e s t  r a t e  s e t t i n g  l ) e h w i o u r  o f  a  c e n t r a l  h u i k  a s  a  l i n e j i r  
f u n c t i o n  o f  i n f l a t i o n  a n d  t h e  o u t p u t  g a j ) ,  d i x 's  n o t  U ik e  i n t o  a c c o u n t  t l i e  f a c t  
t h a t  i n t e r e s t  r a t e s  a r e  b o i m d c d  b } ' t h e  z e r o  il(K>r.

W e  f i n d  t h a t  m  b o t h  J a |> a n  a n d  H o n g  K o n g ,  s l w x k s  t o  t l i e  n o m i n a l  (*f- 
f e c t i v e  e x c h a n g e  r a t e  l i a w  a  s t a t i s t i c a l l y  s i g i i i l i c i u i t  i m i x u - t  ( tn  p r ic  « « , w i t l i  a  
n o t a b l y  s t r o n g e r  e f f e c t  i n  t h e  l a t t e r  « - o n o i n y .  O u r  r e s u l t s  p r< » \ id ( ‘ (‘v i d m e e  
a b o u t  t h e  r o l e  o f  e x t e r n a l  i n f l u e n c i «  in  t h e  ( b 'f b i t i o n  e p i s tK b 's  o f  t h e s i*  t w o  
e c o n o m i e s .  M o r c o \ e r ,  w l i i l c  d o m e s t i c  i i i t e n M t  r a t e  i x i l i c v  is  r e s t r i c t e d  b y  t h e  
c u r r e n e j '^  l > o a r d  a r r a n g e m e n t  i n  H o n g  K o n g ,  t l i e  h i g t i  l e \ i ' l  o f  i n t e r e s t  r a l e s  
d u r i n g  t h e  d e f l a t i o n a r y  e r a  m a y  liav -e  r t ' i i r e s c n U 'd  a  d i s i w l \7uit-agc* o f  t h e  d o l l a r  
p e g .  I n d e e d ,  i n  b o t h  H o n g  K o n g  a n d  J a j i a n ,  t h e  i i i i |X ) ii4 U ic 'e  o f  t h e  i n t e n ^ t  
r a t e  c l i a i m e l  f o r  i> r ic e  d e v e l o p m e n t s  i s  f o i m d  t o  Ix i  n o n - i i e g l i g i b l e .  'H i e  n ' s u l t s  
f o r  J a i > a n  c o u l d  b e  r e g a r d e d  a s  w e a k l y  s u p j x i r t i n g  a  s t r a t e g \ *  t o  d e j m v i a t e  
t h e  } ^ n  i n  o r d e r  t o  e s c a j x i  f r o m  t h e  I k p i i d i t y  t r a p ,  e \ ' n i  i f  t h e  n x H u r l 'd  i!X - 
d i a n g e  r a t e  m o v e m e n t s  a r e  s u b s t a n t m l .  I n  ( 3 i i n a ,  w h e n '  i i i t e n ' s t  r a t i «  l i a \ i '  
n o t  b e e n  a n  i m p o r t a n t  m o n e t a r j ^  jx > lic y  t(x > l, n e i t h e r  e x c h a n g e  n o r  i n t e n ’s t  
r a t e  s h o c k s  s i g n i f i c a n U y  i n f l u e n c e  p r i c e  d e v e l o p m e n t s .

T i l l s  i > a p e r  i s  s t r u c t u r e d  a s  fo l lo w s .  T h e  f o l l o w i n g  s i 'c t i o n  p n a i d i «  a  
d e s c r i p t i v e  a n a l y s i s  o f  m a c r o e c o n o m i c  d c M 'l o i m i e n t s  i n  t h e  1x 011011111«  o f  o u r
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study. Wc then disc îss some theoretical issues pertinent to oiu: rcseardi 
flucstion. The econometric methodologj^ of the study is tadded next, followed 
by our empirical results and discussion. The final section concludes.

4.2 Developments in the Three Economies
In this section, we pro\Tde a descrij^tive analysis of the dcvcloinnent of 
consmner prices, interest and exdiange rates in Jaixui, Hong Kong and 
Cliina, mentioning some of the rele\ant literature conccniiiig deflation in 
tluise economies.

In Japan, the economy saw consumer price inflation falling below zero in 
late 1995. Positive inflation re-emerged together with meagre growth in 1997, 
but after tliat deflation took hold again. All in all, the Japitncse consumer 
I)rice index has remained rclatholy stable during the time period of oiu stud}'. 
Tills Is evident in rigurc 1 below, where \ve depict the aimual consmner price 
inflation rates for all of the three economies.^ The deflationar}' episode in 
Jajxm has been broad-based in nature, as the prices of major items in the 
consmner price index (food, clotliing, transportation, and durable goods) 
have all registered declines (IMF, 2003). The nominal exchange rate strong!}' 
depreciated after its peak in 1995, having appreciated by 20 ixjrcent agaiiLst 
the doUivr between Januar}' and April, but fully reversing the climb ivheiul}' 
by September of the same year. In mid-1998, it relxnmded and miother 
appreciation peak emerged in 2000, as depicted in Figme 2 further Ixiow. 
Finall}', the limitations for conventional monetary ¡lolicy of relying on the 
interest rate chmmcl liave been well d(x:umented in the literature.“ The zero 
interest rate ]X)licy was initiated by the Bank of Jaixm in early 1999; it wan 
then briefly abandoned in August 2000 and re-introduced in March 2001. 
Other short-term rates beside the jxjlic}' rate have also been hovering closti 
to the zero Ixmnd (the behaviom: of the 3-month CD rate used in our stud}' 
is depicted in Figure 3 in the end of this section).

^The series for China only begins in 1991 due to reasons of data availability.
“The movements in the yen exchange rate may have partly eliminated the stimulus 

from lower interest rates. According to Meredith (1998), analysis by the IMF suggested 
that the yen appreciation has limited the easing in monetary conditions after asset prices 
collapsed.
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China Hong Kong -------- J a p a n ^

Figuro 1. CoiLsumcr price iiillation raUis (j’̂ ear-on-year), Cliina, Hong Kong
and JajKui, 1991-20Q1.

In Hong Kong, after exix’ricncing a CPI inflation rate of 10% still in 
early 1995, the droi) in the inflation rate \vìmì extremely rai)id and deflation 
first emerged in late 1998. By mid-1999, deflation was alixwlj' nuuiing a t 
A >'carly rate of (i%. Since then, the rate of defhition lias moderated and 
]X)siti\'c annual inflation rates were iinall^’' recordeti in the secoml lialf of 
2001. Major contributors to deflation have btxui the cost of hoiLsmg, food, 
durable goods and clothing. ScheUekens (2003) showed that these items 
together contributcHl over 85% to ovemll deflation. In an empirical study, the 
authi>r fomid that deflation in Hong Kong S A ll was best cxplaiiuxl by cyclical 
shocks, amplified by balanco-sheet and wealth effix t̂s. In contrast, the role of 
price (xpialization with Mainland Cliiiia was foimd to Ixj small. Investigating 
inflation dynamics in Hong Kong, Gcnbcrg and Pauwels (2003) argiuxl tliat 
imixirt jirices, wages and jiroixirt̂ *̂  prices were important sources of dianges 
in maiginal costs in Hong Kong. The nominal cifective excliange rate of the 
Hong Kong dollar xxas stemlily appreciating imtil 2002, notwithstanding a 
fall in 1998 at the time of the Asian financial crisis. After that, the fall in 
the US dollar lias brought alxiut a depreciation in the exchange rate. TliLs 
can Ixi sexm in Figure 2 lxílow  ̂ Mciuiwhile, indeixìndcnt monetar^'' pohey 
tlirough the interest rate diamiel has been limittxl due to the currenc}^ boatti 
arrangement with the US dollar, with Hong Kong’s interest rates closel}’- 
trac-khig those of the US, except for the ¡xiaks cxixirienced during the Asian 
crisis of 1997-1998, The Hong Kong Monetar}" Authorit,y was confronted by 
massive sjxiculation on the Hong Kong dollar in October 1997, inducing the 
overnight rate to reach a maximum of 280% (Gerladi, 2005). The turbulent
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period lasted imtil end-1998, as illustrated by the development in the interest 
rates in Figure 3.

Figure 2. Nominal effective exchange rates (index, foreign currency price of 
home currency). Cliina, Hong Kong and Japan, 1991-2001.

Chinese consumer prices started to fall in 1998 as the econoiny slowed 
down \\ith the emergence of the Asian financial crisis. Deflation lastetl until 
2000 and reapi:>eared again in late 2001. Finally, positive aimual inflation 
rates pre\’ailed in early 2003. A rather limited number of studies have focused 
on the recent inflation djTiamics in this economy. Ila et al. (2003) found that 
the \’alue of the renminbi, world prices and the level of productirity were 
imixjrtant determinants of long-term price movements in China. Dining the 
era of low inflation and deflation, higher productivity and an appreciation of 
the effective excliange rate were foimd to be important explanatory^ variables 
for prices. Due to the US dollar peg of the Cliinese renminbi during oin 
estimation sample, the development of the nominal effective excliange rate 
closely resembles that of the Hong Kong dollar, where a long appreciation 
has given way to the recent depreciation. The latter lias served to intensify 
complaints about an undervalued renminbi, especially from the US. The IMF 
(2003) argued that transitory (lower commodity prices and WTO-related 
tariff cuts) and long-term (productivity gains, new technology and increased 
competition) supply shocks were behind the recent deflation in China. In 
similar vein, Cargill and Parker (2004) argued tliat Cliinese deflation was 
supply-led. Gradual deregulation is taking place in the conduct of monetary^ 
policy, as Cliinese banks are able to depart by increasing ranges from the 
reference rates on credits and deixtsits. Hovv^ever, as jxiinted out by Korhonen
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(2004), Qiinese interest rates iiave been nominali}' rather stable and lùgli 
gi\’en the deflationarj' climate of the recent years. The stable behaiioiir is 
e\'ident in the beliaviour of the average repurchase rate for Clùna since mid- 
1999, sho\\m in Figure 3 (again, the series only begins in 1996 due to reasons 
of data aifùlability).

Figure 3. Short-term interest rates (3-month rate for Japan and Hong 
Kong, average repurdiasc rate for Clùna), 1991-2004.

4.3 Theoretical Considerations
In this section, ve discuss some theoretical considerations relevant to our re
search question. The exjxirience of the Japanese deflation and the prolonged 
ecorionùc stagnation in tliat economy have given rise to a number of studies 
suggesting monetary jxilicy strategies to avoid the zero interest rate floor or 
wa}S to (escape from it once ” trapped”. While the latter ones are possibly of 
more rcle\ance to our work, emphasizing the importance of the excliange rate 
chamiel, the former are also given some prominence. Even if the short-term 
interest rates were indeed declining tliroughout the data sample, a possibly 
even more aggressiv monetar}' easing may have been called for before the 
zero boimd was actually lùt.

Pcrliaiis the most prominent suggestion of escape from the liquidity trap 
has been the Toolproof way’ proposed by Svensson (2001, 2003). Tliis pro
posal ctoiLsisted of tliree elements, as follows (here we follow the presentation
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by Svensson, 2001). First, the central bank should announce an iijmard-

{A IPi > for the donaestic price level, the latter defined as 
the (log) prices of domestic goods pt i

A A A - . ^Pi =Pi„ +  ’r(i-< o), t > t o (41)
Note that hats denote target levels, stars signif}" foreign variables and tti 

is (log) domestic inflation in period t defined as 7T( =  pt — Pf_i. Additionally, 
we define the (log) excliange rate St in units of domestic currencj^ i>er unit 
of foreign currency, with the (log) real exdiange rate amoimting to qt =  
St -hpj — Pi-  ̂ Here the price-level target for the current period to exceeds the 
current price level:

Pto Pto
A small and ¡lositive inflation target is additionally set, tt >- 0.

(42)

In the second step, an announcement of a currency devaluation Ls made, 
together with a  currency peg to a crawlmg exdiange rate target,

— Sf, t ^  ¿0
with thè exdiange rate target St gìven by

5« =  Sto +  ( i  -  w * )(t -  to ) ,t  > io

(43)

(44)
The centrai bank therefore commits to buying and selling imlimited amoimts 

of foreign exdiange at the exchange rate The initial exdiange rate target 
after the devaluation is chosen in order to ensure a real depreciation of the 
domestic currency relative to the steady state:

9to =  +  « io  -  Pto  9 (4.5)
Because we assiune the domestic price level to be stick}", the real exchange 
rate moves one-to-one with the nominal exchange rate in the short nm. The 
exchange rate target corresponds to a nominal depreciation of the domestic 
currency a t the rate of difference between the domestic inflation target and 
foreign inflation, tt — tt* . Nominal appreciation takes place in the case where 
7T -< 7T*; the peg is fixed instead of crawling if tt =  tt*.

^This is consistent with the original presentation of the model. In contrast, we define 
the (log) index of the nominal effective exchange rate in the model estimations in units of 
foreign currency per unit of home currency.
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Thirdly, an exit strategy is declared. When the price level target path lias 
been readied, the currencj' peg will be abandoned in favour of flexible price 
level targeting, with the former target path or flexible inflation targeting with 
the previous inflation target. It is important to note that the effect of the 
depreciation on the domestic price level goes beyond the increase in iraixirt 
prices and the stimulation of exports in the home economy. The currency 
depreciation and the crawling peg establish the central bank’s credibility and 
induce higher price level expectations in the private sector, liaving an imi>act 
on the retU ex ante interest rate, and therefore stimulating the c'conomy. Tliis 
solves the credibilitj^ problem empliasized by Krugman (1998); it Ls diflicult 
to make the private sector befleve in higher inflation, especially'’ if the central 
bank’s reputation for adiieving its objectives is not impeccable. Moreover, 
the impacts on credibility and price expectations are advantageous. Tliis 
Ls particularly' the cfvse given that the theoretical literatuie of new open 
economy macroeconomics often predicts the exclumge rate jxvss-through to 
be slow and rather small in magnitude. This outcome obtains for example 
imder a pricing-to-market assumption, whereby import i)rice-setters simply 
set prices equal to those of domestic goods. Exchange rates may then Ixi 
’discomiected’ from other macro variables.

Indeed, some empirical evidence supports the view of a slow and ixvrtial 
excliange rate pfis.s-through, especially' to final goods prices. Kara and Nelson 
(2002) foimd dianges in the excliange rate and CPI inflation in the UK to 
be weakly' comiœtcd, even if there was a strong relationsliip betvv'een imjxirt 
prices and the excliange rate. Similarly', ba.sed on cross-coimtry evidence, 
Engel (2002) argued that there was a stronger (even if not a full) pas.s- 
tlirough of exdiange rates to imported goods prices than to final goods prices. 
Tliis was also suggested by Biustein, Eichenbiuun and Rebelo (2002) in their 
study of the beliaviour of inflation after nine large post-1990 devaluations. 
The inflation rates were found to be low relative to the rate of devaluation. 
The authors argucxl that distribution costs, and substitution from iinixirts 
to local goods, could account for the ¡lost-devaluation beliaviour of prices.

hIcCallum (2000, 2003) suggested a policy' rule for a central bank tliat 
lias liit the zero boimd, subordinating the nominal exchange rate rather than 
the interest rate to macroeconomic conditions:

Asi =/io +A^i(2 -  Api) +/i2(ÿt -  yt), Pi,P2 0* (‘l-G)
In the above, St represents the log of the home-comitry' price of foreign 

excliange. According to the rule, the rate of depreciation has to increase 
once inflation Ap/ and/or output yt are below the target values (2 and p,,
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respectiv-ely, in the ecjuation above), similarly to a conventional interest rate 
rule. Observing the rele\Tint asset price almost continuonsl^y, open-market 
purchases would be conducted in order to attain  the desired level of the 
exchange rate. Instead of reljdng on sudi a rule-based approach, Oqdianides 
and Wieland (2000) fociLscd on the effects of monetary base on aggregate 
demand and inflation ei-en at the zero bound. Their calibrated open-cctonomy 
model included both the interest and exdiange rate diannels of monetary 
transmission. The impact emphasized by the authors was deri\'ed from the 
portfolio balance effect, where the exchange rate would react to cliangcs in 
the relative domestic and foreign money supplies.

Coenen and Wieland (2003) considered the effectiveness of the tlirtxî afore
mentioned projxisaLs by Orplianides and Wieland (2000), McCalliun (2000, 
2003) and Svensson (2001, 2003). Tliis was done in the context of a macro
economic model that fcatmed rational expectations and nominal rigidities, 
and was estimated for the United States, the euro area and Japmi. The 
authors found the beggar-thy-neighbour effects of the proposals to be non- 
negUgiblc and that the zero lower boimd could induce significant losstîs in 
terms of output and inflation stabilization in Japan.

The prevailing cxchmige rate regime lias implications for inflation trans
mission across borders, and is of some interest for oiu: tliree economics which 
have different exdiange rate arrangements. Flexible exchange rate regimes 
are generally considered to possess favourable insulation properties \\ith re
spect to foreign inflationarj^ pressmes, allowing for independent monetai^" 
policy (for an early contribution, see Friedman, 1953). However, the empiri
cal evidence in favour of the insulation properties of flexible exchange rates is 
somewhat ambiguous. Ghosh et al (1997) surprisingly found both the level 
and \’ariability of inflation to be substantial!}" lower for fixed excluuige rate 
reghnes. In contrast. Quirk (1991) concluded tliat there \vus no significant 
rclationsliip betvi'cen the exchange rate regime and inflation beliaviour. Of 
course, for an economy with flexible exchange rates that has liit the zero 
interest bound, conventional interest rate policy is constrained and exter
nal deflationarj" pressures are difficult to counteract. This may increase the 
attractiveness of inteiv'entions in foreign exchange markets.'*

Media discussion in the context of Chinese deflation has also centred on 
the possible transmission of falling prices in tills economy to other economies

^Fujii (2004) examined the pwlicy action of depreciating the yen with the aim of fighting 
deflation. The author estimated the pass-through from the exchange rate to import prices 
and found that the inflationary effect of depreciation has actually declined substantially 
during the past two decades.
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in the region, as well as to the United States. The IMF (2003) reported evi
dence concerning tlie imimct of i>rice fluctuations in Cliina on other economies 
in tile context of a vector autoregression analj'sls. Regarding the countries 
in oiu: study, the IMF found there was a ’’discenxible but small” impact on 
Jaixmese prices, but a stronger imj>act on Hong Kong SAR, owdng to its 
strong links with the Mainkuid. Less attention has been jxiid to the possi
bility that Cliina itself umy be affected 1)3" external deflationary" pressures, 
t«ixKÌaliy as an a])j)reciation in its nominal effectiv-e exchange rate wiis fol- 
1ow(h1 1)3" domcistic deflation, and the re-emergence of positive inflation rates 
has coincided \\"ith a |)eriod of a deprtx;iating remninbi. Om: stud3" provides 
little eridencte hi favour of tins possibilit3", ho\\"cver, as the imj>ortance of 
exchiuige rate shocks for movements in Clihiese consumer pric^es is fomid to 
be relativel3" small.

The attractiveness of the exchange rate instrument is strengthened when 
Ta3"lor-t3q)e interest rate f«xU)ack rules iu:e considered in th(i context of the 
zero l)oimd.'‘ lìenliabib, Sclunitt-C rollò and Uribe (2002) showtxl how Ta3"lor 
nilc’s could chive an economy to ft liciuidit3" trap 1)3" self-fuliilliiig decelerat
ing inflation |>atlLs and aggregate fluctuations, hi the resulting state, the 
cenimi bank is luiable to pursue con\entional interest rate ix)lic3" to reverse 
i\ dou"n\tard slide of i)ricc's. The authors demonstrated how the destabiliz- 
hig i)roperties of Ta3"lor-t3"])o rules emerge by" considering the zero boimd on 
nominal hiterest mtes and global «luilibrium d3"iiamics. ShuiUirly", Kuttner 
and Posen (2001) disciLsstxl the difliculties that underlie jxilicy" assessments 
v"ith Ta3"lor-t3"ixi niles for the Jaj>anese cxionomy". These stem ¡)rimaril3" from 
two source«: the difliculty' of fiscertahiing the leved of potential outj)ut, fuul 
the role of exjxictations in the central bfuik j)olic3" (the latter being cnicial 
when the zero lx)imd is hit).

Measures have been considered to make the interest rate channel j)otent 
ewen at the zero bomid. One approach would render the zero boxmd irrele\’ant 
altogether by" making negative interest rates feasible. This could be adiieved 
by" means of a currency" tax, as recently emphasised by Buiter and Panigirt-

^In the discussion above, a depreciation of the home currency is predominantly seen as 
a desired outcome for the deflationary' economy'. Posen ( 1998) took a different stance, argu
ing that Ja;>an should avoid intentional y'en depreciation due to tlie increased uncertainty 
and wealth ercjsion caused by such a policy. The author also mentioned that currency 
depreciation may easily become uncontrollable, and that the benefits would mainly accrue 
to Japan's exporting sector. Interestingly, we found that a yen depreciation would increase 
real GDP in the Japanese economy, whereas the outcome was the opposite in China; a 
depreciation in the renminbi nominal effective exchange rate was found to lead to a f a l l  in 
output.
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zoglou (2003) and Goodfriend (2000). Imposing a carrying cost on money, the 
central bank would be able to achieve any negative interest rate. Of course, 
the administrative costs of such a  policy may be non-negligible. These arise 
from the fact that coin and currency are bearer lx)nds: as the holders are 
anonymous and ownership is sufficient for the bonds to  he ¡payable, it is diffi
cult to make the bondholders actually pay the coupon for the issuer. Taking a 
different approach, Eggertsson and Woodford (2003) and Jung, Teranislii and 
Watanabe (2001) show'̂ ed how optimal policy in the Uquidity tra]) im olv'cs 
creating private sector expectations of liigher future inflation, reducing real 
interest rates and stimulating aggregate demand. Not only short-term real 
interest rates were shown to liave an impact on aggregate demand; rather, 
the entire path of expected short-term real rates (or long-term rates) mat
ter. Thus, a policy defined in terms of the nominal interest rates can be 
stnnulative for aggregate spending even at the loŵ er boiuid, provided that 
the i^ublic exjxicts the central bank to keej) nominal Intercast rates low for a 
considerable period into the future and not to offset future inflation.

4.4 Methodology
In this section we present the methodology" used in the study". We coimncnce 
by" introducing the data sources and the precise variabk« iLsed in the estima
tion. The time series properties of the individual scries are then analy'zed. 
Tills is follow"ed by" a presentation of the SVAR estimation framew"ork for the 
tliree economies. References to related w"ork using the SVAR methodology" 
are also discussed in this context.

4,4.1 About the Data
For all three economies, we used a four-variable sy"stem comiiriscd of indica
tors for real output, consumer prices, interest rates, and the nominal effective 
exchange rate. Frequency of the variables varied depending on data avail
ability. For Japan, we used quarterly data for the period 199IQ 1-2001Q2, 
wdiile the estimation sample for Hong Kong is longer by" just one observation, 
reacliing until 20R1Q3. In contrast, montlily data was used for the Cliinese 
economy for the ¡period 1996:1-2004M8.® This choice of estimation sample 
allow"s for the inclusion of the disinflationary" and deflationary i>eriods for

®It could have been possible to use monthly data also in the case of Japan, since 
data on output is available for this economy in the form of industrial production. How
ever, misspecification tests produced unsatisfactory results for long lag lengths; the latter
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Ixjtli Japan and Hong Kong, wliile the financial bubble in Japan during the 
late 1980s is cxclude<l from the analysis. Therefore, we 2ire able to detennine 
the role of the interest and excliange rates in the slide of the two economies 
tow'ards deflation, wliile the "inflationary'” period of the 1980s is left unac- 
coimtal for. As the Chinese interest rate series onl}' commences in 199G, it Is 
Iireferable (or rather, imperative) to employ inontlily fiata for tliis economy 
in order to haw an iuleciuatfi number of obsenations in the analy'sls. The 
data sources are the OECD Main Economic Indicators, the International Fi
nancial Statistics mid Thomson Datastream databivses. All output and price 
series in levels are seasonally adjusted. A logaritlimic trmLsformation was 
ajiplied to all other scries t^cept interest rates, and the Cliinese year-on- 
3'car inflation rate. The fiata sources and transfonnations are mentioned in 
greater fie tail in Apjwiidix A. Estimations were conducted using the software 
JMulTi (2001), version 3.11. All the serifs usfxl in the estimations are also 
flepictfxl in AppeiifUx A.

We consider here each of the syTstem \ariablcis in turn. For real output, 
we used real GDP for Japjui and Hong Kong. For Cliina, the choice of the 
output wriable was |iarticularly problematic. Qmirterly real GDP series Is 
only' a\ailablc from the y'car 2000 onwarfLs. Influstrial prfxluction (y'car-on- 
year growth rates) scries are a\'ailable from 1991 f)n^ '̂arfls at the IFS databfvse, 
but tliis series ihiishcis in October 2002. We theixTore decided to use data 
f)ii fiuartcrly' nominal GDP, av'aUable for the entire data sample, anfl lincml.y 
inteq)f)latofl the scries into montlUy f)l)scr\ations. Finally, we cfmstnicted 
a c.oiLsmncr price iiulex series (only' aimiuil inflation rates were available) 
in f)iiler to defhitc the GDP scries into a real out{)ut \arii\ble.' For prices, 
the cf)iLsimier prifxi index was used for .Jai>an mul Ilong Kong. Annual CPI 
inflation rates were iLsed in the case f)f Cliina, as no official consiuner pric;e
are arguably necessary to adequately capture the dynamics between the \'ariables wdien 
monthly data is used. Furthermore, the use of monthly exchange rate data in macroeco
nomic analysis may be regarded as containing too much noise; see the discussion by Ito 
(2005).

^Data on c u m u la tiv e  year-on-year GDP growth rates would also have been a\'ailable for 
the whole data sample for China. Such an approach was used in an earlier version of the 
paper, but it made comparisons of the results between the three economies rather difficult. 
We acknow-ledge the limitation of the linear interpolation for the Chinese GDP series in 
that this procedure does not add to the available output information for this economy. 
Tliere is, however, a lack of suitable series to be employed (such as industrial production) 
to yield information about monthly movements in output for our inter|iolation. Moreover, 
the estimation sample would have been too short for only lower frequency data for China 
to be employ'ed in the system. Finally, it is not clear that other methods of output data 
construction would have produced preferable GDP series, given arguments concerning the 
quality problems of official Chinese GDP data, see e.g. Rawski (2001).
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index was a\’ailable. The iLse of this \’ariable is also econometrically preferable 
due to the identicid order of integration with the other series for tliis ccoiiom} ,̂ 
as discussed in the context of the time series properties of the data.

The iLse of the nominal effective exdiange rate (NEER) for all economies 
is justifie<l by the US dollar pegs of the Chinese renminbi and the Hong Kong 
dollar during the time frame of our studj'. As a  constxiucncc of the p(̂ g, the 
NEER is determined comidetcly outside Hong Kong and Cliina, and dejxincls 
on the exchange rates between these economies’ trading jiartners and the US 
doUar. We can then interpret the NEER as capturing the effects of external 
conditions on the deflation episodes in these economies. More genenilly, the 
lariable can be considered an indicator of a coimti^^’s international competi- 
tK-eness in tenns of its foreign exchange rate, calculated by using the mxIuc of 
a comitty’s tracie with the trading jxirtner coimtries and are^xs as its weights 
(for detailed formulae, see e.g. Bank of Japan, 2003). Moreover, the nominal 
effective exdiange rate of the yen Is xvell known to closely folloŵ  the US-yeii 
rate. Tliis is advantageous for our analysis, as the foreign exchange interv'en- 
tions to stabilize the wiluc of the yen have largely fociLscxl on the dolhu-yeii 
rate.

For interest rates, we use the 3-month certificate of deposit (Cff)) for 
Jai>an, the 3-month interbank rate for Hong Kong and the average repm- 
chase rate for China. None of these ratcis are the ¡xilicy rates of the central 
bank. Ilow^ever, we argue that our diaseli \ariablcs may liettcr illiLstrate the 
cost of lending for households and biLsinesses in Jai>an and I long Kong. More
over, with the emergence of the zero hitcrest rate i)olic;\’' in Japan in 1Ì)Ì)9, 
there was no fiuther diaiige in the imcoUaterized overnight call ratei (except 
for the short break in the zero rate iiolky) even if the CD-rate was still fluc
tuating, albeit at ver>’’ low levels, until early 2001. In the case of C3iina, the 
one year lending rate that serv ês as an important reference rate is iwhuinis- 
tratively set. Coiiseciueiitly, only eight changes in its level are displayed by 
the cUita during our estimation period, 1996:01-200-1:08.^ Therefore, wc have 
decided to use the average repurchase rate that is foimd to rather closely 
track the administratively set one j^ear lending rate. Figiue -4 displays the 
reference lending rate and the repiurchase rate XLsed in our stud}^ The coeffi
cient for contemporaneous correlation betw^een the series is found to be liigh, 
amounting to 0.98.

^Despite the low frequency of changes in the nominal interest rate, the PIloC did react 
to the slowdown of 1996-1998, attempting to boost investment by lowering administrated 
nominal interest rates five times over this period (Roberts and Tyers, 2003).
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Figure 4. One-year reference rate for lending and average tepiircliase rate.
China, 1996-2001.

In order to determine the order of integration of the underlying scries, 
Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) tests were i)orfonncd for all the series. A 
Paiitula principle was utilized in the testing procediurc (see Panlula, 1989), 
whereby the scries were initially diifercnctxl a suflicient number of times in 
order to obtain stationarity. Thus, the tests were initially conducUxl for all 
the series in scKrond diifcrences. Complete results from the unit root tests are 
listed in Apiicndbc B. For Japan, Ilong Kong and Cliina, the nomiiuU interest 
rate mid the nominal cifcctive exchange rate were foimd to be integmted of 
order one, 1(1), so tliat first differencing would be necessary’’ in order to 
render the stiries stationarj': The only exception was the interest rate series 
for Japan where the ADF test prorided eridence that the scries in levels 
were stationar^^; however, an alternative test for unit roots, the KPSS test 
proi>oseil by K\riatkowski et al (1992) suggested a rejection of the null 
hypothesis of trend stationarity for Japan for the series in levels a t a  1% 
level when 2, J or 4 lags u-ere usctl in the test. Similarly, for all economies, 
the scries for real GDP was foimd to be integrated of order one at a 5% 
level. 4'esting on the ¡^rice series suggested that the price level for Japan 
and the amiual inflation rate for China were integrated of order one.' In the 
case of Ilong Kong, a unit root test with a structiual breiik gave e\ddence 
that the price series in fust differences uivs stationary'. Tliis result is attained 
by' including a sliift diunmy' in the sy’stem, obtaining a value of zero before

®The Japanese price level was also found to be integrated of order one in the unit root 
test with a structural break for 1997Q2 {see Lanne e t ol, 2002), corresponding to the 
consumption tax hike at the time.
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1998Q3 and one thereafter. This date corresponds to the Asian crisis and 
the rapid drop in the rate of inflation at that time. We continued with the 
assumption that all the series in levels, together with the annual inflation 
rate for Cliina, were integrated of order one - despite the fact that including 
a sliift dmnmj" in the VAR system in levels for Hong Kong may not guarantee 
tliat the price level series Is actually' 1(1) for this economy.

The impact of exchange or interest rates on prices could be analj'zed in 
a single equation framework, for examine by estimating a simple AS-c\uwe 
(such as a New Keynesian Phillips ciuve where the nominal effective ex
change rate would enter the real marginal cost variable). However, a vector 
autoregrtissive (VAR) api>roach would allow for the simultaneous exmnina- 
tion of interest rate and exchange rate shocks. It is sometimes claimed that 
it is chfficult to give economic interpretations to reduced form VAR eejua- 
tions. Tliis problem is avoided by iLsing structural vector autoregressions, 
vdicre economic theory or econometric considerations aie usckI to imi)ose the 
structme of the model. In this class of models, identification focuses on the 
errors of the system wliicli in tmrn are interpreted as linear combinatioiLs of 
the exogenous shocks.

As the underlying series were found to be integrated of order one, it is 
possible that the series sliare common stochastic trends, i.e. cointegrating 
relatioiLsliips. Testing for such relations in oiu: verj”̂ short sample for Ilong 
Kong and Japan is not likely to yield reliable estimates, however. More
over, if the s3̂ stem was estimated in le\els specifying a lag length of 2 or 
liigher, the usual tests and /-values have their asymptotic properties (Dolado 
and Liitke]X)hl, 1996), and the estimation framework wmild not be nusspec- 
ifie<l. A similar argument holds for imixising long-nm restrictions in order 
to identify the structural vector autoregressive model. In j)articular, it is 
difficult to distinguish demand from supply shocks where there are limited 
signs of the economies experiencing cycles of any kind - the slowdown in the 
Jai>anese economy for a major part of the estimation sample and the endur- 
inglŷ  high growth rates for the Cliinesc economy serve as prime examples.

tiie maximum lag length in the Saikkonen-Ltltkepohl test (see Saikkonen and Ltitke- 
pohl, 2000) is set to 4, thus taking into account the extremely short sample size, a coin
tegration rank of zero could not be rejected for Japan at any conventional significance 
level, for any lag length afforded by the various information criteria. This result holds 
when a constant and trend are included as the deterministic terms, and all the system 
variables are included in the test. For Ilong Kong, an identical result holds for the lag 
lengths yielded by the Akaike and Hannan-Quinn information criteria, whereas using the 
Schwarz information criteria w'ould suggest the existence of a cointegration rank of one for 
this economy.
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Our dioicc, then, was to estimate the model in levels for Japan and Ilong 
Kong, wliile in the case of Cliina we opted for estimating a model in first dif
ferences, as sucli a ]:>rocediu:e >delded more satisfactory' results in terms of the 
misspecification tests. Admittedly', the differences between the model sj^ecifi- 
catioiis make conii^arlsoas of the results problematic. In our view, analysing 
cointegration (long-nm) relationsliips in an economy' tliat Is imdergoing deep 
stnictiual change is rather unappealing. Moreover, when the Saikkonen- 
Liltkcpolil cointegration test (see Saikkonen imd LUtkepolil, 2000) was used 
in th(i tiisting for common stochastic trends for Cliina, the null hy'jxithesLS 
of no cointegration could not be rej(x:ted at conventional significance levels 
for any' lag length suggested by' the various information criteria, includmg a 
constant and trend as the deterministic terms. The results were coiLsistent 
when applying the tests on triv’ariate subsy'stems, as shown in Apjxiiidix C.

leaking all the i>re\ious considerations into account, W'c opted for the 
estimation of a structural VAR model with contcmixiraneous restrictions, 
ignoring the possible cointegration relations. Sucli an approacli is relatively' 
common in the literature. Cusliman and Zlm (1997) use<l a similar metluxlol- 
ogy' for Canada, a small oi>cn economy imder flexible exchange rates, wiiereas 
Kim (1999) cxamiiKKl the (i-7 group of coimtrics. In a later study', Kim and 
Roubini (2000) focused on the G-7 excluding the US. In contrast, Jang and 
Ogaki (200.3) uswl long-nui ristrictious in a stmctural vtxrtor error correction 
(SVKC) model to study the imixicts of Jaixuiesc monetary' policy' shocks on 
exchange rates. Ilow'ever, the resjxinses of the sy'stem variables to excliange 
rate shocks w'crc not reixirted in the ¡xiper, and many of the illustrated ini- 
puLse rosixiiLses to contractionary' monetary' policy' shocks show'ed signs of 
a ])ii(xi ]>uzzlc. Moreover, none of the stiulies mentioned above examiiuxl a 
deflationary' peruxl or an (x:onomy' close to or at the zero boimd. The t«tima- 
tion ¡loriod for Japu i in Kim and Roubini (2000) ends in 1992, that of Jang 
and Ogaki (2003) in 1993, while Kim (1999) extends the analy'sis tlirough 
199G. Finally', to our know'ledge, a stnictmal VAR mo<lel with contemi)ora- 
neous riistrictions has not y'ct been used for Ilong Kong or China in order to 
examine the effects of monetary' policy' during the deflationary' jxiriod.

4.4.2 The SVAR Approach
A nxluced form VAR model can bo W T itten as in LlUkcix>hl (2001):

Xf =  A\Xf^i +  ... -f- ApXt~p +  + Ut 0̂ *7)
w'hcre p denotes the order of the VAR-model. Here, A is the number 

of variables, Xt =  (xu, ...,XAt)^ is a (A' x 1) random vector, Ai are fixed
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{K  X K) coefficient matrices and Dt is a vector of deterministic terms. C  is 
the coefficient matrix a&sociated with the ]X)ssible deterministic terms, such 
as a constant and a trend. The Uf — («if, is a A'-dimeasional wliitc
noise process udth E{ut) = 0 . Ignoring the deterministic terms, a structural 
reprcisentation of (4,7) can be expressed as:

A x t  —  A * iX t - i  +  ... +  ApXt^p  +  Bci ( 1.8)

where €t ^  (0,7^'). Here the matrix A allows for the modeling of the 
instantaneous relations. Again, the AJ’s (z = 1, ...,p) are {K  x K) coefficient 
matrices, while B is a structural form jxvrameter matrix. The stnictiual 
sh(K;ks, £■ (, are related to the model ix^iduals by linear relations. Note that 
here the deterministic tenns tue omitted since they are not iiffected by the 
impulsiis liitting the system, nor do they affect sucli impulses themselves. 
The structural shocks are not predictable with respect to the past of the 
I>rocess and are the input for generatuig the time-series vex:tor Xf , More
over, they are assmned to be mutually imcorrelated and therefore orthogo
nal. As it Is not possible to directly ol)ser\'e these stnictiual shocks, certain 
assumptions are nocessar}" for identification. The comicction between the 
reduced and stnictiual forms is obtained simply by multiplying (4.8) with 
A”  ̂ , with A j  ~A “ M j(j =  1, ...,p). The relation between the rcduceil Conn 
disturbances and the stnictiual fonn imiomtions can then be expressed as 
in Breitimg et oL (2004):

ut =  A-MlcCi (1.9)
We estimate the so-called AB-model of Amisemo and Giannini (1997). In 

tliis case, the model for the imiovatious can be written as Auf —B^#. bhiear 
restrictions on A are written in exifficit form as vec(A)= 7?a7a wiierc 
7 contains all luuestricted elements of A, 7?a is a suitable matrix with 0-1 
elements and r\ is a vector consisting of zeros and ones. Similarly, linenr 
restrictions on B are expressed as \’ec(B)= 7?b7b +  '̂b • Together, these 
tŵ o sets of restrictions are used to identify the system, i.e. the matrices A 
and B. The number of nonrediuidant elements of K ( K  l) /2 , is the 
maximum nmnber of identifiable imrameters in the matrices A and 15. The 
overall number of elements in the stnictiual form matrices A and B is 27i 
We therefore need to impose 2K^ — further restrictions to identify'
the full model. These are discussed in the foUow'ing.

Our system includes four endogenous variables: yt (real output), p# (prices), 
it (interest rate) and neert (exchange rate). The errors of the reduced form 
VAR are written as Uf =  (u^, uf, uj, The stnictural distiulxuiccs
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are tlien output, CPI, inonetar^^ policy (interest rate), and ex- 
cliansc rate slux^ks, resIX'cti '̂ely. The AB-model in the form Au, =Hcf Is 
\m tten  in thè case of Japan as

(TIO)
1 0 0 0 ■ 1 ‘ bn 0 0 0 er 11 0 0 "'1 0 f>22 0 0Ü 3̂2 1 0 u¡ 0 0 f>i.3 0

_ ‘Ml 4̂2 f t .» 1 , . n e e r 0 0 0 1̂44 -T ie e rL J

As 2A"̂  — restrictions are iKxxied for exact klentiiication (22 in
oiu* case of four eiwlogcnoas \’ariabUis), oiu* ino<lel Is over-icUaitified. l ia s  a \n  
be easily verified by adding up the number of zeros and oiu« in the alx>ve 
matrices. However, as shown lat(T in the (-ontcixt of model tistinuition, a 
formal tcist for over-identification is not rejwt«! l>y the daU\. In oia model, 
as in Kim and Koubiiii (2000), real «acti\'itj' res}x>nds to ¡)rice and financial 
signals (both exchange and interiiit rates) with a lag. Monxwer, price« rci\ct 
coiitemix)raneoiLsly to mal activity only, wliile their rciwtion to inoncUuy^ 
jx>Ucy and (exchange rate shodcs take« place with a lag. llie  adjastment lag 
of ix'̂ il output and ¡trices to monetar}'  ̂shocks is a canonical ivssiunption in 
inoiKitiU^  ̂ix>li(t>'’ analysis. Moreover, the non-cont('mix)rmicx>iLs imixict of the 
exchange rate on prices is jtistifiable on the Ixusis of emixrical evidence of a 
sloŵ  ixvis-througli from the exchange rate to coiisTuner prices. llie  tliird 
roŵ  in the system above ĉ an be read as a monetary’’ ¡x)hcy reaction fimction, 
wiiere the int(nx«t raU» is set on the Ixwis of the i)ricc levd onl}', not conteni- 
]K)miieousl3' reacting to the exchange rate. As argued l>3̂ Smets (1997), such 
Ixiiaviom- is characteristic of an interest rat(vt,iirgeting regime that hirgel^  ̂
iK'gkxits movements in the; exchange rate in its iK)lic,y. Mortxjver, it could ŵ ell 
charaederize the lx;haviom: of the monetai^' authorit}’’ in a r(;lativel3’’ closed 
(K’ononi^' with flexible exchange raU« sudi as Jaixui.^- Finalij", i\ll variables 
art! allow êtl to have a contemporantx)us imixK t̂ on the t;xdiange rate. The 
exchange and intenwt rates, tog(;ther with the price lcxx;l, me all exijresstxi 
in tenns of (juarterl.y averages as in the data soim;e - tliis dso  ensmes the 
appropriatciu!ss of oiur identification scheme.

Campa and Goldberg (2002) provided empirical evidence of only a partial short-run 
pass-through from exchange rate clianges to prices in most OFXD countries; however, 
their results dealt with im po rt prices. The impact on final consumer prices is generally 
found to weaken even further.

' “The small trade-to-GDP ratio of the Japanese economy is not consistent with the 
large interventions carried out by the monetary authorities in 20011-200-1, as pointed out 
by I to (2005). Possible exchange rate stabilization by the BOJ is further discussed in tlie 
following ])aragraphs.
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It Ls in the context of the m oneta^  polic}  ̂reaction function that our iden
tification scheme reljdng on contemporaneous restrictions Ls likel3’̂ to be most 
contro\’ersial. Firstlj", one could argue against the use of the price le\el in 
favour of the inclusion of the inflation rate in the reaction fimction. Ilowewr, 
Japan has adopted the moiietarj" policy strategy" of monetary" exjiansion imtil 
the consmner price inflation rate is at or above zero percent. A zero percent 
target inflation rate eflectivelj^ corresponds to a price level target. One could 
also claim tliat once the inflation rate has reached negative territory’’, the cen
tral bank would be more interested in the effects of policj" on clianges in the 
price le\'el than in the inflation rate, with the aim of escaiiing from the tlcfla- 
tionar^" trap.^^ Regarding the timing assumption, Kim and Roubini (2000) 
and Cuslunan and Zlia (1997) assumed that the central l>ank does not haw 
information about prices during the same period, implying the setting of the 
coefficient on as2 to zero. However, both these studies use montlilj^ data; 
when using quarterly data as in om: paper, the validity of tliis claim can be 
doubted. In Japan, information on the consumer price index is aiTiilable 28 
daj'S after the reference month. Moreowr, since monetarj’̂ ¡wlicy affects the 
economy with considerable lags, forecasts of target wriablcs are of cnicial 
importance in the interest rate setting. As in the context of forecast tar
geting discussed hy Svensson (1999), policy focuses on forecasts conditional 
on the a\’ailable information and a particular futiue path  of the instrument, 
implying that all the a\’ailable information is tfiken into accoimt. However, in 
order to emphasize the focus of the Bank of Japan on the price level instead 
of output fluctuations during the time frame of our studj^ (characterized by 
disinflation and outright deflation), we set the coefficient on contemporane
ous output B31 to zero. This could also be justified on the basis of the timing 
of GDP data, which is only awilable in the middle of the second month af
ter each quarter. Note also that due to the contemporaneous nature of the 
identification scheme, no restrictions are imposed on the lags of the effects.

Despite the relatively closed natine of the Japanese economy" and the 
flexible exchange rate arrangement, an argument could be made of the BOJ 
following a tj'pe of semi-exchange rate peg, where the exchange rate would 
significantly enter the objective function of the monetary aiithorit}". In par
ticular, the unprecedented large (7% of GDP) foreign exchange interventions 
between Januarj' 2003 and Mardi 2001 point to this jx)ssibilit3".̂ '̂  Of coiuse,

^^Some other studies of Japanese monetary policy are in effect using the price level 
instead of the inflation rate (see e.g. Morsink and Bayoumi, 2000; Sliioji, 2000)

Strictly speaking, the Ministry of Finance has the authority to intervene in Japan, 
with the Bank of Japan carrying out the interventions. Ito (2005) mentioned that the 
Bank of Japan had failed to affect the exchange rate in the desired direction between
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in the case of interv'entions the exchange rate is not targeted via the inter
est rate instrument (the BOJ policy rate wtis already effectively zero a t the 
time). However, using data for an earlier period (1979-1991), Androide and 
Duino (2005) argued that the BOJ lias aimed at stabilizing the exchange 
rate. The authors found the estimated coefficient on the inflation rate in 
the BOJ reaction function to  be less tlian one, casting doubt on the role of 
the rate of inflation as the target \’ariable. Ilowcwr, the impact of a real 
exchange rate shock on the interest rate was not significant at a 5% level in 
the impulse response analysis. Contrasting e\idence about the imjxirtfmce of 
the excliange rate in the monetary fxilicy reaction function 'was also provided 
by Jinuslii et al (2000), who estimated sudi an Ciquation for the jjnvbubble 
ixiriod 1975-1985; in their specification, the excliange rate mostly obtained an 
iiLsignificant coefficient. An identification scheme consistent with the objc'c- 
tive of excliange rate stabilization learls to setting the cncfficient on exchange 
rates (ar^) in the monetary policy reaction function to be an imrcstrictcìl cl
ement in the matrix, thercb '̂  ̂not imfx>sing it as zero. The resulting system is 
jiLst-identified and can be considered a robustness test for the results obtained 
by estimating the benchmark model for Japfui.

It is important to note that the identification scheme and the cxirrespond- 
ing restrictions are based on the exchange rate arrangements anti other con
siderations related to the monetary^ regimes of the tlirce economies, not di
rectly on the varioiLs theories regarding the use of the excliange rate channel 
tt) esciajie from a liquidity trap. Therefore, wxi are only able to comment 
on whether the results obtained provide supjxirt for the importance of the 
exchange rate chamiel in the recent dcflatioii<aiy episodes, without validating 
the exiict jnedictions of the theoretical models by empirical evidence. Tliis is 
I>articularly the case due to the peg of the Hong Kong dollar and the Cliinese 
renminbi to the US ciurency during our examination jxiriod. Of course, the 
cunency peg may be loosened and a more activ'c cxchiuige rate management 
provided for. But if our results are used for the purpose of evaliuiting the fea
sibility of alternative monetary^ policy regimes, the Lucas critique may be of 
major iinix)rtance - it Is not clear tliat the beliaviour of economic agents and 
thus oiu estimates, obtaintxi in a biickw-̂ ard looking scheme such as a vector 
autoregiession, would remain robust to alternative jx)licy arrangements.

The identification sclieme for Ilong Kong differs from the one of Japui 
only in the reaction function of the monetary' authority (the tliird equation in 
the system below). Since October 1983, Hong Kong has enacted a currency 
board sy'stem with the US dollar as the andior currency. The value of the
April 1991 and June 1995, whereas after that interventions became effective.
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Hong Kong currency is set at 7.8 HKD per 1 USD. This tjp e  of arrangement 
of course qualifies as an extreme form of a currency peg. The monetar}^ au
thority in a small open economy is likely to react quickly to the exchange rate 
shocks, reflected in strong interest rate movements.^^ We therefore leave the 
coefficient on the exchange rate a34 in the monetar)^ polic}  ̂reaction function 
unrestricted.^^ In contrast, as interest rate setting is totally endogenous in 
a  currency board arrangement, the policy is unresponsive to local conditions 
in terms of real output and the price le\'el, supporting the setting of their 
coefficients aai and a32 in the interest rate equation to zero.^^ The model for 
Hong Kong is then written as

1 0 0 0 1 '  b ii 0 0 0 ■ r 1
»21 1 0 0 0 b22 0 0
0 0 1 »34 0 0 bs3 0

_ »41 »42 »43 1 ^.neer- 0 0 0 ^44
^neer

_ (4.11)
Finally, we discuss the identification scheme for China. Even if the cur

rency peg to the US dollar would in ordinary circumstances lea<l to the char
acterization of the Cliinese monetary authority as an exchange rate targeter, 
capital controls could in principle allow for the pursuit of an independent 
monetarj" policy.^® Indeed, China’s capital controls include restrictions on 
futures trading of the remninbi, foreign borrowing by Chinese enterprises,

*^The degree of openness, as measured in terms of the ratio of exports plu.s imports to 
GDP, is around 200% for Hong Kong, while it amounts to only 20% for Japan during the 
last three decades (Lin and Lee, 2002).

Admittedly, the nominal effective exchange rate used in our analysis is not pegged, 
reflecting the influence of external forces on Hong Kong's price level. However, the behav
iour of the Hong Kong Monetary Authority certainly still qualifies as one of an exchange 
rate targeter, supporting our restriction.

^^In contrast to the interest rate series for Japan, the Hong Kong and Chinese interest 
rates are defined as the rate pre\'ailing in the end of the period, whereas tlie price level 
and exchange rate are period averages. While in the exchange rate equation it might have 
conceptually been preferable to use a period average for the interest rate also, the system 
performed worse with such a variable in terms of residual autocorrelation for Hong Kong. 
Moreover, it can simply be assumed that the exchange rate is a forward-looking asset price 
and the end-of-period interest rate Is obtained through a perfect foresight assumption. No 
conceptual problem arises in the monetary policy reaction function using either of the 
interest rate series.

^^Ofiicially, the exchange rate regime of China during our examination period is a man
aged float. In early 1994, the official and swap rates were unified at 8.7 RMB — 1 USD, 
and the exchange rate was allowed to freely move within -f- 0.25% of the previous day’s 
reference rate (Huang and Wang, 20ffl). The exchange rate appreciated to 8.28 IIMB =  1 
USD by October 1997, where it remained until 2005. An intense public debate about the
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portfolio invTestment in China by foreigners and portfolio investment abroad 
by Chinese citizens (Roberts and Tj-ers, 2003). Since restrictions apply to 
capital exports as well as imports, sa\ings liavc to be used witliin Quna. 
Korhonen (2004) noted tliat an increase in interest rates (a contractionary" 
monetary" policy" shock) may liave per\'crse effects in such an emiromiient by" 
encouraging sa\ing and thiLs investment, further overheating the economy". 
Applying a closed economy assumption to China, similarly to Jaj^an, we set 
the contemporaneoas coefficient on the exchange rate in the monetary" jx)licy" 
reaction function (as4) to zero.^' Note that wliile the closed economy" as
sumption together with the regime of flexible excliange rates mothated the 
setting of the contemporaneous coefficient on excliange rates in the Jaiiancsc 
monetary" policy rciiction function to zero, an identical assmnption is justified 
in the Cliincse case by the existence of capital controls, despite the ¡leg to US 
dollar. Furthermore, as we are using montlily" data, a\ailability" constraints 
regarding output data (these are only" available with a lag) justify" the setting 
of the coefficient on output in the monetary" jxilicy" reaction fimctioii (a.31) to 
zero, similarly to Jajian. The over-identified model for Cliina is then w"rittcn 
identicfilly to the one of Jajmn, sy"stem (4.10) aliove.

Desjiite the restrictions in the SVAR modelling being deriwxl from eco
nomic thiK>ry" or econometric considerations, some degree of arbitrariness in 
the identification i^rocedure Is imavoidable. This arises becansc there arc 
various way"s to identify" the shocks and there is no formal statistical test 
to reject one correctly specified just-idcntified model against another; one 
can merely evalimte whether the results are in line with those expected on 
the basis of economic theory" or some conventional y"Lsdom (c.g. exjxicted 
reactioiLS by an inflation-targeting central bank to output and price shocks). 
We acknowledge tills drawliiick in the methodology" and accordingly" test the 
robustness of the results for Hong Kong and China by" comimring om identi
fication scheme to a simple recursive model (for Japan, robiLstiiess was tested 
by" including the exchange rate in the monetary policy" reaction function, as 
explaiiuxl previously"). In the case of a rticiirsivc sy"stem, we can \v"ritc A =  
and tit Wlien the B matrix Is restricted to be lower triangular, the
possible undervaluation of the renminbi finally saw a revaluation of the Chinese currency 
by 2.1% against the US dollar in July 200o. At this time, the PBoC announced that the 
dollar peg was abandoned and tlie renminbi would be pegged to a basket of currencies.

^^Exainining the sources of real exchange rate fluctuations in China, Wang (2001) ac
tually used an open-economy assumption, pointing to frequent movements in the nominal 
exchange rates that ha '̂e reflected economic developments and the rates prewiling in the 
unofficial or swap markets. Tliere is also some evidence that unsanctioned capital outflows 
have increased over time, as suggested by Yang and Tyers (2001).

Naturally, a recursive identification scheme could also be expressed by imposing li to
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first component of e,, e^, can have an instantaneoas impact in all four equa
tions, whereas the second component £21 can liave an effect on all equations 
except the first, and so on. Using the same ordering of the i-ariables as above, 
the exchange rate (real output) can then be considered the most (least) re
sponsive to dianges in economic conditions. Admittedly, an identification 
sclieme obtaint'd by recursive ordering bears quite a close resemblance to the 
contemporaneous restrictions imposed in our model for other equations than 
the monetar}' pohey reaction function. However, the recursive identification 
scheme has been defended in the context of reduced form VAR modelling on 
the basis of economic considerations and has indeed been extensively used 
in the literature (for a  model with exchange rates, see e.g. Eidienbaum and 
Evans, 1995).

The SVAR model is estimated by maximum likelihood with resi>ect to 
the matrices A and B, subject to the restrictions imix)sed in the stmctural 
form of the system. Numerical optimization methods arc used in the form of 
a scoring algoritlmi (see Amisano and Giannini, 1997; Breitung ct al̂  2001). 
In contrast, the reduced form VAR can be estimated by simple OLS (Japan 
and Hong Kong) or feasible GLS (China, due to subset restrictions).

4.5 Estimation Results
In tliis sciction, we present our (Estimation results. We commence with the 
estimation of the reduced form VAR models. Results from the structural 
VAR anal.ysis me then reported on a  countrj'-by-coimtr}' basis.

The autoregressive order of the model was diosen on the basis of having a 
sufficient number of laĝ s to  satisfctctoril}' capture the d>Tiamic interaction be
tween the v'ariables, together with the results from the misspecification tcists. 
An important additional consideration was the short sample size, possibly 
leading to a low estimation precision in the system including four endogenous 
variables. The models for Japan and Hong Kong were estimated using 1 lags, 
corresponding to one year of data, while 6 lags were included in the case of 
Chuia where montlily data was used. Due to a high number of insignificant 
coefficients - commonplace in high-order VAR models - the model for China 
was rcxiucixi to  a subset model by a  proccdiue whereby the {>arametcr with 
the lowest f-vTilue in the model was diecked and possibly eliminated from the 
system. Such a  procedure Is feasible in a sj'stem where all the VTuiablcis are
be an identity matrix, with A lower triangular (B =  I k  and K u t  =  £t).
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stationary". Only coefficients with i-viilues abo\Te a tlireshokl \nlue of 1 were 
included in the final model for China. A constant and trend were included 
as deterministic terms for all the countries. The model for Jaj>an included a 
sliift dmnmy obtaining a \alue of one from 1997Q2 omrards fuid zero before. 
Tliis dimuny variable corresponds to a consmnption tax liike in April 1997 
that induced a sliift in the consumer price index. Wo argue tliat it may be 
preferable to exjilicitly take tliis i>articular tax hike into account in oiu short 
sfimple where little movement in the price le\el Is generally" obscrv'able, mak
ing the sliift in the scries rather prominent. For I long Kong, a sliift diumny 
\’imal)lc obtaining the \alue of 1 from 1998Q3 onwards was included. At 
tliis time, iiLstability caused by the Asian crisis induced a rapid fiUl in the 
iniiation rate.

Mlssjdeification and stability' tests for the rcxluced fonn suliset VAR mcxl- 
els are listed ui Apidiidix D. We ixirfornied the Portmanteau and LM-tests for 
residual autocorrelation, the Jai*(iue-Rcra test for nonnonnality' and ARCII- 
LM tests to detret ixissible ARCH effects in model rtisiduiUs. Neither of 
the two tests for autix^orrelation, nor the one for ARCffI eifects suggest con- 
c:em about model f«Uxiiuu\y; only' in the case of China do \vc find evidence 
of ARCH in the third eciuatioii at a 5% significance level. Since the as- 
y'lnptotic properties of VAR-estimators are not dependent on the nonnalitv 
assimijition, the finding of nonnonnality' in the Jar(iue-Bera tciit nmy' be of 
miiiiir importance for our puriioscs. In the case of Jaixm, we iulditionally' 
Idrfomitxl linearity' tests as proixised by' Tcrilsvirta (1991, 2001), where the 
lineiuity' hy'ixithcsis was tiTstixl agiiiust a smooth transition regni^sion iiuxlel. 
Tliesii tests can Ixi justified on the basis of the possible nonline^ir behaviour 
of tlui interest rate near the zero floor, w th  the cavont that with integraUxl 
variables the \alidity' of the tests is iiroblematic. We conducted the tests on 
encli of the four equations of the VAR model. In order to avoid singularity' of 
the moment matrix, v'c set the detenninlstic tenns to only' apj)car linearly'; 
similarly', whenever outjiut, i>rices and the exchange rate wem usixl as ex
ogenous \’ariabl(is these ^\'erc restricted to appem linearly', I I uls we assumii 
that it is indeed the interest rate that Ixdiavcs in a nonlinciir nuumer. The 
nominal interest rate was m^cordingly' iLsed as the transition \(Uiable from 
one regime to another. Only' for the price le\'el equation did we find w'eak 
e\id(ince of nonlinenrity' when the nominal interest rate at the fourth lag v'as 
iLsed as the traiLsition \ariable, but even then linearity' could not be rcjcxded 
at 1% level. In the case of the other three cfiuations, we could not reject the 
null hy'iiotlKiSLs of linearity' for any' of the four lags of our transition \-iu:iabk*, 
justify'iiig the use of our linciir model.*^

These results are available from the author upon request.
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No concern about the stability of our estimated model was revealed by 
the CUSUM test, based on the cumulative sum of model residiuvls, as the 
test statistic ne\'er crosses the critical hnes in an}" of the model ciiiiations 
for the tlurec economies either at 1% or 5% significance kwels. IIow"(iver, it 
may be prudent to take such e\’idence at a descriptive \alue only for Jajmn 
and Hong Kong; as our \’ariables w"ere foimd to be integra tcxl of order one in 
luiit root testing and aj)f>ear in undifTcrenced form in the s}"stem for these 
two economies, the \alidit}" of the CUSUM*t}pe tests ls not certain (s(hì 
Ltltkepolil, 2004). Despite the short sample and a liigh lag order, tlie Chow 
forecast test can be usckI in order to ewduate the stability of the estimated 
s}"stems, seardiing through the enthe sample instead of focusing on some 
more arbitrar}" break dates that could be of interest for the mial}"sls. Bi)ot- 
strai)i>ed p-vivlues am attractive in our case, since the apinoxiimitc 
F-distributions of the Chow test statistics ciui be rather poor aj^proxiina- 
tions and lead tt> ver}" liigh rejection raters in small samples, as suggested by 
Candelon and LUtkeiiolil (2001). 1,000 bootstriipping replications were used. 
Stabilii}" of the estimated system was never rejected for Jaiiaii and Cliina at 
a 5% significance level, wliile for Hong Kong smaller />-values were detcxded 
for 3 various brciik dates out of the total nmnber of 27 ttsited break datcis. 
As the majority of our evidence points to stable models, wc proceedixl vvdth 
the estimation of the stnictm al s}'stcms regarding the models as reasonably 
adequate for om anal}"sis.

4.5.1 Japan
For Jaiian, the structural parameter estimates of the A matrix are vvTitten as 
follovv"s. Note that we present the negation of the A matrix (the - A matrix), 
as interiiretation of the contemporaneous coefficients is t'asier tins wa}'; a 
IKjsitive coefficient on the price level in the monctar}" i>olicy rcivction function 
then elfectively con’esponds to an increase in interest rates in resiionse to a 
jirice hike, for example.

-A=

- 1 0 0 0
-0.0033
(0.0401) - 1 0 0

0 8.6899
(13.4398) - 1 0

-0.7867
(0.8477)

-1.6259
(2.99S2)

0.0171
(0.0314) - 1

The as}inptotic standard errors are reported in ¡mrenthcises, wliilc the
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¡)ciramcter estimates for the B matrix for all tlirec economies arc presented 
in Appendix E. A formal likelihood ratio test dot^s not reject the overiden- 
tifjTiig restrictioas; the test statistic is x^(l) =  0.04 with a />-\’ivlne of 0.85. 
Wliereas the point estinmtcs of the conteinporaiKious imixicts ma}' not be of 
considerable interest, their signs could nevertheless be worthy of discnssion. 
Price level obtains the expecUxl ¡wsitive sign in the monetar}' policy reac
tion function (cocillcient on -aso)- A i)rice slux:k leads to an instantancons 
exchange rate deprcK-iation (-a42)* A contractioiiai^' monetar}' ¡xdicy shock 
similarly leads to a yen ajipríxuation (-a.«), as exi>ccted. Two coimterintii- 
itivc instantimix>iis imi)acts arc an exchange rate cleprc'ciation in rc î>onse to 
an output shock (-a4i) and the negative effect on the price level of mi output 
shock The finding of cixchange rate dejm'ciation in resixiiise to an
output slicxh is less surjirising though, if some of the rec*ent fluctuations in 
the yciii nominal cxclumge rate fire coiLsidered. Even i\ith the slowdown in 
the Jajiancise economy and the onset of deflation, the yen appreciated no- 
tfibly in 1995; similarly, a rapid acceleration in cx*onomic grow'th in 199G w'as 
accrompankxl by exciifinge rate depnxiation. Ovc^rall, \w. olisc r̂i'e that the 
rcisixHisc« most!}' obtain the expected signs but with ejuite liniitcxl statisti
cal significance. More infonnation could then Ixi derivixl from a stnictural 
impulse rcisix)iLse anal}'sLs. laking iichantagc of the IxdtcT small smiijile proi>- 
cu'tiiw of lxx)tstrap c:onfidcnce intervals in comiKirison with other as}inptotk; 
methodologies, Hall bcxitstrai) ¡icrcentile 95% confidence intervals were uscxl 
to illustrate })aranieter uncertainty, liiis  particailar approiich additioiifilly 
Ixuiefits from a built-in bifis adjustiiKíiit (see Benkwit/ ct al., 2001). Re- 
sjx)iLses u]> to 20 cpiarters iilicwl wore considenxl, nsing 5,000 lxx)tstrai)¡)ing 
rc'plications.

We maini}' disciLss here the resixjnses to exdiiuigc rate' find monetar}' jx)!- 
ic}' (iritcTcst rate) shocks, as they are of primar}' intercist to our analysis. The 
impicts of these shocks are depicted in Figure 5 below', with the monetfir}' 
jxilicy and exchange rate .shoc-ks in the left and right columiLS rcisixotively. 
An apiircoiation slwxk in the nominili effective exchmige rate Ic'̂ ids to fi filli 
in real outiiut, with a statLstically significant im¡)act. Intcrcistingl}', the same 
sh(x:k cansen a significimt fall in the price level. It should be noted, how'ever, 
that the magiutude of the imj)act of the exchange rate shock on ¡irices a p  
jxiars to I x j  cpiite low; the ix)int estimates of the impulse responses suggoit 
that a one percent increase in the nomiiifil cffcx'tiv'e exchange rate would low'cr 
the price level by Ciiily 0.02 ixTcent. TliLs nuiximiun imixict is obtained after 
5 ejuarters have j)fi.ssed fiom the .shock. Interestingly, this estimate for the 
exchange rate ¡xi-ss-tlirough is identical to the one foimd b}' Ffiniqee (2001) 
for the euro area - an ec-onom}' with a similar!}' low' degree of opeiuiess as
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that of Jai>an. Fiirthermore, our result is identical to the one Gagnon and 
Ilirig (200-1) for Japan during 1981-2003, wliile Ito ct al. (2005) suggc^sted 
an even lower coefficient (0.01). However, neither of these two estimates for 
Japan wfus statistically significant.

The impact of an excliange rate shock on the interest rate is iiegati\'c 
in the short-run, then turning positive, but the imi>act is never statisticallj^ 
significant. The negative impact witnessed in the short nm is cxiiwUxl, 
as fui excliange rate appreciation is contraetionarj" from a domestic: ixilicy 
view^x)int and would likely be met by a lower interest rate by the monetary 
authorities. However, the fact tha t tliis does not hai>j)en in the long nm 
during our estimation sample could result from the zero interest rate; floor 
and the limited movements in the interest rates caiLsed by the zcn> l)cnuid. 
Intercïitinglj', the yen lias appreciated even in the middle of the Jaixinese 
rœcïssion - Bemanke (2000) argued that such mo\'ements suggest anticipation 
by speculators of an even greater deflation rate and yen apprcx:iation in the 
fiitiue. The effects of an exchange rate depreciation in the ’Toolinoof way” 
suggesUxi by Svensson (2001, 2003) worked through both a higher volume 
of exixirts and import prices, and by increasing the inflation cxixx:tatioiLs of 
the i)ri\ate sector. Our results indicate that all these channels arc opc:rativc 
in the Jaixinese economy, with the caveat tliat expectations are not c:aj)tured 
b^’’ om* system; we nevertheless obtain the result of an actual fall hi the price 
level as a  response to an exchange rate appreciation.
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Figme 5. Impulse rcspoiist« of outjMit y, ¡wices p, interest rate i and 
nomiiifU clfective cxcliange rate licer to a  stnictiural monetar^' ix>lic>' shock 

(left colmnn) and aii exchange rate shock (right colmnn), Japan.

As would be prctlicted by Keynesian mo<kiLs with i:>rice-wage inertia, but 
also by liquidity mcxlels with flexible prices and wages (see Cliristiano and 
Eichenlmmn, 1992, for a closcxl-ei^onoiny setu])), a  contractionary’̂ monctarj’̂ 
IX)lic3' shock leads to a significant fall in real output. In accordanc-e ^\dth the 
assiunption of a tnuisitoiy' cflcx;t of a nionetiuy contniction, output retmiLs 
slo\\'l,y to its pre-sliock level. There is no price [)uzzlc in oiu* system; the price
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level dedines significantly in response to an interest rate shock.”" Tliis could 
be Ulken as evidence that onr identified monetary' policy shocks are truly 
exogenous in the sense suggested by Kim and Roubini (2000); we ought not 
witness a price level increase if the monetar}' contraction is not a s}'stematic 
response to some other shock (such as an oil price shock or other t}pe of 
inflationär}' pressure). Due to the model structure, a  ix)sitive shcx;k to the 
nominal interest rate represents a  monetary contraction also defined in terms 
of the real rate, as the price level is not affected during the period of the 
shock. The real interest rate, which of course ultimately imittcrs for aggregate 
demand, remains jx^rsistently positiv'e after the period of the shock, for no 
])rice puzzle arises. The increase in the retium of domestic assets leads to 
an cxcliange rate appreciation wdiidi is persistent and (lualifits as delayed 
overshfxiting.

How would the results look if exchange rate stabilization was included 
as one of the objectives in the (contemix)rancous) monetar}' jxdicy reaction 
fimction for Ja|>an, as described in the methodolog}' section? Firstl}', the signs 
on all the prev'ioiis coefficient estimates in the structm al jxvrameter matrix 
A were found to remain robust. Fiuthcr, the coefficient on the excluuige 
rate (-a,-ì4) in the interest rate equation obtained a negative (but statistically 
insignificant) sign; as exjxicted, a contraetionar}' movement in the exchange 
rate is met b}' a fall in the interest rate. Tlie structural imi)uLse r<isj>onses to 
monetar}' policy and exchange rate shocks with the alternative identification 
scheme arc dei^icted in Appendix F. The onl}' notable difference is the low'cr 
statistical significance of the impact on prices of an exchange rate shock a t a 
5% level; otherwise no major differences betw'een the results }ielded b}' the 
tw'o models are observed. Using a 10% significance level instead, a statisti
cally significant iinjiact w'as obtained dining 3 of the 20 ciuartei-s examined. 
Such a finding nevertheless suggests some caution when considering the fca- 
sibilit}' of a strateg}' to iLse the exchange rate in order to tiscajxi from the 
liciuidity traj).

In sum, both the interest rate and, to a less significant extent, the cx- 
chimge rate chaimels fire foimd to be operative in the Jai>anese economy 
during the period when interest rates declined tow^ard the zero boimd and 
deflation took hold of the economy. The potency of the mteri«t rate channel 
is interesting, as movements in the nominal interest rate hav'e been rather 
limited and close to the zero low'cr bound. Our findings can be seen as

■ "Price puzzle generally refers to the response of the inflation rate rather than that of 
the price level; nevertheless, the response of prices in our system indicates that we have 
indeed identified a contractionary monetary policy shock.
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sui>porting those of Ahcame et cd. (2002) who examined the Jaixmcse expe
rience \\ith  deflation in order to draw implicatioiLS for policy. The authors 
argued that there is little eridcnce of moncUir}'’ policy" liaring been inelfective 
in the early 1990s to ward off deflationar>" tendencies. Si)ecificall> ,̂ a more 
aggressive ¡xjlicy stance to fight deflation may lifive been beneficial still in 
1993.“̂  Indeed, in Januarj^ 1993 - two years after the start of onr estima
tion sample - the ovcmiglit imcollaterized call rate still stood at 3.9%, w th  
aimual inflation miming at 1.2%. In similar vein, McCallnm (2003) foimd 
that a comparison lx;tween the interest rates prescribed b3̂ a Tajdor nile and 
the actueil \Tvliies for the overnight call rate make the BOJ’s policy appear 
tight during 1993Q1-1998Q1. The finding of the ix)tcnc3̂ of the interest rate 
channel would sui)port a strateg}^ to kwip nominal interest rates a t zero and 
coimnitting to such strategy^ far into the future even when inflation eventu
ally starts to increase», as suggested hy Eggertsson and Wcxidford (2003) and 
Jimg, Teraidslii and Watanabe (2001). Mortxwer, ailditional stimulus could 
be implenumtcd tlirougli negative intercist rates hy taxing currencj', in line 
with arguments b}̂  Buiter and Panigirtzoglou (2003) and Goodfriend (2000). 
Sudi imi^Ucations for the Jajxuiese ticonomy have been further discus.scd in 
a closed eĉ onoinĵ  sctuji (without inchuling an exdiange rate chmmel) in oiu* 
previous work (Melirotra, 2005).""̂

Emall.y, it is important to note that the results can be seen as weakly' 
supportive of a strategj^ of iLsing the exchange rate cliamiel in order to escai)c 
from the lic|iiidity traj), in line with suggestions by' Svnnsson (2001, 2003). 
Tills case, liow'ever, can only' be nmdc on the basis of the eifiicts of the 
exchange rate shocks in our .sy stem, not on the bivsis of the structure of the 
model itself. In our system, exdiange rate shocks could just arise in the 
foreign exchange market without being dclilxirately' controlled liy' the (central 
Ixuik. It is also imixirtant to keeji in mind that if the cxdiimge rate w'as 
iiicludixl in the (contemporaneous) c;eiitral liank reaction function, the eifwt 
of the exdiange rate on prices w'as only of Ixirderlini» significance at a 5%

‘“'^The model simulations by A bearne et al (2002) suggested that if short-term rates liad 
b(^n lowered by another 200 basis points anytime between 1991 and early 1995, deflation 
could have been avoided.

‘^Monetary policy shocks are found to affect output and prices more quickly in our 
system including the exchange rate than in tlie closefl-econoiny setup for Japan con.sidered 
previou.sly in Melirotra (2005). This is likely to be the outcome of the different dynamics 
that the inclusion of a variable capturing (partly) external influences in the Jalbanese 
economy brings about. Indeed, we observe a similar outcome comparing tlie results of the 
two models (including and excluding the exchange rate) presented in Miyao (2000). The 
result couki also be seen to suggest that the exchange rate channel is of importance for 
Jajian and should be considered in the macroeconomic modelling of this economy.
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le\’el. But perhaps the biggest reason for caution Is the low excliange rate 
I>ass-througli to consmner prices suggested by our analysis. Moreowr, the 
impact is spread through time. The strategy" proposed by McCallum (2000, 
2003) where the central bank follows a rule for the exchange rate is more 
difficult to justify on the basis of om* model - again due to the interpretation 
of the interest rate equation as a tyi>e of central bank reaction function. The 
nominal effective exchange rate in our model is an asset price that was allowed 
to react contemporaneously to new information in terms of output, prices and 
interest rates; to the extent that movements in the exchange rate reflcicted 
centrili bank interventions in the foreign excliange market, a McCallmn-type 
rule could be implicitly supported by om results as well.

Our empirical results regarding the exdiange rate shocks differ from those 
of Miyao (2000) who fomid that an appreciation shock (defined hi tenns of the 
nominal circcti\'e exchange rate - similarly to oiu mcxlcl) led to an increase 
in Japanese output, wliile the system did not include a price variabili of any 
kind. The stud}’’ therefore did not provide evidence about the possibilit}’’ of 
using the exdiange rate channel to induce a positive cliange in the price level, 
ew n if the impact tlirough the output channel did not sciem to be operative in 
the direction suggested by the theoretical literature. Morsink and Bayomni 
(2000) also reported an inclusion of the excliange rate in their VAR system 
to frcciuently }ield per\"crse results, sudi as positive output resixmsc to an 
exchange rate appreciation. Kwon (1998) found a depreciation shock to the 
yen-dollar exchange rate to cause a  fall in output, but an increase in consumer 
prices. In the work by Andrade and Dhino (2005), a  depreciation shock to 
the rea/ effective exdiange rate (or the rate of deviation from its PPP \alue), 
was foimd to lead to a  fall in inflation - again contrasting with the feasibility 
to depreciate the yen in order to escape from the liquidity trap."^

4.5.2 Hong Kong

For Hong Kong, the structural parameter estimates for the A matrix are 
written as follows (consistently with the approach for Japan, we present the 
coefficients from the -A matrix to facilitate their interpretation).

"^Of course, with limited controllability of the price level, the rea l exchange rate cannot 
be completely managed by the central bank. Thus, if the exchange rate is used as an 
instrument to fight deflation, the nominal exchange rate is the variable of interest.
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-A=

- 1 0 0
0.0067

(0.0414) - 1 0

0 0 - 1
-0.3739 —0.5675 0.0040
(0.1438) (0.4784) (0.0060)

-13.2062
(23.2792)

- 1

Tlic as}T:ni)totic standard errore are reix)rted in parentheses. Tlie likeli- 
lioixl ratio test does not reject tlic over-identif;ying restrictions in the case 
of Hong Kong either (the test statistic >ields X '^ ( l)  = 0.64, with a p-valiie 
of 0.12). As in the case of Jaixm, we confirm the limited significance of the 
instiuitaiieous impacts in our ŝ ^̂ stem. Tlie imi>act resix>ase of the i)rice level 
to a shock in real output Is {xisitivc (coefficient on -a2i). Interest rate falls 
in response to a shock in the nominal eirecti\'c exchange rate (-a34). Simi
larly, the (occhange rate appreciates in resi>onsti to a contrae tionarj' monetary" 
policy shock (-a43) mid falls following a positive output shock (-ÌI41) and a 
price shock (-a42). Therefore, most of the instmitaneoiis imimcts have the 
expected signs, even if one should note tliat indeiiendent monetary" policy 
in tills economy Is restricted due to the currency Ixiard arrangement. Next, 
we prcx*.«xl to examining the d>Tiamics in the context of impulse resjxiiLsti 
analysis. The effects in the sj'stem of cxdiange rate and monetar}' policy 
(interest rate) shocks are dcjMcted Ixüow in Figure G.
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Figure 6. Impulse rcsix>ases of output y, prices p, interest rate i and 
nominai effective exchange rate necr to a structmal inonetarj’̂ iM)licy shock 

(left column) and an exchange rate shock (right column), Hong Kong.

An ai^preciation shock in the nominal effective exchange rate leads to 
a fall in real output, and similarly to the finding for Japan, the effect is 
significant, hnportfintly, an excliange rate shock also leads to a significant 
fall in the price level. It is of interest that the maximmn point estimate 
of the j>ass-tlirougli to consmner prices during 20 quarters amoimts to 0.77, 
significantly liigher than in the ense of Jajxm. The high j>ass-tlirough is 
likely to result from the extremely open nature of the Hong Kong txionomy. 
Our finding is consistent with the result by Parsley (2003) who found a one-
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to-ouc pass-tlirougli from the nominal exchange rate to Ilong Kong import 
pric(¥i. The effect of the excliange rate shtKik on the intertiit rate Is iiegatiw 
in the short nm but rapidly timis pcjsiti\'e. Under a currency boiird, the 
intends t rate adjiLsts to keej) the excliange rate Ixi tween the US and Hong 
Kong dollar constant and should not roiict to thci ciffcc‘ti\'e exchange rate; it 
therefore aiipears difficult to explain wliy an effective e-xchaiige rate shock 
leads to a change in interest rates. However, as the Hong Kong interest rate 
follows the US rate, the fact that the nominal eflwdive exchange rate of the 
Iloiig Kong dollar is entirely detennincxl outside of Hong Kong may produce 
such a comitcrintuitive positive imixict in the long nm. The effects of a 
contractionaiy^ monetary ixilicy shock apjxiar (juite plairsible. An interest 
rate shock leads to a significant fall in reni output. Again, no evidence of a 
price puzzle is detected in our system, for \vc witness a significant decline in 
the price level in resjKinsc to a  monetary' ¡xilicy shotk. lliis  suggests that a 
monetar}^ contraction also takes jilace in tenns of the reid interest rate. The 
incuiasc in the return of donuistic assets Iciids to an initial exchange rate 
apiireciatioii but the exchange rate depr<KÌates in the long nm.

Here it should be (miiihasiziid that the exercise conceniing the Hong Kong 
SAR is somewhat ctoimterficctual, as the ciurency bomcl arrangement doc« 
not make it jiossible for tliis economy to influence its nominal cifcxdivc ex- 
diange rate in order to induce a ¡lositive cliange in the i)iice lewl. In that 
sciiLse, we arc imablc to coiiuneiit dircxdly on the desirability of a stratcig^y 
to dcijreciate the Hong Kcnig dollar in order to c:oimtciract deflationar}’’ ten- 
dcuicies. However, the results should be seen in liglit of emphasizing the 
iinix)rtanco of intcnuil vs. extenial influence« on the de^xiopinent of Hong 
Kong cxuismner price«. Additionally, they could iiidii-cictl.y jield inferences 
alx)ut the uscffuhiess of the c!urrcnc.y board arriuigemcnt in an environment 
of falling j)riccs.

In terms of the inoiietaiy policy shock, the fact that the rcsiioiLscs of the 
I)ricc and output \'iU‘iabk« have the exjxxited ai)jx'manc‘es does not mcian, of 
cx)urse, that the ix)licy implied by the US dollar peg wxnild have been suitable 
for Ilong Kong diuing the clLsinflationar}’’ and deflationicry era. Rather, it is 
ciuite prolmble that fm independent monetar}' jxilicy would liave rcsix)ndcxl 
more strongly to falling prices with the interest rate instnunent. E\idence 
of tliis is prodded in Table 1 below', in the fonn of amiual inflation and the 
.‘kmontli interest rates used in the study, for different ixiints in time for lx)th 
Ja{)an and Hong Kong. Note tliat as the Jaj>anc«e cousiuner jirice inflation 
recordcxl a low' negative value in early 199G, the 3-inonth CD-rate stood at 
0.5G%. hi contrast, with an annual inflation rate of -1.03% prevailing in the
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Hong Kong economy in early 1999, the 3-month rate wììs at 6.50. Moreover, 
with a rate of inflation of -5.29% one j^ear later, the nominal interest rate 
stiU amounted to 5.94!

Time Japan Hong Kong
Inflation 3-month rate Inflation 3-month rate

1995M1 0.48 2.33 10.35 7.44
1996M1 -0.50 0.56 6.59 5.63
1997M1 0.51 0.53 6.29 5.56
1998M1 1.81 0.95 5.42 11.38
1999M1 0.20 0.69 -1.03 6.50
2000M1 -0.79 0.12 -5.29 5.94
2001M1 -0.40 0.48 -1.50 5.13

Table 1. Annual inflation rates and 3-month rates of interest, Ja]>an and 
Hong Kong
The contribution of the currency board to the deflationary episode has 

bw n somewhat downplayed by the Hong Kong Monetary^ Authority (2002). 
It was argued, however, that about lialf of the faU in the CPI can be at
tributed to a collapse of property prices tha t feed directly or indircictly to 
the CPI; it Is also this part that is more likely to l>e influenced by domes
tic monetar^' conditions than cyclical factors, for example. Interestingly, 
Gerlach-Krlsten (2004) used coimterfactual simulations to study whether a 
Taylor-t37Xi interest rate nile or a reaction function in tenns of the effective 
excliange rate would liave produced different outcomes for the Hong Kong 
economj" during 1990-2002. It ŵ as found th a t the inflation trajectories ma>" 
have been different; deflation would have been less se\'ere imdcr a Ta}lor-nilc, 
wliile economic output would liave been hardlj" affected."^’

4.5.3 China
For Cliina, the structural parameter estimates for the A matrix are wnitten 
as follows (in accordance with the approadi for the tŵ o other economies, we 
present the coefficients from the -A matrix to  facilitate their interpretation, 
with the asjTnptotic standard errors in parentheses):

Lin and Lee (2002) examined the small open economies of Hong Kong and Taiwan (the 
latter with an exchange rate system of a managed float), and argued that macroeconomic 
performance was not systematically related to exchange rate regimes.
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■ A=

- 1 0 0 0
-8.8201
(4.8905) - 1 0 0

0 0.0069
(0.0560) - 1 0

-0.0689 0.0003 -0.0038 - 1(0.0938) (0.0019) (0.0034)
The likelihood ratio test for over-identifying rtistrictions does not suggest 

a rejection of oiu' model, as the test statistic is foimd to be \^ (1) == 0.56, 
with a p-value of 0.45. Similarly to the ca.se of I long Kong and Jaj^m, most 
of the iiLstantaiKH)iLs iini)ac4s in our system are not statistically siginficant 
at conventioiiíü levels. TIkí impiwt rtiSi)oiLSo of inflation to a shock in reíd 
output is negative (coeflicient on -a^i). As exixicUxl, the intertist rate is 
fcniiid to increa.sc in nisjxnise to a shock in the hiflation rate All the
cont(unix)nuK'oiLs rt^ijionses of the exciimige rate are cf)miierintuiti\'e in th(i 
case of Cliina; the nominal (ixciiange rate is found to deprt'ciate in rt̂ ix>iLS(i 
to an oiitjmt shock (-a,ii) and similmly to a (xmtractioniiry monetary jxdicy 
slunk (-a^3). Moreover, it is foimd to aiijinKiate foUomng a price sluxk (-a.12). 
Even if the significance of all the contemixinuieoiLS slux'ks is very' limited, 
such an outcome ('ould well follow from the (^hiñese regime of capitili controls, 
imikiiig the (purely external) exchange rate niowments (hsconncoUxl from the 
domestk; etonomy'.

More e\idciice about the dynamic interaction betw«’ii the wiriabk« is ol>- 
taiiuxl from impulse resixuLse analy'sis, conducttxl in an identical fasliion tij 
the two otiuT economies. We depict the impulsi« to exchange rat,e and mon
etary ixdicy (interc«t rate) shoc^ks in I'igiu'e 7 Ixilow. As the midinly4ng series 
in our estimated VAU sy'stiiin apjxiar in first dilferenc-es, all the iniixilses have 
been accuinulatwl to afford the rele\ant n«i>oiLse in levels. Note, hovsever, 
that the price n«ixjiLse is the one of the amiual inflation rates, so that the 
dynamics are not fully comixirable to those of Jaj>an iuul Hong Kong. Given 
tlui regulatixl imture and the small movements in the interest rates in Cliina, 
(«jxeially' considering the reexmt deflationary' ejiisode, it is finite rcmaikiible 
that the r<«ponses to monetary' policy' shocks me consistent with conventional 
perceptions of such shocks - Ixith output and the inilatioii rate ffül. Ilow'cver, 
the impact on prices is only' borderline significant at a 5% lev'cl. Simihuly', 
the negative imixict on output is no longer signiíicíuit after 7 months have 
Iiassfxl since the shock. Such a fast imijact of a monetaiy' ]x>licy' shock on 
output in our sy'stem is somewhat worrying, even if the signs of the shocks 
provide evidence that w'c have indf'cxl idenlificxl a contractionary' monetary'
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policy shock in the Chinese economy. The limited significance obser\'cd at a 
5% level could simply illustrate the fact that interest ratios have not eiijo^'cd 
the status of prominent monetary" policj" iiLstnmients hi the Cliinese context. 
Tliis arises even if the PBoC has been increasingly reliant on the adjnstment 
of intercist rates to adiieve stabilization, as pointed out by Zhang and Wan 
(2002). The authors estimated Euler equations to examine the eifatts of 
Chinese monetai^" polic3" on the consumption of households, and neverthe
less found inflation rates to be more rele\ant than nominal interest raU« in 
determining consumption.
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Figure 7. Iinpiilse rosj>oascs of output y, fumual inllatioii rate Ap, interest 
rate i fuid nominai eifectivo excliange rate nccr to a structural monetar^' 

¡)olic3̂ shock (loft coliunii) iuid an cxcliangc rate shock (right cohunn),
Cliina.

\Vliile an apprcxiiation shock in the nominai eflective exchange rate leads 
to a fall in the inflation rate, the i>oint estimate suggests that a one percent 
appreciation in the nominal effective cxcliange rate would lead to a fall in the 
inflation rate hy onl>̂  O.OG percentage points (obtained when 8 months haw 
jxtóstxl from the shock). Moreover, the effect Is not statlsticallj’’ significant. 
A coimtcrintuitive finding Is the effect of the exchange rate shock on output, 
as real GDP is foimd to increase. Tliis could be due to a number of factors.
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The contractionary^ Ìm{jact of the renminbi appreciation (in nominal eifcctivc 
tenns) <x)iild be offset by an accommodative monetary^ l^>licy, for wc? witness 
a fall in the interest rate as a result of an exchange rate shock. Moreover, 
the shock could provide a boost for the importing sector chic to hwcr im
port jirices - the annual inflation rate is indeed foimd to fall. IIowevtT, wc 
consider it most likely that the capital controls in the Cliinese economy  ̂have 
to some extent insulated the domestic non-fmanciivl sector from changes iii 
the nominal effective exchange rate. Such a finding Is inter(«ting in the con
text of the vocal demands for Cliinese renminbi appreciation most notably^ 
by" the US - w"e find that sudi a measure maŷ  actually lead to an increase in 
the Cliinese output, even if notliing is of course suggested aljout the impact 
on the Cliinese-US trade balance,“' Finally", the impact of a (contractionary 
monetary" policy shock on the nominal exchange rate is of interest. In the 
context of a theoretical model, Sim find Ma (2005) suggest«! that a den^gu- 
laUxl market intencst rate could work as an automatic stabilizer to alleviate 
part of the renminbi appreciation prccssurc - possibly" sustaiimig tluc fixed ex
change rate rcgime and increasing the efficiency of the Ixinking sy"stem, Tliis 
argument would Ixi supjiorted by our empirical results to the extent that a 
fall in the nominal interest rate Is found to lead to a  statistically significant 
reimiinbi depreciation (obtained by" rcvemiiig the sign of the intencst rate 
shock in Figure 7),

dlie degrtK! of robustness for our results for Jaiian w"as already" iimcsti- 
gated by considering an alternative identification scheme w"hcrc tlwc moii- 
elaiy authority was assiuncd to contcmixirancoiLsly" react to th(? nominal 
eiftxctive exclifmge rate. For the tw"o other economics, robiLstness t(ists were 
piufomicd by considering a simple reciu'sive identification scheme. Ajijxindix 
F depicts the rtsspoiLses to monetai^" pohey and exchange rate shocks, with 
the iff terna tive model structures. For Hong Kong, there is a slight chiuigc 
in the structural j>arameter estimates of the A matrix when the Cholesky" 
d(X'omi)osition is used, as the nominal effective exchange rate Is now foimd 
to depreciate following a positive shock to output. The coefficient on output 
in the monetary" policy" reaction function is found to be positive, while that 
on the price level is comiterintuitively" negative. Tins is likely" to reflect the 
fact tliiit the Hong Kong interest rates are determined endogenously" with
out considering the local economic enviromnent in terms of output or price 
diiveiopmcnts. Of course, the Hong Kong business cy"ck^ may" lie coiTclaUxl 
with those of the US - tliis w"oiffd in effect explain the posithxi coefllcient ol>

"""In contrast, Yang and Tyers (2001) suggested on the basis of model siinulalions that 
had the yuan been floated during the Asian financial crisis, GDP growth woukl have been 
faster.
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taincxl for the oiitptit \’ariable in tlie reaction function. The model dynamics 
in the impulse response analysis for Hong Kong appear robust to an alter
native identification sdieme. The predousl^' obtained structural parameter 
estimates for the A matrix remain robust with a Choleskj’̂ decomposition for 
Cliiiia. Tills Is not suriiiising, as the beiiclimark system for tliis economj'^ is 
already recursi\e with one over-identifying restriction. Moreover, the output 
\ariable, iiô v unrestricted, obtains the exi>ected jx)sitive ccxifficient in the 
monetary j>olicy reaction function. Finally ,̂ as in tlui case of Hong Kong, the 
mcxlel dynamics in the context of an inijiulsc resixuLse analy^sis remain robiLst 
to the different identification sdieme.

4.5.4 Forecast Error Variance Decomposition for the 
Three Economies

Li order to examine the imiiortance of different shocks on the price level 
(inilation rate in the case of Cliina), wn used the forecast error \‘ariancc 
decomposition (seci lircitimg ct a/., 2001). The procedure calculates the con
tribution of one \ariable to the forecast error \ariance of another \ariable 
h periods ahead. As w'e are mainly interested in the contributions of the 
\iirioius stnictural shocks on jirices, ŵe display only'' those shocks in Table 2 
below. In discassing the results of this cixcrclsc, it must be kept in mind that 
(«timation uncertainty^ is not Uickled in the procixlure.
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Country Horizon shock y shock p 
(Ap for Cliina)

shock i shock necr

Japan 1 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00
4 0.20 0.68 0.08 0.04
8 0.13 0.32 0.39 0.16
12 0.25 0.22 0.38 0.15
16 0.32 0.18 0.37 0.14
20 0.32 0.16 0.37 0.14

Hong Kong 1 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00
4 0.35 0.57 0,03 0,01
8 0.53 0.28 0.07 0.12
12 0.43 0.16 0.19 0.22
16 0.38 0.12 0.23 0.27
20 0.35 0.10 0.26 0.29

China 1 0.03 0.97 0.00 0.00
4 0.03 0.93 0.03 0.01
8 0.03 0.93 0.03 0.01
12 0.03 0.93 0.03 0.01
16 0.03 0.93 0.03 0.01
20 0.03 0.93 0,03 0.01

Table 2. Proportions of forecast error in the consmner price index (Jaj)an
and Hong Kong), and in the annual inflation rate (China).
Regarding Japan, we can see that monetary policy shocks, measurexi by 

shocks to the interest rate, are dominating the shocks in the consmner price 
index in the long run. The proportion of inflationary shocks in the forecast 
error \ariance of consumer prices is ver^’̂ liigh in the short run, but greatl>  ̂
declines over time. In contrast, the importance of exchange rate shocks re
mains relatively coastant, being a t its liighest after tv^o }̂ ears have i>assed 
since the shock. However, little evidence exists to support the argument 
that deflation was predominantly being imported to the Japanese economy. 
For Hong Kong, the results resemble those of Jaxmn. Both monetary" pol
icy and inflationary shocks are found to be quite significant contributors to 
movements in consumer prices, and similari}'’ to Japan, the importance of 
the latter decreases over time. But notably, the imiwrtance of exchange rate 
shocks Is liigh in the long run, being twice as high in magnitude as tliat 
in Japan after 5 years. Table 2 suggests th a t the Cliinese inflation rate is 
mainly determined by inflationary shocks in both the short and long run. 
Conventional monetary policy shocks and shocks to the exchange rate are 
of very little importance, with little variance tlirough time. This is in stark
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contrast to their role dctcctcKl in tlie other t\\'o economies; particularly mon
etary' ixilicy' shocks in Japan mid cxcliangc rate shocks in the case of Ilong 
Kong.

\Miat could explain the relatively liigh importance of the excliange rate 
shocks in Jai>aii in the short nm  (until 2 y'onrs have jiasscd since the shock)? 
Cmni>a and Goldlxirg (2002) foimd tlxat the cxchmige rate jiass-tlirough to 
import pric(is is coiLsidcrably larger for Japiui - a country' wuth a large sliare 
of raw materials and energy' in its imjKirts - tlian for other major industriili 
coimtri(is. In the longer nm however, we find the iinportmice of exchange rate 
shocks to l)e higher in Hong Kong tlmn in Jajiaii, wliich is in line w th  the 
limited insulation properties of fix«l exchange rate regimes agaiiLsl shocks 
to foreign inflation, hi addition, whereas we witnessc'd a negative and sig
nificant imixu-’t on pri(‘cs of iin exchange rate aiijireciation shock for Hong 
Kong, the iini>act for Jujian was only of weak statistical significmicc when 
an iiltemative identification scheme was ilscxI. The iLse of the excliange rate 
channel in Jaixui should then be seen in liglit of increasing inflation cxixx;- 
tiitions and lowering the real cx ante interest rate, as in the theorcticfvl zero 
Ixumd literature, rather than merely' as a way to stimulate ex|x>rts and lower 
iinjxirt jirices, Tliis is even more the case as tlie extent of the piis.s-through 
from Ulti nominal effective exchmigc rate to consmner prices (measurwl in the 
context of imiiulse response anah'sis) \ms fomid to be significantly' lower in 
Jaiian thmi in Hong Kong. Since our estimates of ejcchangc rate j>as.s-tlirongh 
for all three coiuitries arc lugli only in the case of Hong Kong, the results 
could Ixi tiikeii to suggest that exdmiige rate deiiixiciation is most conducive 
to inflation in simili oixm ocoiioraics.

Our results for Hong Kong are also broiuUy' in line with findings by Gcn- 
Ixirg (2003): wc c:onfinne<l the rehitively' lùgli importance of the nominal 
effixlivii I'xchangii rate (detemiiiuxl comiilctcly' outside Iloiig Kong) for the 
lirkxi level in the long run, but also fornici the domestic monetary' conditions 
to play' a relevant role, as witnessed by' the ini|x>rtance of monetary' policy' 
shocks for price movements during the disinflationary' and deflationary' era. 
The Hong Kong Monetary' Authority' (2002) has argued that there is no clear 
ev-idencxi of real interest rates hav'ing a strong influence on current cxix?ndi- 
ture on goods and services in Ilong Kong, ¡lartly' since durable goods arc 
imixirtcxl to the economy'. Our findings of the importance of monetary' jX)!- 
ic’.y' shcxks (defined in terms of the norniiial interest rates though) could be 
scien as contrary' evidence to sudi a daiin.“̂  Of course, due to increased ecx>

“̂ Similarly, Yip and Wang (2002) suggested that the flexibility of the Hong Kong econ
omy - argueti by the proponents of the currency board to be higli - may not be sufficient,
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nomic integration, price convergence betw'een Hong Kong and the Mainland 
could be of importance to our results. Ha and Fan (2001) found eridence 
that up to one fifth of Hong Kong’s deflation could be attributed to sudi 
structural adjustment. If these shocks were represented by the ’’own” infla
tionary^ shocks of our forecast error variance decomposition, then their sluirc 
in our system is rather small in the long nm, amoimting to only 10% after 
five j'ears.

For Cliina, another economy with an exchange rate peg, our rcisults sug
gest a very hmited importance of exdiange rate shodcs in the detennination 
of consumer prices. Tliis finding arises consistently with the low sliare of 
fuel imports and the large share of manufactures in Cliina’s import compo
sition,“” price regulations and, probabl,y more importantly, the existence of 
capital controls that could in principle allow for an independent monetar^' 
policy. Om results are somewhat in contrast with those of Ha et al. (2003) 
who foimd that the value of the renminbi and world prices were imiwirtant 
determinants of long-term price movements in Cliina, with the fomier ex
planatory'^ variable occupying a prominent role during the era of low inflation 
and deflation. But even if the nominal effective exchange rate does not ap- 
j)ear to be a significant factor in our analysis, world prices could still be of 
imix>rtance - these may'̂  actually be captiued by the inflationary shocks them
selves in our system. These shocks are of (perliajis sm^irisingly) ¡uoinincnt 
imix)rtance during our estimation sample, for their share alwa3's accxHuits for 
over 90% of the overall shocks. The limited use of a conventional interest 
rate iustrument in the Cliinese monetary policy framework is relkx^twl in 
the results from our forecast error variance decomposition, where monetary'^ 
¡)olicy shocks account for onl.y a  tiny fraction of the overall movements in 
consumer prices. Our findings, espcciall.y the contrasting results for the two 
economies with fixed exdiange rates, illustrate tliat the institutional and eco
nomic differences ranging far bej'ond the exchange rate arrangement could 
be of major importance.

4.6 Conclusions
Our pai>er set out to examine the role of the interest rate and exchange 
rate channels dming the recent deflation episodes in three closely interlinked
taking into account the high experienced volatility in GDP and export volume growth.

“®In China, the share of manufactures of total imports amounted to 80.2% in 2002, while 
fuel imports stood only at 6.5%.
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economies: Ja]>an, Hong Kong and China. We (istimaUxl an oixjn econ
omy stnictm-al vector autoregressi^'e (SVAR) model with contemix>raneous 
restric t̂ioiLs for the tlireti economicis with different cxciiangc rate regimes and 
monetary" policy arrangements. In Jai>jm and Hong Kong, mi appreciation 
shock in the nominal effective exchange rate leads to a statistically significant 
fall in the price level; how'̂ ever, the impact Is found to be considerably iiigher 
in the latter economy. Similiirly, in both these two economics, the impact 
of the inteiest rate shock on jme^es is rather strong. In contrast, neither 
exchange nor intertist rate shocks significantly inilueiice j)ric:c developments 
in Cliina. l l ic  limited hnix)rtaiic:e of the latter slicx:ks Is hardlj' suriirising, 
as the Cliiiuisc monetar)^ ix)lic;v̂  has iiredominantly oixirated tlirough other 
(aflmiriistrati\'e) ineasuiiis than market-determined interest rates. SimUfirly, 
cajiital i'ontrols in this economy iim,y ha '̂e largely insulatcKl the economy from 
foreign shocks originathig in the exchange rate.

Our results suggest that an ai>i>redation of the nominal effwtive exdiange 
rate could represent a powerful external dcflatioiiaty factor especially in a 
siiiiUl open tK-onomy; alternatively, a depreciation of the currency could pro- 
dele a way te> escaixi from the lie|uielity trap when the ase eif the ceinveuitional 
inteirest nite charmeil Is limitexl. The latter argument Is in line with sug- 
geistions in the thexirctical literature, iierhajis nieist preiminently maele by 
Svensson (2001, 2003). With the pursuit of cmrcncy jxigs in Iloiig Kong 
SAH mid Cliiiia, our results cemceiniiiig the imixiitance eif the nominal cfftx> 
tivti exchmige rate chaimel should be taken as an inferciiec alxmt the role ejf 
extcniiil faelors for jiricc movements in those ex'onomies. It is intere’sting that 
the iiiiiieirtmii’e of monetary' ¡>e)Uc3' shecks for consumer price inoveiiiiciits in 
Hong Kong anel Jaixin Is re^latively liigh during eiiir estiniiition jx^riod when 
short-tenn interest rates have* been closer to or at the zero Ixxuid. In sudi mi 
ciaironmcnt, if ineasurcs to induce negative interest rates are not coiLsiderexl, 
the interest rate dimincl conlel still be eijerativc tlirough an aggixssive mon- 
etar}" erasing before inflation becexiies negative, e>r tlirough the expectations 
eliamiel whereby the central liank commits to keeping interest rates low for a 
ceinsielerablc periexl of time into the future, as suggestcel by Eggertsson miei 
Wexxlfeirel (2003), anel Jimg, Teranishi miei Watanabc (2001).

In a situation where mmiy economies with flexible exchange rates or ael- 
jiLstable i>cgs arc in a licpiidity traj), they emmot similitaneoiLsly elcpreciate 
against erne another. Tills wvis rexcgiiized in the ’’fooliirexif waj"’’ suggesteel 
by SveiLsson (2001, 2003). However, in our casei with the (imaeljiLsted) elollar 
jxigs e)f Ileing Kong and China, Jaixui coulel ineleed eleiircciate its currency 
against the dolliir. Aeimittedly, more active exchange rate management in
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Japan in order to induce a  positive change in the price level might create 
more accusations of ’beggar-thy-neighbour’ policies, especially as the required 
changes in the exchange rates would need to be very large. Finally, our results 
do not yield information about the transmission of monetary' shocks (both in 
terms of the interest and exchange rates) from one economy to another, as 
the nominal effectiw exchange rate takes into account many trading partners 
as an aggregate measure. The extension of the model to allow for a more 
detailed international transmission of interest rate, excliange rate and price 
shocks is left for future research.
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4.7 Appendices
Apixindix A

Data Sources
Tlie following enab les were obtained from the OECD Main Economic: In

dicators Database; Real GDP (Japan), consumer price index (Jai>an, Cliina) 
and the 3-month interest rate on the certificate of deposit (Jaj>an).

The nominal effective exdiange rate for China is from the IFS Dataljase 
(scries IFS.M.921.NECZF.)

Thomson Datastream W’as used as the source for the following scries: 
the 3-month interlmiik rate (Ilong Kong, series IIKINTER3, original source: 
Hong Kong Monetary" Authority); nominal GDP (Cliina, series CIIGDP...A, 
original soiu’ce National Bureau of Statistics of China); average repo rate 
(Cliina, scries CHYREPOA, original source People’s Bank of Cliina); an
nual inflation rate (China, series CHCONPR%F); nominal effective (tnule 
w'cighted) exchange rate (Japan, scries JPQ..NEUE; Ilong Kong, series IIKQ 
..NECE); consumer price index (Hong Kong, series IIKQ&1...F).

The GDP scries for Hong Kong ŵ as obtained from Hong Kong Statlstic.s, 
Census and Statistics Department.

The Cliinese nominal GDP series, the Hong Kong consimicr price index 
and the reed GDP for Hong Kong were seasonally adjusted b)' a C cilsils 
X-11 proccdiue by the author, whereas the consumer price index mid real 
GDP for Jajxui ŵ ere seasonally adjiLsted at the data source. The Cliinese 
nominal GDP was linearly interpolated to monthly observations and deflated 
by the consumer price index in order to obtain an estimate of real output at 
a montlily frequency. The Chinese consumer price index was calculate<l by 
assuming linear growth in consumer prices for the 3’̂ car 1993, setting a value 
of 100 for Januarj' 1993. Monthlj" observations were sulx5equentl.y calculated 
by using the monthly' year-on-year growth rate on consumer prices.
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Figures of Series Used in Estimation

Figm-e: Scries, Japan.
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Figure: Series, Hong Kong.
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Appendix B 
Unit Root Tests

Augmented Dickey-Riller Test, Hong Kong
Series Det. term Lagged differences Test stat.

c 5 (AIC,IIQ.SC) -4.00***
Ay c 0 (AIC,IIQ,SC) -5.32***
y c j 3 (AIC) -3.2.'5*
y c,t 2 (IIQ,SC) -3.20

A^p c, 598(53 3 (A ie, HQ, SC) -1.69
Ap c, S'OSQS 0 (AIC,IIQ,SC) -3.00**
P c,t 3 (AIO, HQ, SC) -2.53

A^neer c 7 (AIC) -3.55***
A^neer c 5 (IIQ,SC) -3,11**
Aneer c 0 (AIC,IIQ,SC) -5.77***
neer ĉ t 3 (AIC) -2.31
neer c,t 1 (IIQ) -1.39
neer c,t 0 (SC) -1.10
AH c 6 (AIC) -2.48
AH c 3(IIQ,SC) -4 07***
Ai c 0 (AIC,IIQ,SC) -9.01***
i c,t 0 (AIC,HQ,SC) -1.83

Note: Price series tested with unit root test with stnictural break (Lanne et 
al, 2002)
Prefix S  denotes date of shift dummy.
* indicates significance at 1 0 % level, ** at 5%) and *** at 1 % level.
The order specification criteria in parentheses: AIC^Akaike, HQ=Hannan- 
Quinn, SC=Schwarz-criteria.
c and i denote constant and trend as deterministic terms, respectively.
All series except interest rates in logarithms.
1991Q1-2004Q3, maximum number of lags set at 10.
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Series Det. tenn Lagged dilfcrences le s t stat.
A^y c 5 (AIC,HQ,SC) *3.22**
Ay c C (AIC,IIQ) *2.97**
Ay c 0(SC) -5.80***
y c,t 6 (AIC,IIQ) -3.31*
y c,t 1(SC) *2.43

A^p c 8 (AIC) -2.16
A'^p c 0 (IIQ,SC) *1.34***
Ap c 2 (AIC) -2.49
Ap c 0 (IIQ,SC) -7,09***
Ap c, I97Q2 2 (AIC) -2.98**
Ap c, m Q 2 0 (IIQ,SC) -7.32***
P c j 0 (AIC,IIQ,SC) -1.66
P c,i,S97Q2 1 (AIC,IIQ) -0.53
P c,i,S97Q2 0(SC) -0.85

A^rieer c 5 (AIC) -2.Ö3*
A?neer c 3 (IIQ) -2.99**
A? neer c 2 (SC) -2.47
Aneer c 0 (AIC,IIQ,SC) -3.20**
ncer c,t 3 (AIC) -2.66
neer cJ 0 (IIQ,SC) -2.06
A ‘H c 1 (AIC,HQ,SC) -2.57*
Ai c 0 (AIC,IIQ,SC) -3.59***
i c, t 1 (AIC,IIQ,SC) -4 36***

Note: Price series ailditionally tested with unit root test with structural break 
(Lanne ct al, 2 0 0 2 ).
Prefixes S  and I denote the dates of the shift 
and impulse dummy variables, resptx:tively.
* indicates significance at 1 0 % level, ** at 5% and *** at 1% level.
The order specification criteria in parentheses: AIC=Akaike, HQ^Hannan- 
Quinn, SC=Schwarz-criteria.
c and f denote constant and trend as deterministic terms, respectively.
All series except interest rates in logarithms.
1991Q1-2001Q2, maximum number of lags set at 1 0 ,
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Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test, China
Scries Det. term Lagged differences d’est stat.
A'̂ 2/ c 10 (AIC,HQ,SC) -‘2.65*
Ay c 5 (AIC,HQ,SC) -7 84***
y c, i 10 (AIC,HQ) -0.11
y c, i 6 (SC) -2.11

c 8 (AIC.IIQ) -0.88
A^p c 2 (SC) -3.29**
A^p c 6 (AIC,IIQ) -1.61
A^p c 0 (SC) -8 71***
A p c,f 0 (HQ,SC) -0.87

A'^neer c 8 (AIC,HQ) -2.01
A^neer c 4 (SC) -3.68***
Aneer c 0 (AIC,HQ,SC) -7 34***
neer c j 1 (AIC,HQ,SC) -1.46
A H c 6 (AIC,HQ,SC) -1.93
Ai c 0 (AIC,HQ,SC) -9.44***
i c j 0 (AIC,HQ,SC) -0.51

* indicates significance at 1 0 % level, ** at 5%) and *** at 1 % level.
The order specification criteria in parentheses: AIC=Akaikc, IlQ=Ilannan- 
Quinn, SC=Sch\varz-criteria.
c and i denote constant and trend as deterministic terms, respectively.
All series except interest rates and the inflation rate in logarithms.
A p  denotes the annual (year-on-year) inflation rate.
1996M1-2001M8, maximum number of lags set at 10.
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Series Det. tenn No. of lags Coiiit. rank Test stat
0 35.46

y, i,p, neer c,t 7 (AIC) 1

2

16.99
9.90

3 0,81
U 33.4Ü

c, t 1 (IIQ, SC) 1 15.92y, i,p, neer
2 5.83
3 0 . 0 1

0 23.58
c,t 7 (AIC) 1 5.11

2 0.44
ü 24.07

c j 1 (IIQ,SC) 1 5.04
2 0 . 0 2

0 12.70
y,i, neer c, t 7 (AIC) 1 5.54

2 0.78
0 16.30

y, i, neer c. t 2 (HQ) 1 4.96
2 0.39
0 13.49

yA. neer c. t 1 (SC) 1 2 . 6 8

2 1.16
{) 23.99

y, p, neer c, t 2  (AlC.HQ) 1 5.84
2 0.08
ü 19.67

y, p. neer cA 1  (SC) 1 8.36
2 0.06
0 19.81

i,p, neer cA 2 (AIC) 1 5.97
2 0.05
U 16.72

neer cA 1 (HQ.SC) 1 5.25
2 0.15

* indicates significance at 10'^, ** at 5% and *** at \/v le^cl, 
c and t denote constant and trend as deterministic terms, respectively. 
Tlie order si>ecification criteria in parentheses (see Appendix B),
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Aiijieudix D
Mlssi^ecification and Stability Tests

Qw 207.92 [0.20]
F L M i , F I A l ^ , F L M i 1.28 [0.21], 1..53 [0.00], 1.01 [0.421

U B ( s l ) , L J B { ^ \ ) ^  1.08 [0.90] 3.81 [0.43]
,4«C’//iA/(16)(eqs. 1, 2, 3, 4) 18.17 [0.31] 18.18 [0.31] 10.12 (0.41] 21.02 [0.181

Hong Kong
Q h 179.97 [0.72]

F L M s . F L A U ^ F L M ^ 1.42 [0.12], 1.23 [0.22], 1..54 [0.11]
L J B ( s ^ ) .  L J B { s i ) 3..59 [0.46] 16.10 [0.00]

A l i C H u , { l 6 ) { e ( p .  1, 2, 3, 4) 11.36 [0.79] 5.93 [0.99] 17.19 [0.37] 20.14 [0.21]
Cliina

Qi& 203.11 [0.77]
56.97 [0.98], 41.61 [0.99], 8.61 [0.93]

L J B { 4 ) , L J B ( s i ) 21.91 [0.00] 17.66 [0.00]
yl7i677iA/(16)(eqs. 1, 2, 3, 4) 18.11 [0.32] 7.33 [0.97] 42.74 [0.00] 11.24 [0.79]

Note; p-values in brackets.
Q denotes the Portmanteau test statistic for autocorrelation,
(F)LM is the Lagrange multiplier type (F) test statistic for autocorrelation. 
LJB is the Lomnicki-Jarque-Bera joint test for norinormality for skewness only 
(.S3) and kurtosis only (54), as in Ltitkepohl (1991).
ARCII-LM is a Lagrange multiplier test for autoregressive conditional 
hetcroskedasticity.
16 lags uscxl for the Portmanteau and ARCH-LM tt'sts, 5, 1 and 1 lags for the 
LM test.
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Stability Tests
CUSUikI tests, 5% significance level

CLrSUM itaiiat'c« icf y jfc.* iTiJittiCi »C' P eqjQtii

CUSUW iliitiaticm f o r  r t

Jajiaii
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l y m i

CLiSUU ttotiatici for y •quafian CUSL)W statistici for p «quctlori

Hong Kong
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CUSUM lUtiitici fix y •guation CUSUM itDtitlict for p «quation

CUSLIM Ptatiitict far ne«r equation

1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

China
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Japan Hong Kong China
break date tes t sta t p-val test sta t p-val break date test stat pwal break date test stat p-vat

1997 0 4 1.6687 0.439 5.2598 0.003 1999 M2 0.0464 0.726 2001 M il 0.5702 0.902
1998 Q1 1.2104 0.61 1.5989 0.117 1999 M3 0.1044 0.703 2001 M l2 0.576 0.902
1998 0 2 1.4267 0.425 1.3963 0.21 1999 M4 0.1449 0.763 2002 Ml 0.6028 0.819
1998 0 3 0.9053 0.846 1.4545 0.154 1999 M5 0.1849 0.783 2002 M2 0.6209 0.82
1998 0 4 0.9784 0.789 1.8553 0.157 1999 M6 0.1915 0.941 2002 M3 0.6021 0.871
1999 01 1.0508 0.689 1.2867 0.371 1999 M7 0.2215 0.931 2002 M4 0.6071 0.854
1999 0 2 1.1511 0.547 1.4894 0.204 1999 M8 0.2729 0.834 2002 M5 0.6208 0.639
1999 0 3 1.24 0.405 1.6191 0.14 1999 M9 0.3073 0.819 2002 M6 0.6177 0.864
1999 0 4 1.1827 0.461 1.635 0.093 1999 MIO 0.3456 0.731 2002 M7 0.6491 0.782
2000 01 0.9362 0.737 1.2175 0.37 1999 M il 0.3771 0.679 2002 MS 0.6648 0.739
1991 0 2 0.927 0.753 1.1169 0.446 1999 M12 0.4128 0.633 2002 M9 0.6866 0.673
1991 0 3 1.0323 0.598 1.0988 0.519 2000 Ml 0.4465 0.565 2002 MIO 0.7195 0.601
1991 0 4 1.0298 0.591 1.2157 0.383 2000 M2 0.4612 0 .579 2002 M il 0,7512 0.49
2001 01 1.0797 0.521 1.2264 0.341 2000 M3 0.4093 0.863 2002 M12 0.7639 0.497
1992 0 2 1.0168 0.595 1.3365 0.221 2000 M4 0.3913 0 .956 2003 M1 0.8011 0.377
1992 0 3 0.7987 0.827 1.4376 0.159 2000 MS 0.4132 0.93 2003 M2 0.7918 0.412
1992 0 4 0.5815 0.974 1.3345 0.216 2000 M6 0.4007 0.968 2003 M3 0.8209 0.405
2002 01 0.6414 0.954 1.4087 0.19 2000 M7 0.3945 0 .984 2003 M4 0.7868 0.446
2002 0 2 0.5388 0.976 1.3708 0.21 2000 MS 0.4174 0.967 2003 M5 0.8506 0.308
2002 0 3 0.5024 0.99 1.5344 0.126 2000 M9 0.4336 0.96 2003 M6 0.7888 0.489
2002 0 4 0.5061 0.972 1.7066 0.056 2000 MIO 0.4551 0.941 2003 M7 0.8337 0.358
2003 01 0.4917 0.974 1.9987 0.015 2000 M il 0.4842 0.899 2003 MS 0.8589 0.306
2003 0 2 0.4965 0.947 2.1111 0.019 2000 M12 0.4694 0.951 2003 M9 0.9168 0.234
2003 0 3 0.5702 0.904 1.7379 0.073 2001 Ml 0.4934 0.942 2003 MIO 0.9398 0.217
2003 0 4 0.7176 0.737 0.8673 0.647 2001 M2 0.5019 0.926 2003 M il 0.9054 0.28
2004 01 0.3074 0.964 1.1452 0.358 2001 M3 0.4832 0.969 2003 M l2 0.8695 0.344
2004 0 2 0.9578 0.51 2001 M4 0.502 0.947 2004 Ml 0.9066 0.302

2001 M5 0.5144 0.934 2004 M2 0.8612 0.37
2001 M6 0.5256 0.948 2004 M3 0.8078 0.455
2001 M7 0.557 0.876 2004 M4 0.8105 0.429
2001 MS 0.5775 0.861 2004 MS 0.9142 0.356
2001 M9 0.5702 0 .88 2004 M6 0.5622 0.7S2
2001 M10 0.5428 0.933 2004 M7 0 6368 0.62

Chow forecast te s t statistics for Japan, Hong Kong and  China. 
Bootstrapped p w a k re s  based on 1,000 replications
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Appendix E
Structural Parameter Estimates for the B Matrix 
(asymptotic standard errors in parentheses)

0.0075
(0.0008)

0

0
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(0.0013)
0

Hong Kong
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(0.0007)

0

Qiina
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(0.0002)

0

0

0
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(0.0004)

0

0
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0

0

0

0

0.2034
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0
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0
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0
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(0.0006)



Appendix F
Structural Impulse Response Analysis, Alternative Identification Schemes
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Chapter 5
Socio-Economic Development 
and Fiscal Policy - Lessons 
from the Cohesion Countries 
for the New Member States
Joint work %vith Tuoinas Pcltoncn

5.1 Introduction
On 1 May 2001, the Enroiiofui Union (EU) exiiandcd to a union of 25 Mcin- 
l)er States. An imi>ortant feature of tliis enlargement is that many of the 
new Member States are still luidergoing a transition ¡nocess from command 
to niai’ket ecx>nomies, and most of them hill <iuitc far Ixilow the average EU 
income levels. Fiurthermore, the disixirsion of income levels among these 
coimtries and their regions is striking (Vaitilingiun, 2002). Despite the differ- 
enctis in their economic structmes, the new Member States are expected to 
join the tliird stage of the Euroixian Monetar}'  ̂ Union (EMU) an<l to follow 
considerable fiscal and monetary' discipline prior to the adoj>tion of the emo.

Fiscal ix)licy will have iui LmiK)rtant role in the new Member States’ ei:o- 
noniic jxihcitis during their process to fwlopt the eiuo. Upon EU accession, 
the new Member States are subject to the Treaty’’ of Maastricht and the Sta
bility and GroiMh Pact. According to a protocol to the Treaty, the general 
govenunent deficit to GDP ratio should not exceed J jiercent and the public 
debt to GDP ratio should be lower than GO percent. Additionally, tlie Stabil
ity mid Growth Pact refpiires Member States to readi a budgetary' position
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close to balance or in surplus over the medium term. However, the a\erage 
fiscal deficit of the new Member States was 5.G jxircent in 200‘i, with oul}̂  
the Baltic countries (Estonia, Lithuania and Latria) and Slovenia fulfilling 
the excessive deficit threshold of 3 percent of GDP.^

Against this backgroimd, it is clear that if the new Member Stattis aim at 
an early a<loption of the euro, most of them need to consolichite their fiscal 
balances in order to meet the EU fiscal criteria. The implementation of fiscal 
consolidation might be a  challenging task, as comjiletion of the tnuLsition 
process together with the implementation of the acquis communautairc will 
increase the expenditure side of the govemmemt budgets, while pixissiues to 
introduce tax  reforms could shrink the rev'emie side. Finally, the stnictm-al 
nature of the fiscal imbalances would certainly not case tliis task.

The fiim of oiu* paper is to provide new insights into the convergence 
process of the new Member States* towards the common ciurcuicy. More 
si>ecificall5", we want to examine the impact of iliflerent fiscal polic}" \’iiriables 
on socio-economic and structural development. We are especially interested 
in whether the fiscal austerity required by the Maastricht Treaty would re
strict and be harmful for the socio-economic catching-iip process of the new 
Member States. According to theory", if govermnent spending and invest
ment are efficient and beneficial for socio-economic develoixnent, fulfilling 
the fiscal criteria miglit be detrimental for the new Member States as many 
of them are currently running liigh government deficits and notable consol
idation measures would be required. Alternatively, fiscal austerity could be 
beneficial for socio-economic development, for economic growth and stabilit}^ 
and thus ultimately for welfare.

The socio-economic indicator that we calculate in oiu imper provides 
evidence tliat the Southern EU Member States, namely Portugal, Spain, 
and Greece, together with Ireland (cohesion coimtrics henceforth) were at 
approximately the same level of socio-economic development hi the 1980s, 
when they joined the European Union, as the new Member States were in 
1999. Importantly, we also found that the levels of government debt and

^According to the Eurostat statistics. In contrast, the EU-15 fiscal deficit was 2.7 per
cent of GDP in 2003. However, the general government gross debt of the EU-15 amounted 
to 64.3 percent of GDP in 2003, while it was 42.1 percent in the new Member States.

"In this study the term new Member States is used to refer to the 10 new EU countries 
excluding Cyprus and Malta, but including the Accession Countries, Bulgaria and Roma
nia. Note also that the term EU-15 is used for the Member States prior to the latest EU 
enlargement, excluding Luxembourg (for reasons of data av-ailability). Furthermore, the 
term EU-11 is used to refer to the EU-15 less the cohesion countries.
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net lending of the cohesion cotmtries in the 1980s were higlily similar to the 
respective \’ariables in the new Member States in 1999.^ This facilitates oiu: 
analysis, as we can iLse data from these coimtries, where there Is longer time 
series data a\'ailable, to e\’aluate the relationship bet\\^n  socio-economic 
development and fiscal jx)licy. Furthermore, the cohesion coimtries have 
also been subject to structural funds from the EU and capital inflows tliat 
are currently affecting the new Member States. Finally, the pri\atization 
of government enterprises started in the diosen time period in the cohesion 
countries, and this is also expectetl to liap2>en in the new Member States.'*

In the empirical j^art of the j^aper, we assess the extent to wliich the neŵ  
Member States r̂ifl have to arlJiLst in order to adiieve the socio-economic de
velopment levels of the fonner EU-15 Member States, and csi)ecially, wliat is 
the role of fiscal policy in order to iidiievc tins aim. Our ’Socio-Economic De- 
velo])inent Index’ (SEDI) consists of \arions socio-economic indicators tliat 
are to a large extent affectcxl by public ¡lolicics. We mciisure the diaiige in 
the develoinncnt index dming 1980-1999 in the cohesion coimtries and esti
mate the role of fisciil policy in the adjustment process. Using instnunental 
x-ariable methods, we regress the SEDI on \’arious fiscal \ariables, sudi as 
govenunent i)rimar>" surjilns and jiublic debt. Rurthermore, we replicate the 
analysis for the other EU-11 hlcmber States, in order to find whether fiscal 
consolidation wnuld be (xiuall}" relevant in promoting socio-«tonomic devel
opment in the other EU coimtries. FiniUly, we evaluate the time it would take 
for the neŵ  Member States to adiieve the EU bendmiark levels in terms of 
the development indicator, assuming the average sixxxl of development of the 
cohesion comitries during 1980-1999. The times \nry from 8.5 j'cars (Slove
nia) to aroimd 21 .years (Romania). Ilovv'ev'cr, it is important to note tliat 
the aforementioned analysis and its implications should not be confused with 
the convergence criteria that arc a prereciuisite for eiuo area entrjv

Oiu results show that fiscal consolidation would be beneficial for socio
economic development in the incdimn term. In line with previous literature 
about the effects of fiscal consolidation on economic outjiut, wc find that 
fiscal retrendiment, including a lowor level of public debt, would be advanta
geous to s(x:io-cconomic development in the cohesion countries. The effix t̂s 
of fiscal consolidation iirc found to be more prominent in iiromoting socio
economic development in the cohesion countries tlian in the other EU-15

^Pdkmans €t al. (2000) also suggested that this was the case for the level of GDP.
^There are also important differences. A significant one is that the new Member States 

are former command economies while the cohesion countries were market economies. This 
has an impact on the role and size of the public sector, and therefore on the level of 
socio-economic development.
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Member States. Because the levels of socio-economic development, govern
ment debt and net lending of the new Member States in 1999 bear close 
resemblance to those of the cohesion coimtries in 1980s, thej" would seem 
to be the most rele\ant ones for our analj^is. Findings from the transition 
literature suggest that those Central Eastern Emopean coimtries that liave 
adopted tighter fiscal policies in their transition process liave Ixicn more suc
cessful with their stabilization policies and have experienced a faster recover^' 
in output growth (see e.g. Budina and \an  Wijnbergen, 1997). These results 
emphasize the need for fiscal consolidation, in accordance with the Maastricht 
convergence criteria and additional recommendations from the EU Commis
sion. They could also 1x5 seen as support for the Stability and Growth Pact 
or an equi\alent intergovernmental derice to ciurb public six5nding and debt. 
As a policy implication, new Member Statc5s wishing to increase their level 
of socio-economic devcloi>ment should piusuc fiscal consolidation and pay 
attention to their go\’cmmcnt debt levels.

Next, we turn our focus to the rele\ant theoretical and empirical litera
ture. As has been shown by e.g. Mcxligliani (1961), an increase in public debt 
decreases the capital stock of the economy (crow'diug out effect) and therefore 
lowers the growth rate of the economy. Rurthermore, as shown by Diamond 
(19G5) and later by Saint-Paul (1992), an increase in the level of public debt 
generally decreases the welfare of the (xonomy. Moreover, a nmnber of em- 
]:)irical studies have sho\m tliat fiscal retrencliment might have a  favourable 
inijmct on economic activity in the medium term.^ As explamed by theoret
ical models, these non-Keynesian effects can occur through demand-side (ef
fects on expectations, lowered risk premiiun, wealth effects) and supply-side 
chaimcls (e.g. through increased competitiveness). Interestingly, according 
to the European Commission (2003), rouglily half of the fiscal coiLsolidation 
episodes imdertaken in EU countries in the j>ast three decades liave been 
folloi^xd by an immediate acceleration in economic growth. In addition, the 
European Commission reports that fiscal consolidation lias a ¡x)sitive impact 
on output in the medium term if it is conducted tlirougli expenditiue re- 
trcnclunent rather tlian tlirough tax increases. Furthermore, Perotti (1999) 
foimd that fiscal consolidations are more likely to have iion-Kc}Tiesian effects 
in coimtries vdth liigh debt levels.

In a conceptually similar study to ours, Afonso et al. (2003) examined 
public sector performance and efficiency'’ in 23 OECD coimtries. The authors

^This line of research includes studies by Giav’azzi and Pagano (1990, 1996), Alesina 
and Perotti (1995), Alesina and Ardagna (1998), Perotti (1999, 2002) and Giavazzi t t  a l  
(2000).
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coiLsidere<l indicators for the ’oi)portimity-pro\iding’ acthitics of tlie gov
ernment, such as education, health and infrastructure; and the ’Musgra\’ian’ 
tasks, such as allocation, distribution and stabilization. Wliercas \̂̂ e consider 
a brcakdfmm of fiscal balances, the study b}" Afonso ct al. (2003) used total 
government spending in order to e\ahu\te the level of j^ubUc scKlor efficiency. 
Interestingly, the authors found that, when fiscal consolidfition took plfu;e 
between 1990 and 2000, there was a considerable unprovement in the pub
lic sector perfonnance of the coimtries used in om study: Greece, Portugal, 
Sjmin and Ireland.

Comoming the link Ixstween structural refonns and flsail ¡»lic.y, most of 
the transition literatine secs tlie issue as a tracUvoff Ijctwwn stnictimd rev 
foniLs and fiscal Mances, where rai^id stnictural reforms ma>'’ generate ĉ osts 
in the fonn of deteriorating fiscal bahuices (Pirttilii, 2001). I'lns conclusion is 
drawui from the tluioretical models such as Dewatripont and Poland (1992), 
Chadha and Coricelli (1997), and Coricelli (1998). If the transition process 
Is siicn as the releases of factors of ¡noductioii from a declining states sect tor 
to iui exj)anduig pri\ate sector, as in Cliadlia and Coricelfi (1997), then at 
least tlnee factors contribute to the deterioration of the govenmient budget 
balmicx". Firstly, the dechne of the state sector dwrease« the («tablLsluxl Uvx 
bii.se. Sticondly, the creation of a new and eifec t̂ive private sector tax sys
tem takes time. Tliirdiy, if there are frictions in the economy, the transition 
Iirocess is Ukely to result in higher miemplojinent, uicreasiiig the exinnidi- 
tmes for unemi)lo}inent Ixiiiefits. However, the literatine invcstigiiting the 
interac:tion of fiscal policy and scxiio-economic develoiiment is limited, iuid 
even more so, as far as the new Member States are concerned. Our ¡xipcr tries 
to fill tliis ga|), and provides policy recommendations for the nciw Member 
States in their convergence process.

The i>aper is structured as follows. The next section presents the empir
ical analysis, where we discuss the calculation of the Socio-Economic Devel
opment Index, our model specifications and the time-series properties of the 
data. Tliis is followed by the estimation results, together with the |x>ssible 
implications for the new Memlxir States. The fmal section concludes.

5.2 Empirical Analysis
Our main aim is to investigate the reiationsliip between fiscal policy and 
socio-exonomic development in the four cohesion coimtries: Greece, Ireland,
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Spain and Portugal. In addition, we calculate the average speed of socio
economic development in these countries and then use this information to 
project the time required for the new Member States to att^dn similar levels 
of socio-economic development to the EU-15 Member States. Furthcnnore, 
we use the EU-11 Member States as a control group in the analysis about 
the relationsliip between socio-economic development and fiscal ix)hcy. The 
aim is to  determine whether there are differences in the effects of fiscal con
solidation in the promotion of socio-economic development between the two 
different groups of comitries.

As mentioned before, the cohesion coimtries are rele\’aiit for our analysis, 
since their socio-economic development level and fiscal bal^mces in the 1980s, 
at the time when they joined the EU, were liiglily similar to the ones of the 
new Member States in 1999. The estimation period, 1980-1999, captmes the 
catcliing-up and the economic convergence period from the EU memlx?rsliip 
to the start of the tliird stage of the EMU.^’ Oiu: estimation period 
also characterized by capital flows from the EU to the respective economies, 
which were included in their government revenues, and are assimied to be 
approximately of the same magnitude as those of the new Member States.^ In 
addition, the coimtries in the estimation sainjile experienced the {irivatization 
of government enterprises,® which is assmned to continue in the new Member 
States- Finallj", our main assmnjition Is tliat socio-economic development acts 
as an input and a catalj'st for economic growth and convergence.

Tliis section consists of four sub-sections. First, the Socio-Economic De
velopment Index (SEDI) is derived. Second, the model specification issues 
arc discussed. Third, the data somces and time series projierties of the data 
are described. Finallj", the evolution of the main \ariablcs is aiial^'zed.

®Ireland became an EU member in 1973, Greece in 1981, and Spain and Portugal in 
1986. As Ireland became an EU member in 1973, it may have been preferable to use 
an estimation period also covering the 1970s, However, data a\’ailability for the Socio- 
Economic Development Index for the period 1970-1979 is limited, and this period may be 
too early to capture the effects of EU accession in Portugal and Spain that only joined in 
1986.

Tndeed, the EU budget foresees net flows to the new Member States to total 2.5% ~i%  
of their gross national income during 2007-2013. This alleviation of the fiscal burden is 
comparable to that of the cohesion countries in tlie past, with the exception of Spain where 
the share was lower,

®Tlie revenues from the sales of mobile phone licenses in the four countries in (luestion 
are not relerant, because they are outside the sample period. The revenues were included 
in the government balances of 2000, 2001 or 2002, depending on the country in question.
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5.2.1 Calculation of the SEDI
Assessment of the clevelojjinent level of the incli\'idiial countries is based on 
the Socio-Economic Development Index (SEDI) tliat we deri\'e in tliis soc:tioii. 
The index consists of dilTerent indicators of health, mfrastniclure, environ
ment and education. The SEDI is constnict«! to be as coinpreliensiv'e an 
indicator of the level of socio-economic dcv'eloinncnt as possible, taking into 
accoimt the piiblic/privatc sector nature of the variables and data limitations.

lire  variables tliat are iiichidiid in the Socio-Economic Dcweloimient Index 
are listed m 1 able 1 below. The data source for tluiic variables is the World 
Hank World Dcvcloinnent Indicators (WDI) 2003 Database.

V ariab les
Air passengers earn ed  (per capita)

R ailw ay passengerk ilum eiers (10lK)km, per capita) 
T elephone mam lines in use (per lOii inhabitants)

GDP per un it o f  energy u se (P P P  USD per kg o f  o il equivaient) 
O arbtm dioxide emissions (kg per 1995 U S D  GDP) 
Prim ary school enrollm ent ( “ o o f  gross population) 
T ertiary  school enrollm ent o f  gross popu lation) 

Infant m ortality ra te  (pe r W » )  live  b irths) 
Inununisation  D PT o f  children under 12 months)

Table 1. Variabkis in tlie Socio-Economic I)ev'cloi>meiit Index (SEDI).

In the SEDI, infrastructure is representtxl by the mmilx^r of air ixvssengcrs 
and railway j)asseuger kilometers, as well as tclei)hone imvin lines in iise. 
The eiiviiomncntal vaiiables nscxl include carbondioxide emissions and the 
amount of CiDP attahied per tmit of eiierg)" itse. Both the primarj^ and 
tertimy school emoUment are indicators of (xlucation and, fiiuvlly, the level of 
IHiblic health is reprracnltxl by the infiuit mortality rate and the rate of DPT 
immunisation. As argued by Afonso ct al. (2003), these t^piis of vivnables 
could be called ’opjxjrtunity^ indicators, as a wcU-functioiiing health and 
education system iirovide many accessible opixjrtunities for the population. 
As the authors claimed, the variables could also be seen as indicators of 
allocativ'c efficiency.

The calculation of om inflcx follows quite closely the one of the Human 
Devxdopmeiit Index (IIDI) of the United Nations (UN). There Is, however, 
one major (lualitativ'e (Uffcrcncc betvvxxin the two indicators: imlike the UN 
index, our development mdicator does not include the GDP level of the
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countn^ in question.* One reason for this is that we regress the development 
index on a set of fiscal \ariables and the ’opportunity’ indicators of oiu* mdex 
are \ariables predominantly determhieil by govermuent ineasiu'os. Another 
reason is that GDP may not properlj" illustrate the welfare of the ix>puIation. 
In the case of Ireland, for example, Laski and Römisch (2003) mentioiiixl that 
there is a large difference between the GDP and GNP figru*cs, and suggest 
that GNP may serve as a better measure of welfare. \Vlien net factor income 
from abroad is negative, as has increasingly Ixeii the case in IrtJand in the 
1990s, fimds caimot be consmned nor saved in the country itself. Finally, 
we are c’ontroUing the GDP level on the right-hand skle of the ciiuation and 
having GDP on both sides of the equation might cause us some econometric 
luoblems.

The SEDI is calculated as foUovv̂ s.̂ *̂  First, vv̂e look for the smiillest (min) 
and largest (max) absolute value for each variable j  in thci siunphi of 21 coim- 
trics (EU-15 together with the new Member States excludhig Luxemboiug, 
CjpnLS and Malta, but mclucfing Romania iuid Bulgaria) i for the period of 
1980-1999.^^ In the case where a smaller value for a variable would corro 
spond to a liigher level of socio-economic and structural dovolopmeiit, as is 
the ciise with the infant mortality rate and carbondioxide eniissioiLS, ŵe iLse 
the inverse of the original values.^" Then, the index numlxir for any giv'cii 
observation {var in the formula below) for variable j  for comitrj' i is yieldcxl
by:

indexij ~  {varij — m inj)/(m axj — minj). (5.1)
^The United Nations HDI measures a country’s performance in terms of three different 

aspects i)f human development: longevity, knowledge and a decent standard of living. 
Longerity is measured by life expectancy at birth, knowledge by a combination of adult 
literacy rate and school enrollment at different levels. The standard of living is measured 
by GDP per capita. (United Nations, 2003)

Another possibility would have been to proceed using the methodology of the UN 
in calculating the human development index, where ’goalposts’ are selected, such as a 
maximum value of 85 and a minimum value of 25 for life expectancy. However, our 
methodologv' is very similar in that also the UN index has as its goalposts the feasible 
values at the extremes.

^Tlowever, in the ease of the new Member States and Germany, we only used data from 
1992 onwards in the construction of the SEDI. This was due to many missing variables for 
the new Member States before the start of the transition, and to the German unification 
tliat may have cau-sed problems in the analysis.

“̂One could claim that a threshold level of emissions is ncce.s.sary for a certain level 
of development, such as in the transition process from an agricultural to an industrial 
economy. However, industrialization had already taken place in the acceding countries, 
with heavy industries and excessive pollution being common phenomena.
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Prom this construction it follow's that all the \’alues for indexij are be
tween 0 and 1. One should note that as the xalues are obtained line-arly, 
we implicit!}' assume that the fiscal measures would need to be as large as 
to get from \’alue 0.1 to 0.2 as from 0.9 to 1.0. Therefore, we are assuming 
constant returns to scale, which is admittedl}' a constraining h}TX)thesis.^  ̂
The Socio-Economic Development Index for eacli countr}' i Is obtained by an 
arithmetic average of the J  — 9 indices for country

SEDIi =
^indexij
j=i (5.2)

Next, we display a table with the ranks of the UN IIDI for 2001 and 
our SEDI index for 1999, together with their \'alues^^ (The UN index is 
l>rcdominantly based on <lata from 1999 and Ls thus comparable).

^^Rzonca and Cizkowicz (2003) mentioned problems with using indices whose values 
are bounded at the extremes in econometric analysis. Our '̂alues for the countries under 
study, even if bounded by 0 and 1, fall in the middle of this range, with no visible slowdown 
in the growth rate of the index.

'̂^Tiie UN development index is also constructed by a simple average of the different 
’dimension’ indices: life expectancy, education and GDP. However, the weights within the 
dimensions vary. For example, in the education dimension, a 2/3 weight is given to adult 
literacy and a 1/3 weight to gross enrolment. (United Nations, 2003) 

the UN HD I, we only list the countries included in our study.
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SEDI V alue H D I V a lu e
D enm ark U,76<5 S w eden 0 9 3 6
S w eden 0.748 B elg iu m 0  9 3 5
Ireland 0.733 N e th e rla n d s 0 931
N ethe rland s 0.715 F in lan d 0 .9 2 5
F ran ce 0 .7 06 F ran ce 0 .9 2 4
A ustria 0 .699 U n ite d  K ing dom 0 .9 2 3
F in lan d 0.673 D en m ark 0  921
Italy 0 .667 A ustria 0 .921
U n ite d  K ing dom 0.663 G erm an y 0 .921
G erm an y 0 6 6 1 Ire land 0 .9 1 6
P o rtug al 0 6 5 4 Italy 0.9O 9
B elg iu m 0 6 4 5 S pain 0.9118
S pain 0.640 G reece U 881
G reece 0 593 P o rtug a l 0  8 7 4
S lo v e n ia 0.558 S lo ven ia 0  8 7 4
H un g ary 0.549 C z e ch  R e pu b lic 0 .8 4 4
C zech  R epublic 0.494 S lo vak ia 0.831
L atv ia 0 .487 H ungary 0 .8 2 9
P o lan d 0.476 P o land 0 .8 28
S lovak ia 0 .450 E ston ia 0 8 1 2
L ith u a n ia 0,438 L ithuan ia 0 .8 0 3
E ston ia 0 4 2 5 L atv ia 0 .791
B u lg a ria 0 .387 B u lgaria 0 .7 7 2
R o m an ia 0 332 R om ania 0 772

A verag e  E U 15 0 6 8 3 0 .9 1 6
A verag e  N M S + A C 0.460 0 .8 1 6
(N M S + A C > E U I5 67.3 5Ì 89  0

Table 2. Ranking and viilucs of countries’ SEDI and IIDI. Sources: 
Authors’ calculations and Uuittxl Nations (2001).

As is clear from the pre\’ioiLs table, the ranking in our Socio-I x^onomic 
Development Index is strikingly close to the UN development index for the 
year 1999. The top performer in the UN index, Sweden, ranks sec:ond in 
oirrs. The two worst performers, Bulgaria and Romania, are the same in 
both indices. The biggest differences between the two indices are vatiuissed 
for Belgium, Dcmnark and Ireland. The development levels of most of the 
new Member States are not far aj>art in our index. Slovenia at 0.558 and 
Ilimgai^" at 0.519 were in 1999 rather close to the level of Greece at 0.592. 
A coimtrj" group consisting of the Gsech Republic, L at\ia and Poland were 
very close to one another. Slo\akia, Lithuania and Estonia precede Bulgaria 
and Romania, whicli ranked lowest iiccording to oin index. As a comixuison 
of the differences among the EU-15 Member States, Denmark’s in<lcx was at 
0.760, Germany at 0.6G1 and the lowest, as alread}^ mentioned, was Greece

^®The SEDI and UN HDI indices differ in their composition, which explains the different 
ranking given by eacli index to the same country. For example, the very hi gli scores in 
health and education explain the high position of Belgium in the UN HDI, whereas the 
country obtains somewiiat lower \Talues for the infrastructure and environmental variables 
that are included in the SEDI.
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a t 0.592. The EU-15 average in 1999 was 0.683. As a comparison the Socio- 
Eiconomic Dewlopment Indicator is presented in Table 3 for the cohesion 
countries in 1980, 1999, and in the year the respecti\Te country' joined the 
European Union, with the exception of Ireland that joined the EU in 1973. 
As can be seen from Table 3, at the time the cohesion coimtries joined the 
EU, they were at a comparable level of development to most of the new 
Member States in 1999.

SEDI 1980 1981 1986 1999
Greece 0.366 0.412 0.592
Ireland 0.30S 0.733
Portugal 0.388 0.475 0.654
Spain 0.441 0.502 0.640

Table 3. Socio-Elconomic De\'elopment Index of the cohesion coimtries in 
1980, 1999, and in the year the respecth-e country joined the EU. Source:

Authors’ calculations.

Referring to the literature about the effects of fiscal consolidation on 
output, Table 4 shows the levels of the SEDI, government debt and net 
lending for the new Member States in 1999. In addition, a t the bottom of 
the table, the average values of the respective \'ariables are shown for the 
cohesion coimtries, as well as for the EU-11 Member States. The finding of 
ver}' similar levels of government debt and net lending adds to the relevance 
of iLsing the cohesion countries in the analj'sis.

1999
Country SEDI Government net lending Government debt
Slovenia 0.558 -21 *0 24 9 %
Hungary 0.549 -5 6 % 61 2 %
Czech Republic 0.494 -3 6 % 13 4 %
Latvia 0.487 ■4 9 % 12.6%
Poland 0.476 -1 4 % 40 3 %
Slovakia 0 450 -6 4 % 47 2 %
Lithuania 0.438 -5 6 % 23 0 « i
Estonia 0.425 -3 7 % 6 .0%
Bulgaria 0.387 0.4% 79 3 %
Romania 0.332 -4 5 »o 2 4 0 %

A\’g. NMS+AC 0.460 -3 7 % 33 2 %
AN-g. Cohesion countries in 1980 0.376 -3 9 % 35 9 %
Avg. EUl 1 in 1980 0.454 -1.2% 4 4 4 %

Table 4. Socio-Economic Development Index, government net lending and 
level of government debt. Sources: Authors’ calculations and Eurostat.
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5.2.2 Model Specifications
In this sub-section, the model specifications are discussed. Om- methodology' 
is similar to one used by Alesina et al (2002), where the authors investigateci 
the eflects of fiscal policy on investment and profits of firms. They' regressed 
profits on measures of government expenditure and revenues, and further 
used a  breakdown of the series of government spending, similarly to o\ir 
[Xijjer. In o\ir analy'sls, we use cy'clicaUy' adjusted \nriables in order to exclude 
the automatic resjx)nse of fiscal I’ariables to changes in economic conditioiis 
(such as the automatic stabilizer effects) and to moixsure the actuid stance 
of fiscal policy. Some \’ariables, such as the debt interest ¡xiy'inents, arc 
not, however, cyclically adjusted. Nc\'erthelcss, as they are to a large extent 
uncorrelatcd with business cycles, tliis point might be of minor importance. 
Finally, like Gali and Perotti (2003), we include the public debt to GDP 
ratio in our regressions, in addition to the government sjxjiiditig and revenue 
variables. We use ratios of the fiscal variables to i>otential GDP (and to trend 
GDP as a robustness test^^) in the estimations.

Following the OECD data structure, wc use a breakdown! of govOTunent 
exj^enditurc and revenues as foUow's. In the tw'o iiKist Ixisic specifications, 
the indeixiiidcnt variables are primary^ government balance and debt, and net 
lending and debt, respectively'. Government net lending can be di.siiggregatcd 
into current receipts less current disbiusemcnts (excluding gi'oss interest pvy'- 
ments) less net capital outlays. Fiuthermore, the variable current receipts 
is disaggregated into taxes and received social security' contributions. We 
use these fiscal variables with the public debt to GDP ratio to exi^lain the 
evdution of the Socio-Economic Development Indicator of GrtHx'e, Ireland, 
Portugal and Spain for the jxiriod 1980-1999. In aildition, the same estima
tion was condiicted for the EU-11 Member States, as a control groiip, and as 
a robustness test for the entire sample of EU-15. In order to tackle the possi
ble endogeneity' issue, w'e used the instrumental variables estimation method 
(tw'o stage least squares), using the first and second lags of the independent 
variables as instnunents.^® Linear and quadratic trends w'ere also included 
in the models, as W'ell as constant terms.

Even if changes in the variables in our index are to a large extent (or even 
exclusively) determined by' fiscal policy', prov'iding sui>port for our model,

^^The trend GDP was estimated for each country by regressing the log of real GDP 
against a constant, a linear and a quadratic trend.

increase the robustness of the results, we also estimated fixed effects models and 
obtained qualitatively V'ery similar results. These results are available on request.
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the time frame of the impacts on some \'ariables could be questioned. For 
example, a reduction in the diild mortalit}' rate certainly reflects a longer 
term commitment in health care by the public sector tlian one captured b}̂  
yearly dianges in fiscal policJ^ Ho\rever, even if the imi>act on some variables 
would only arise after a longer time period, our approadi can be defended by 
the fact that countries liave generally follow'ed ’trends* in fiscal policies: years 
of Escal profligacy are generally followed by years of Escal coiLsolidation.^^

5,2.3 About the Data
For the development and fiscal indicators, the data are annual. The SEDI 
is constructed using data from the World Bank WDI 2003 database men
tioned Ciu-lier,“® The data for Escal policy variables are obtained from the 
OECD Ejconomic Outlook 75 database. Other data source Is the Eurostat 
for the Escal variabkis in Table d. In the estimations, we ilsckI the STATA 
8.2 statistical software.

The limited dimension of the ¡xinel of olxicrvations (4 countries x 20 
iumual observations for the fiscal series) creates problems for the evaluation 
of the time series properties of the scries. On one hand, the nmnber of time 
scries observations is small to ai)j)ly the single time scries imit root tests, 
such as augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) and Pliillips-Pcrron (PP) tests. On 
the other liand, the numlxir of cross-sections is also rather small to ])ropcrl3' 
ai)ply ixmel imit root tests.** However, iLsing panel imit root tests can still be 
considered one wa}”̂ of increasing the ¡xivver of the imivariate tests, as stated 
by Maddala and Wu (1999). We chose to nse the jianel imit root tests by 
Levin, Lin and Chu (2002) (LLC test), given that also the cros.s-sectional 
dimeiLsion of the panel is limited.

The LLC test Is based on an analj’sis of the following equation:
=  a* +  àff +  Ot +  piVu-i +  Ct.f, (5.3)

where i — 1, 2,...,A  and t =  1,2,...,T. Tliis model allows for fixed ef
fects (a and 0) and unit-specific time trends. The unit-specific fixed effects 
are an important source of heterogeneitj^, since the coeflicient of the lagged

example is Greece, where tlie budget deficit worsened from 1980 to 1990, then 
declined modestly until 1995, and fell at an accelerated pace until 1999.

‘®The data used is described in more detail in the Appendix.
Therefore, we also made the panel unit root tests using the full sample of EU-15 

countries.
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dependent \Tariable is restricted to be homogeneous across all imits of the 
panel. The null hypothesis Hq : p¡ =  0 for all i is tested against the alter
native Ha ' Pi ~  P < 0 for all i (all series are stationarj"). Like most of the 
unit root tests in the literature, the LLC test assiuncs that the individual 
processes are cross-sectionally independent. Given this assmnption, Levin et 
al (2002) derived conditions \mder v\^hicli the pooled OLS estimate of p will 
have a  standard normal distribution imder the null hjTX)thesis.

Wlicn the LLC panel unit root test was api)lied to the fiscal serit^s with 
respect to potential GDP, in 8 cases out of 9, the null h>^)othesls that all foiir 
countries had a unit root in their series a t hand was rejected a t a miniimun 
of 5 jxircent level of significance against the alternative that all coimtrioi are 
statioiiarj". Only in the case of govenunent debt, the null h}potluisLS vas 
not rejected at the conventional levels of significance, \Vlicn the LTjC test 
was apjilied to series with respect to trend GDP, the null h}^x)th(isls of a 
unit rcx)t could be rejected for all series a t a niinimtun of 5 i>ercent level of 
significance.'“ When the LLC tests were conducted for the entire sami)le of 
EU-15, the null hypothesis could be rejected for íül series at the ininimmn of 5 
percent lev̂ el of significance, with scries expressed lx)th as shares to trend and 
to potential GDP. Finally, the SEDI variable was foimd to be stationary' or 
trend stationary at the conventional levels of significance for all the coimtrj' 
groujis.

We can claim tliat these results would seem to Justify estimating the 
models in lev’els instead of diiTercnccs. Furthermore, there Is a trade-off 
between differencing the series and losing infonnation, and estimating the 
series m levels with a  small jxissibility of (cxj)integrat(Kl series. In our case, 
it is hard to justify the usefulness of applying a panel cointegration analy'sis 
for tliis simple study \rith the limited panel of oljscrvations. Therefore, we 
proceeded with om* analy’sis treating the variables as statiomuy or trend 
stationary'. As a robustness check, we also estimated the mo<lels in first 
differences, but no conclusions coxild be drawn from those estimates. Finally', 
we should point out tliat our method is very similar to the one used in Alcsina 
et al (2002), where the authors estimated their models using the fiscal data 
from the same source, treating the variables as stationary'.

“‘The null h>pothesis for the variable ’’net capital outlays to trend GDP" was rejected 
at the 10 %  level of significance.
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5.2.4 Evolution of the Main Variables
Chart 1 below depicts the evolution of the Socio-Economic Development In
dex in the cohesion covmtrics during 1980-1999. The SEDI variables of the 
EU-11 Member States, as well as of the new Member States arc presented in 
the Appendix.

Greece Ireland

Year
Graphs by country

Chart 1. S(x;io-Economic Development Indicator for cohesion coimtries
1980-1999.

According to our indiaitor, Ireland Wiis, in 1980, at the lowest level of 
socio-economic development of the cohesion coimtries. However, Ireland aLso 
liad the fastest development rate: its socio-econoinic conditions improved 
during the sample period by a total of 138.3 jxjrcent, as measured by our 
index. Similarly, the smalhst cliange in the development index, about 45.1 
j)ercent, took place in Sjxim that had the liigliest level of development in 
1980. The lowest level of development in the EU-15 in 1999 wtis, according 
to our results, in Greece, where the index stood a t 0.592. Finally, the average 
annual growth rate of the SEDI in the cohesion coimtrj' group was 0.0147 
SEDI units in 1980-1999.

During the sample period, the economics imder study went through a no
table fiscal consolidation. Charts 2 and 3 depict the evolution of govomment 
net lending relative to GDP, as vvoll as the devolopment of gross govenmient 
debt to GDP in 1980-1999.
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Chart 2. Government net lending to GDP for cohesion countries 1980-1999.

In Ireland, after peaking a t -12.7 percent of GDP in 1982, government 
net lending significantly increased. Laski and Römisch (2003) reporte<l tliat 
this was due to gowminent expenditure growing more slowly than the GDP, 
and government revenues growing at a faster pace. Finally, govermnent net 
lending turned positive in Ireland in 1997. In Greet:e, the budget deficit 
initiallj'^ worsened rapidly and net lending reached -15.9 percent of GDP in 
1990. There was a modest decline in the deficit imtil 1995, wliich was then 
followed bj" a faster improvement in the fiscal position, with net lending 
amounting to -1.8 percent of GDP in 1999. According to Laski and Römisch 
(2003), the average tax rate in Greece increased from 8.5 percent to 14.6 
percent of GDP between 1995-2000. Similar!}' to the other economics imder 
study, Portugal started from a  ver}' high budget deficit in the early 1980s (net 
lending in 1981 stood a t -9.2 percent of GDP), whereas after that the budget 
deficit, expressed in terms of net lending, slowly declined to -2.9 ixircent of 
GDP in 1999. In Spain, the deficit in net lending rose first in the early 1980s, 
decreased somewliat in the late 1980s, and then rose rapidly to reach almost 
7 jiercent of GDP in 1993. After that, fiscal consolidation was very fast and 
net lending amounted to -1.2 j>ercent of GDP in 1999.
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Cliart 3. Government debt to GDP for cx)hesion countries 1980-1999.

Government debt to GDP was on a stcadil}  ̂ increasing path dining the 
examination period in Spain, Greece and to some extent also in Portugal. 
Howev’er, the deterioration in the debt to GDP ratio was notable in Greece 
in the early 1990s (from 66 to 110 percent of GDP between 1989 and 1993). 
In contrast, the debt to GDP ratio decreased from 9G.3 to 49.3 percent of 
GDP during 1993-1999 in Ireland,

5.3 Empirical Results
5.3.1 Socio-Economic Development and Fiscal Policy
The regression results for the cohesion countries are presented in Table 5. 
The dejxindent iTiriable is the natural logaritlmi of the Socio-Economic De
velopment Indicator, while the indci>endent inriables are different fiscal mea- 
siues in levels. The LOG-LIN models were estimated using fiscal \'ariables 
with respect to potential GDP (calculated by the OECD). In the motlels, 
the level of government debt and its accumulation (with respect to different 
subcomponents) were controlled for.
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M yB aiifaH W yuyQ U B aaaH

"n v o  STAGE LEAST SQUARES LOG-LIN model for cohedon countries
Dependent variable: In o f SEDI, independent variables are used as instruments lagged 1 and 2 time periods

1 2 3 4 5
Government Debt to Potential GDP -Ü.4430*** •0.3660*** -0.3416*** -0,4070*** -0.3415***[0.0205) [0.0188] 10.0676] [0.0331] [0 0148]
iTimary Government Balance to Potential GDP 1.3098***

[0.1885]
Net Lending to Potential GDP 0.8067***

[0.1548]
Current Receipts to Potential GDP •0.1969 0.2476

[0.7901] [0.3435]
Total Expenditure to Potential GDP -0.2871

[0 56Ó9)
Current Disbursements Excl Interest Payments to Potential GDP -0.6159** •0.5930***

10 2625] [0.1048]
Net Capital Outlaw’s to Potential GDP -1.8466*** -1.6444***

10.280''] [02983]
Total Taxes to Potential GDP •0.7053***

[0.2154]
Social Contributions Received to Potential GDP 0.1597

[0.2170]

ObservaQons 72 72 72 72 72
R-sqttiired 0.958 0.95Ò 0.943 0 9e9 0.976
Kansoi f-statislies 0.509 0.983 3.574 3.333 7.577
P-value O.T75 0.612 0.311 0.504 0.181
HubtfrUlule robwt standard errors in brackets 
• agiufieant at lOt'»; •• significant at i ti; • '*  significant at I t i  level

Table 5. Eistimation results for cohesion couiitries.

According to the results, an improvement in the ratio of primarj^ gov- 
ermncnt balance to GDP by 1 percentage point would incrctise the Socio- 
Economic Development Index by 1.31 percent ceteris paribus. Similarly, the 
coefficient for net lending is 0.81, and for current disbm^ements of a  mag
nitude between -0.59 and -0.62. Furthermore, a  decrease in the ratio of 
govermnent debt to GDP by 1 percentage point would increase the Socio- 
Economic Dewlopment Index by 0.34 percent to 0.44 percent ceteris paribus. 
Both lower government spending and total taxes increase the SEDI, suggest
ing that socio-economic development benefits from the down-sizing of the 
public sector. A similar result is also suggested by the theoretical transi
tion model by Chadlia and Coricelli (1997). Contrasting evidence is found 
with respect to models where pubhc capital investments contribute to aggre
gate production, as we find a  significant negative coefficient on net capital 
outlays."^

Similar models were estimated for the group of the EU-11 Member States, 
and the results are reported in Table 6. Again, a reduction of govermnent

"^However, a possible explanation could be that if the level of government capital stock 
and investment are higher than the social optimum, then the tax burden on firms and 
citizens may also be too high and welfare could be improved by decreasing the government 
capital stock and spending.
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debt improves oiir de\'elopment index, but the coefficients are substantial! 
lower for the other EU-11 Member States than for the cohesion coimtries. In 
addition, an increase in government net lending has a positive impact on the 
SEDI. Ilowev'er, the coefficient is only marginally significant a t 10 pcrcont 
level, while the coefficient for primary government balance Is not statistical!)' 
significant. These results implicate that fiscal consolidation would be more 
prominent in promoting socio-economic development in the cohesion coim- 
trics. In contrast to our findings for the cohesion countries, an increase in 
government spending and taxes is foimd to be beneficial for socio-economic 
dewlopment in the other EU-11 Member States. This may be an indication of 
the public sector expenditure being more efficiently used in the EU-11 Mem
ber States. Then, fiscal consolidation would be beneficial for socio-et:onomic 
development when conducted through an increase in revenues rather tlian 
through cuts in expenditure. As the literature emphasizes, the size and jx r̂- 
sistence of the fiscal adjustment, its composition and the initial state of public 
finances are important factors in determining the outcome of the economic 
policy. However, as the govenunent debt levels for the cohesion coimtries 
were actually lower, but the net lending \’ariables more strongly in deficit 
tlian the ones for the EU-11 Member States in the 1980s, it is likely to be the 
initial level of government net lending that causes the differing impacts of fis
cal polic)' on socio-economic dev'elopment between these two grouj^i. Finally, 
it is important to note tliat we found the levols of government debt and net 
lending, as woU as socio-economic development of the cohesion coimtries in 
the 1980s to have been strikingly close to those of the new' Member Statoi in 
1999.
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T \^ '0  STAGE LEAST SQUARES LOG-LIN model fo r EU*11 countries

1 2 3 4 5
Government Debt to Potential GDP -0.0863*** ■ 0.0484* -0.0561*** -0.0595*** •0.0482***

[0.01 SI] 10.0261] [0 0162] [00169] [0.0151]
Priniary Govenimcnl Balance to Potential GDP *0.0067

[0.3502]
Net trending to Potential GDP 0.4881*

10.2767]
Current Receipts to Potential GDP 0.0227 -0.1025

[0.3091] [0..44IO]
Total Expenditure to Potential GDP 0.8286**

10-3391]
Current Disbursements Excl. Interest aiym ents to Potential GDP 0.9124** 0.7204***

[0 3568] [0.1028]
Net Capital Outlays to Potential GDP -0.7422

I0462T
-0.1361
[0.4906]

Total Taxes to Potential GDP 1.0013***

Social Contributions Received to Potential GDP
[0.2811] 
0.1)08 
[0 1062]

O lise iv a tio ftt 170 170 170 170 170
R-squored 0.721 0.731 0.833 0.834 0.852
H aru ia i J 'S ta tis tics 1.194 3.413 0.384 0.918 5.133
P-value
Hiifier T H iite  robust standard errors in brackets

0.550 0181 0.944 0 922 0.400

* at I O’«; "  significant at S*'*; * "  agnificant at 1*̂  levd

Table 6. Estimation results for EU-11 countries.

To test for the robustness of the resellts, we also estimated the previous 
models for the whole sample of EU-15 Member States. The resiilts from 
tliis estimation are reported in Table 7. Tliis specification, even if it does 
not empliasize the differences between the cohesion countries and the EU-11 
Member States, may be econometrically preferable due to a bigger sample 
size.”̂  All in all, the results are in line with the ones pre\ioiisly reiK>rted. 
Similarly to the case of the cohesion countries and the EU-11 Member States, 
reductions in government debt increase socio-economic development. Fur
thermore, an increase in total expenditure now increases the development 
nidcx, suggesting tliat results for the EU-11 Member States (excluding the 
coluision countries) are dominating the findings from tliis six^iflcation. No
tably, the effects of fiscal consolidation on socio-economic development are 
again weaker in terms of the estimated coefficients (with the excejition of the 
net lending and net capital outlays variables) than in the case of the cohesion 
coimtries.

“^However, in the second specification where government debt and net lending are used 
as independent variables, the Hansen J-test for exogeneity of our instruments is rejected.
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TW O STAGE LE/\ST SQU^VRES LOG-LIN m odd for E l^ lS  countries

1 2 3 4 5
Gox'emtncnt Debt to Potential GDP -0 .154y*** -0.0431* -0 .11 61* ** -0.1316*** -0.1380***

[oo :‘;4i (oo :4 'i (0 020:) ¡00212] [0 0201]
Primary Government Balance to Potential GDP 0.94 30***

[0.3M<))
Net Lending to Potential GDP L 2947***

[02134]
Current Receipts to Potential GDP -0 .0 9 4 2 -0 .2337

[0 2828] [0 2'231
Tout Expenditure to Potential GDP 0 .9 2 3 ? * * *

[0 2'»o|
Current Disbursements E\ct. Interest Payments to Potential GDP 0.86S3*** 0.5166***

[0 2788] ]0 07'h]
Net Capital Outbjs to Potential GDP -1 .8695*** -2.0860* •*

[0 38S8] (0 42̂ 4)
Total Taxes to Potential GDP 0 .2680

[0 2524]
Social Contributions Received to Potential GDP 0.2881***

]0 1048]
Obwrvatim« W 242 242 242 212
R-squared 0 o 7 0,703 081'» 0 8.32 0 8-3.5
Hiin&L*n J-stah sties 3510 «523 1 30'’ 4 0'3 5 42(1
P-Viilue oit: 0014 0-ri3 0 3*)o 0 313
Hiilvr AXliitc robust standard anss in brackets
*signiticaiil at I0*o, *• gfosticaid at 5*». “ * sifptllicant at 1",

Trtblo 7. Estimation results for EU-15 comitries.

As a further robustness test, we estimated the iiioclcLs with \';irial)lcs 
expressed as ratios to trend GDP. For all the countr>  ̂groujis (EU-15, Idil
l i  and the cohesion countries), the main results, including the sizes of the 
statistical!}'’ significant ctxiiÌicients, rennvined broiitUy imchiuigixl. For models 
<!Xi>r(issed lx>th as ratio to potential and trend GDP, the results were not 
robust to a fii'st difference tnmsfomiation. Tluise results are available on 
request.

5,3.2 Implications for the New Member States
In tills section, we use our results to assess the implicatioas for the new 
Member States. We first disciLss tiie time it would take for the new Memlxir 
States to reacli the average and loŵ est welfare levels of the EU-15 in 1999, 
the }'̂ ear w'̂ heii the single ciurency was introdiictxl. Then, we disciLss some 
of the recent develoiimeiits in the fiscal btìlances of the new Member States. 
It is imixirtant to note that this analj'sis and its imjilicatioiLs should iK)t be 
confuswl with the convergence criteria that are a prereciuisito for emo area 
entr}'.

In Table 8, we list tlie numlTer of }Tiars it would take for the new Member 
Statiis to reac;h the develojMnent levels of the average EU-15 member and
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Greece in 1999, assuming the new Member States developed at the average 
annual growi,h rate (0.0147 SEDI units) of the cohesion coimtries in 1980- 
1999,“̂  and experienced similar ¡>aths of fiscal consolidation.

Counirv Y ears to  average F .IM 5 in 1999______ Years to  G reece in 1999
Slovenia 8 .5 2.4
Hungar>' 9.1 3.0
C2ech Republic 12.8 6.7
Latvia 13.4 7.2
Poland 14.1 8.0
Slovakia 15.8 9.7
Ltlliuania 16.7 10.5
Estonia 17.6 11.4
Bulgaria 20.1 13.9
Romania 23 .9 17.7

Table 8. Socio-Economic Development convergence time.

It is clear from Table 8 that the convergence times Viiry significantly, 
depending on the level of development that is aspired to. In 1999, Slovenia 
was lagging beliind the EU-15 average level of devcloi>mcnt by 8.5 3'c \̂rs, b\it 
onl̂  ̂2.4 jears behind the level in Greece. For Romania, the munbers of years 
are 28.9 and 17.7, respectively. We find that the convergence times in tenns 
of socio-economic development are slightly lower than the often-investigated 
income convergence times. As an example, Fischer ct al. (1998) examnuxl 
how long it would take the transition comitries of Eastern and Central Emoiie 
to close the income gap to the current EU coimtries, and arrive<l at an a\'crage 
time of 30 years. Similarly, Wagner and IIloiLsko\a (2002) suggested tliat 
except for Slovenia and the Czecli Republic, the average time it would take 
for the new Member States to acliieve 70 percent or 80 pcircent of thci enlargwl 
EU’s a\Terage GDP level is 30-40 years. However, one should note that the 
convergence times rejxirted in Table 8 are the times recpiired to reach the 
desired socio-economic development level that the EU-15 Member States had 
in 1999, not the catching-up times.

Wliat do the predictions from the thoKiretical model by Qiadlia and Cori- 
celli (1997) imply, if they are considercxl together with our results? First, 
as Coricclli (1998) has argued, the new Member States may exi>eriencc some 
slowdoT\Ti in their convergence i:>rocess. Tliis would be a resjxìiise to fisavl con
straints that have become tighter as convergence has progressed. If rcstruc- 
tiuring is still sought a t a rapid ¡>ace, tliis maj' make it more difficult to keep

“®We justify this assumption again by pointing to the similar development levels of the 
cohesion countries at the time of their EU accession and the new Member States in 1999.
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Escal balances in order. Tliis according to our results, l>e detrimental
in terms of welfare, as it would ha\'e a negative iini>act on the socio-economic 
develoi>nieiit indicator. Second, imcini)lo;\Tnent i.s a major problem in most 
new Memlier States. Dcixmding on hô ’̂' far the' convergence jircK-ess has pro- 
gi'essed, there arc dUferenct's in its imixict on s(Kio-economic ilcvelopincnt. 
If the convergciKO j r̂oc-ess Is still at the initial stages, a fast nistmctiuring 
\\'Ould iini)l,y further uncini)lo>mcnt, worsening ilscal l>alimcci> and an advnrse 
impact on the socio-economic development. However, it Is more likely tliat 
in niimy new Mcmlxir Statens the convergence has alrefwly i)rogr(«sed some
what fmther. Then, ad\ancements in the convergence process would iiLstead 
increase output growth, diKUoase imeniplo^nient, imiirove the fiscal biilaiiccs 
and, acoording to our rcisults, luue a ixisitive imixwt on welfare.

In iminy new Memlxir Statcis, govemmciit spending and the general gov- 
enunent deficit have recently hicreased significantly, (isiwcially in Ilimgar^", 
Slovakia and the OzckIi Rc*i)ublic. Morwjver, with lùgli CiDP growth lowering 
the vnlue of the fiscal vaiiablcs exprtissed as ratios to GDP, it lx*conies clear 
that tliti <leficits have tlieir origins in strong cxi>eiiditure pnissiuc's and, as the 
EBRD (20011) iiohits out, the deficits hi tlu^e coimtries are largely stnictural 
hi nature. Therefore, the task of reduchig budget deficits mid government 
dolit levds will bo a (iiallengiiig one.

5.4 Conclusions
i'lic aim of our i>ai)er was to examine the luik bctweiui socio-wiinomic devel
opment and llsciil jiolicy. In order to adiieve our aim, we first eoiLstnicted 
a Socio-EiX)iioinic. Dev'cloiiment Index (SEDI) mid then regri^sed it on a 
number of ilscal variables, huludhig vmiabk^ from both the exixiiiditimi 
and rev'enne side of the govenmieiit balance sluHit, from CnxK-e, Irelmid, 
Portugal and Si>aiii for 1080-1909. During tliis time jioriod, the coiuitric« 
eiitcrcKl Uie Europcmi Union and started the n«:essiir>' adjustments teward 
the single ciurcnc^y, intriiduced in 1999. ^^e then uswl the results from our 
ULstnunciital varialiles rogressions to evaluate th<i hnplieatioiis for the new 
Member State's. Fhially, vv̂e also ciileulatcd how long it would take for the 
new Mcmb(;r States to a<hicve the EU benelunark levels in 1999 hi tenus of 
the dev'clopment uidicator, assmniiig a speed of development of the abov'e 
comitries during 1980-1999. Tlui thntis vaiicxl from 8.5 years (SlcA'cnia) to 21 
yom-s (Homiuiia).

Oiu results show’̂ that Escal consolidation vvxmld be bcneiicial for socio-
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economic development in the medium tenn. In line with the literature on 
the effects of Escal consolidation on economic output and growth, we find 
that Escal retrenchment through a loŵ er government debt and an improved 
net lending position W'Ould be ad\antageous to socio-ciconomic develoi)ment. 
The effects of Escal consolidation in promoting socio-economic d(W'elopment 
are foimd to be mudi stronger for the cohesion coimtries than for the other 
1:̂ 11-15 Member Statens. Wlicreas an overall down-sizing of the public sector 
W71S foimd to improve socio-economic development in the cohesion coimtries, 
in the other EU-15 Meml)er States increases in govermnent current disbitrse- 
ments w'ere fomid to have beneficial cifecls on development, suggesting a 
more efficient jniblic sector in those ec*onomies. All in all, th(i results coiEd 
be sm i to sup{X)rt maintaining the Stabihty and Growth Pact or an eciuha- 
leiit intergovermnental device to curb public spending and debt.
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5.5 Appendices
The Apixiudix descrilxis the data sources and other data related Issues.

First, all the fiscal i-ariablcs were obtained from the OECD Economic 
Outlook 75 database. In the baseline models, the fiscal \ariablcs were trans- 
fonned into ratios to |x)tcntuil GDP (as calculated by the OECD). As a ro
bustness test, the models were estimated also using fisciil variables as ratios 
to real trend GDP that was obtained b}̂  regressing the real GDP (deflated 

the GDP deflator, obtained from the OECD) against a constant, a. Unear 
and a ciuadratic trend.

Second, the variables for the Socio-Economic Develoi>mcnt Indicator (SEDI) 
were obtained from the World Bank World Dev-elopment IncUcators (WDI) 
2003 database. The SEDI was coastnicted using data for the EU-15 coimtries 
(1992-1999 for German^', 1980-1999 for the other EU-15 Member States) and 
for the new Member States (1992-1999). Due to limited data availabilitj', 
some variables included in the SEDI needed to be interpolated or extrapo- 
Uited, as follows (missing yc-ais in ¡>arentheses):
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The 'V’ariable "air j>assengers carried" ^̂ 'as missing for Slo\akia (1992).
The \’ariable "rail passenger kilometers" was missing for Denmark (1999), 

Ireland (1999), and the Netherlands (1999),
The \Tiriable "infant mortality rate" was missing for Belgium (199G, 1999), 

Finland (1981, 1988), Greece (1999), and Italy (1999).
The v-ariable "immimisation DPT" was missing for Austria (1980), Bel

gium (1980), the Czecli Republic (1992), Denmark (1980), Estonia (1992), 
Finland (1980), France (1980), Italy (1980-83), Slovakia (1992-93), Spain 
(1980-83), Sweden (1980), and the United Kingdom (1980).

Finality, the \’ariables "primary" and tertiary" scliool enrollment" were aiail- 
able before 1990 for all countries only in 1980, 1985 and 1990. Therefore, 
the \ariables were linearly interpolated for all countries for 1981-1989. In 
addition, "primarj" school enrollment" was also missing in Belgium (1997), 
Ireland (1998), Poland (1998), and "tertiary scliool enrolhncnt" in Belgium
(1998) , Finland (1998-99), Germany (1999), Greece (1998-99), and Slovenia
(1999) .

Note, however, that the missing observations for the new Member States 
had no imi>act on the actual i>anel estimations, as the models were estimated 
using data for the cohesion coimtries and the other EU-15 Mernlxir States 
onl,y. Finally, the natural logaritlim of SEDI was used in the models.

Other data source is the Eurostat for the fiscal variables in Table 4.
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